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Manchester City Council 
Report for Information 

 
Report to: Licensing Committee – 19 July 2021 
  
Subject: Update of Model Conditions under the Licensing Act 2003 

including incorporation of Martyn’s Law proposals 
 
Report of: Director of Planning, Building Control & Licensing   
 

 
Summary 
 
The report provides the Licensing Committee with the results of the public 
consultation and proposes the final model conditions. 
 
Recommendations 
 
That Members approve the model conditions. 
 

 
Wards Affected: All 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment - the impact of the decisions proposed in this 
report on achieving the zero-carbon target for the city  

None 

 
 

Manchester Strategy Outcomes Summary of the contribution to the 
strategy 

A thriving and sustainable City: 
supporting a diverse and distinctive 
economy that creates jobs and 
opportunities 

Licensed premises provide a key role as an 
employer, in regeneration, and in attracting 
people to the city. The efficient processing of 
applications as well as effective decision 
making in respect of them, plays an essential 
role in enabling businesses to thrive and 
maximise contribution to the economy of the 
region and sub-region. 

A highly skilled city: world class and 
home grown talent sustaining the 
city’s economic success 

 

A progressive and equitable city: 
making a positive contribution by 
unlocking the potential of our 
communities 

An effective licensing regime works with 
Operators and other agencies to ensure as far 
as it is able, matters of equality and local 
issues.  
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A liveable and low carbon city: a 
destination of choice to live, visit 
and work. 

 

The Licensing process provides for local 
residents and other interested parties to make 
representations in relation to licensing 
applications to safeguard local place-based 
interests. Representations have to be directly 
related to the licensing objectives; in relation 
to the Licensing Act these are the prevention 
of crime and disorder, the prevention of public 
nuisance, public safety, and the protection of 
children from harm. 

A connected city: world class 
infrastructure and connectivity to 
drive growth 

 

Licensed premises play a key role in ensuring 
an economically successful City, and the 
Licensing Policy seeks to achieve desirable 
and high-quality premises to help drive that 
growth. 

 
Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for: 
 

● Equal Opportunities Policy 
● Risk Management 
● Legal Considerations 

 

 
Financial Consequences – Revenue 
 
None 
 
Financial Consequences – Capital 
 
None 
 

 
Contact Officers: 
 
Name: Danielle Doyle  
Position: Licensing Unit Manager  
Telephone: 0161 234 4962  
E-mail: 
danielle.doyle@manchester.gov.uk  

Name: Fraser Swift 
Position: Principal Licensing Officer and 

Acting Licensing Unit Manager 
Telephone: 0161 234 1176 
 E-mail: fraser.swift@manchester.gov.uk    
 

 
Background documents (available for public inspection): 
 

Report to Licensing Committee - 20 January 2020: “Update of Model Conditions 
under the Licensing Act 2003 including incorporation of Martyn’s Law proposals” 
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Original consultation responses 
Protect Duty Consultation, Making the public safer at publicly accessible 
locations, Home Office (February 2021) 
Manchester Arena Inquiry Volume 1: Security for the Arena, Report of the Public 
Inquiry into the Attack on Manchester Arena on 22nd May 2017, Chairman: The 
Hon Sir John Saunders June 2021 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 The report provides the Licensing Committee with the results of the public 

consultation on the revised model licence conditions for premises under the 
Licensing Act 2003, which incorporated the proposed new conditions in line 
with adopting the principles of Martyn’s Law in Manchester. 
 

1.2 The consultation was published on the Council’s website for 6 weeks from 4 
March to 17 April but was extended for a further 4 weeks until 17 May in light 
of the Coronavirus lockdown. 

 
1.3 Fourteen responses were received in the consultation period and a further 

written response received after the deadline. Clearly, there has been no 
prejudice in this being received late, given the passage of time and so has 
been included in the results.  

 
1.4 Responses were received from the following -  

6 x industry operator 
1 x member of public 
1 x private security  
1 x licensing solicitor 
5 x unknown 

 
1.5 Since the model conditions consultation was completed, the Government has 

publicly consulted on a national Protect Duty, based on Martyn’s Law and the 
Chairman of the Manchester Arena Inquiry has published Volume One of his 
report detailing his findings and recommendations on security. Both have 
considerable influence relevant to Martyn’s Law. Therefore, the proposed 
implementation of the proposed conditions has been considered relative to 
them. 
 

2. Response to Martyn’s Law Conditions 
 

2.1 All responses bar one, supported the introduction of the Martyn’s Law 
principles, with some caveats: 

● Requirements should be targeted to defined premise as some licensed 
premises might not be as relevant e.g., office spaces; 

● Too onerous for all staff to complete training and to the timescales 
proposed; 

● Higher levels of training should be mandatory for the designated 
premises supervisor but optional for other duty managers based on risk 
assessment; 

● Security personnel should complete ACT Awareness and 
supervisors/managers complete higher level training. 

 
2.2 Only one response (Response 4, Industry Operator) was completely against 

the ML proposals 
 
2.3 The responses are considered below: 
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Response 4 (Industry Operator) 
“Should be moitored (sic) by public sector, NOT pushed on to the private 
sector to police”. 

 
Response 5 (Security Officer) 
“All security personal (sic) must complete ACT Awareness Training. 
All security supervisors / Managers must complete ACT Strategic and 
Operation Training.” 

 
Response 6 (Industry Operator) 
“I entirely agree with training members of our team on Act Awareness and the 
benefits of this excellent package. We already do this for our London Duty 
Managers via the eLearning scorm package. I do have concerns on the 
requirement for all staff to be trained before they can work in our premises. 
This will place significant strain on premises who may have a high turnover of 
staff/seasonal workers. New staff also have to go through a great deal of 
induction training already to meet other various legislation and I fear the 
training may therefore lose some of its value. Regarding the requirements for 
DPS and Duty Managers to complete the additional operational or strategic 
levels of training, this will be dependent on the availability of these face to face 
courses. I think the 28 day requirement is also onerous. This could also prove 
difficult for a new DPS/Duty Manager to complete in this timescale. 
I believe the ACT awareness training should be mandatory for Duty Manager 
level but optional for general team members. The enhanced levels of training 
for Duty Managers should also be optional based on risk assessment and 
management level, but agree mandatory for the DPS; however the 28 day 
deadline should be extended.” 

 
Response 12 (Licensing Solicitor) 
As drafted, (Condition 1) applies to every licensed premises, regardless of 
size or location, or type of activities permitted. 
It would cover small corner shops, supermarkets, late night takeaways, pubs, 
bars, restaurants, nightclubs, cinemas, theatres large scale music venues and 
football clubs. Other, less obvious licensed premises include office blocks, co-
working spaces and public squares either in private ownership such as 
Spinningfields, or Council owned such as Albert Square and others.  
Some smaller venues might find it relatively easy to ensure that all staff had 
undertaken the necessary training but others would find it simply impossible. 
For example, a manager employed by a national pub chain drafted in at short 
notice and for a short period of time would not be able to comply with this 
condition nor would those who relied on agency staff. Equally, every member 
of staff employed at the Etihad for example, could not be expected to 
undertake the training. 
We would suggest that the condition be amended so that it only applies to a 
defined list of premises, and perhaps whilst the training might be mandatory 
for the manager (and/or DPS if the licence allows for the sale of alcohol) that 
thereafter, a % be given for the number of staff to be trained. 
We agree that (condition 2) is proportionate. However, compliance relies on 
the availability of the training. We would ask if assurances have been given by 
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the training provider that sufficient training courses will be run, in appropriate 
locations, to ensure that individual Designated Premises Supervisors did not 
fall foul of the condition through unavailability of courses within the requisite 
timeframe. 

 
MCC Response 

 
2.4 The suggestion in Response 4 that it is not a matter for the private sector is 

rejected as this is completely contrary to the principles of Martyn’s Law, which 
requires that spaces and places to which the public have access engage with 
freely available counter-terrorism advice and training.  

 
2.5 The Government has consulted on a Protect Duty and part of that consultation 

seeks to explore what limits that should be in place for that duty to be 
instigated, with a proposed minimum capacity level of 100 proposed. 

 
2.6 The key issue raised in responses 6 and 12 concerns the proportionality of the 

training requirements, particularly: 
i. whether it should only apply to specific types of venues 
ii. the timescales for training to be completed 
iii. the feasibility and appropriateness of training all staff 

 
2.7 The Government’s brief on the scheduled consultation was that it would “ask 

for views from business and the public sector on the proportionality, scope of 
the duty, and how it should be enforced.” 

 
2.8 Security Minister James Brokenshire said: 

“Our first priority is keeping the public safe and preventing more 
families from suffering the heartbreak of losing a loved one. 
The devastating attacks in 2017, and more recently at Fishmongers’ 
Hall and Streatham, are stark reminders of the current threat we face. 
We are in complete agreement with campaigners such as Figen Murray 
on the importance of venues and public spaces having effective and 
proportionate protective security and preparedness measures to keep 
people safe. 
Of course, it is important that this new law is proportionate. This public 
consultation will ensure we put in place a law that will help protect the 
public while not putting undue pressure on businesses.” 
 

2.9 Having regard to the comments in Response 5 (Security officer) it is proposed 
to amend the condition to clarify that all door supervisors on duty at the 
premises would be required to complete the ACT Awareness Training and that 
it is not limited to the employees of the licensed premises. It is noted that ACT 
e-learning and a new ACT Security e-learning course due to launch this 
summer are now part of the SIA’s training requirements for door supervisors: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/changes-to-sia-licence-linked-
training-your-questions-answered/changes-to-sia-licence-linked-training.  

 

2.10 Whilst these requirements will be picked up through new applications and 

renewals, it is proposed to keep door supervisors within the remit of the 
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licence condition at this stage to promote the completion of the relevant 

training by door supervisors on duty in Manchester as soon as possible, rather 

than waiting until renewal. 

 
2.11 The proposal that security supervisors and managers complete a higher level 

of training, similar to the proposal for designated premises supervisors and 
duty managers at the licensed premises, is logical and so it is also proposed 
to include this amendment. 

 
2.12 Whether the conditions should only apply to certain categories of premises 

can be complicated as venues may not simply fit into a defined category or 
may transition between distinctive styles of operations. The Martyn’s Law 
principle are that “spaces and places to which the public have access”: 

(a) engage with freely available counter-terrorism advice and training 
(b) conduct vulnerability assessments of their operating places and spaces 
(c) mitigate the risks created by the vulnerabilities 

 
2.13 Therefore, it is not proposed to limit the types of venues that are expected to 

comply as the intention is that all public places and spaces are engaged. 
Although they may be licensed, premises such as office buildings that are not 
open to the public would not be captured by the condition and so would 
already be excluded. 

 

2.14 However, if an applicant believes the model condition should not apply to their 

premises, they can explain why in the application process. 
 

2.15 The issue of training course availability is considered later in the report. 
 
3. Other Conditions - Individual Responses 
          
3.1 The responses to other proposed model conditions are set out below: 
 

Response 5 (Security Officer) 
 

“All front line security personal (sic) working in public domain must wear 
body worn camera's (sic).” 

 
3.2 It is proposed to amend Condition 24, which concerns the use of body cams 

by security personnel, to include an option to specify “all” security personnel to 
wear them, rather than a specified number. 
     
“All security personal (sic) must have emergency first aid at work 
training. There should also be required to have at large venues a 
member(s) of staff that have FREC level 3 / level 4 with available 
equipment.”  
       

3.3 FREC is the ‘First Response Emergency Care’ qualification. It is designed for 
those seeking a career in the emergency services, ambulance services, the 
event medical sector, but also those who work in high-risk workplaces. It 
equips a person with the skills to deal with a wide range of pre-hospital care 
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emergencies, such as: managing a patient’s airway; catastrophic bleeding; 
management of fractures; medical emergencies. 

 
3.4 The Level 3 Certificate in First Response Emergency Care is one of the few 

first aid qualifications recognised by the Security Industry Authority (SIA) and 
typically involves attending a course over 5 days at a cost of approximately 
£500+. There is also an additional recommended 118 hrs of post course 
learning. 

 
3.5 Upskilling door supervisors and increasing their capability to deal with 

vulnerability is an important aim. Therefore, it is proposed to include conditions 
as recommended in the response, although it is recognised that any 
imposition of a requirement for the Level 3 FREC qualification would generally 
only be appropriate for larger and/or higher risk venues. 

 
3.6 The proposed additional conditions are:  

A member(s) of staff qualified to a minimum Level 3 Certificate in First 
Response Emergency Care must be on duty, with appropriate medical 
equipment, at the premises when licensable activities are carried out [or at 
specified days/times] 
 
All door supervisors must have emergency first aid at work training.   

 
Response 6 (Industry Operator) 

 
“#25 on bodycams  review requirement for continuous recording loop 
as this goes against guidance from college of policing and ICO.” 

 
3.7 Response: Agreed - the condition has been modified following subsequent 

discussion with GMP and is to be streamlined so as not to be so prescriptive 
on technology specifications. GMP are working on a standalone guide to 
specifications for CCTV and body worn video, and so the condition will refer to 
the standards established in that. This approach will avoid licence conditions 
becoming outdated as technology or requirements evolve. A similar approach 
is also to be taken in respect of the model CCTV condition. 

 
“#34.(b)  training records should be permitted in electronic format, with 
records of completed tests etc., without the need for paper and 
signatures.” 

 
3.8 Agreed - reference to signature removed to facilitate electronic training. 

However, operators will be expected to demonstrate version controls (or 
another appropriate methodology) of training records to avoid the ability to 
overwrite or manipulate records.  

 
#47  where an electronic refusal system on the till issued, this does not 
allow for inputting description of the customer. This is also time 
consuming and not practical in a busy pub/bar. I also do not feel it adds 
value to the objective or achieves anything - the correct recording of the 
refusal is the key part. 
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Response: Accepted - reference to description of the customer removed as a 
requirement. Recording refusals is an important exercise in demonstrating due 
diligence but whilst there may be some value in recording customer 
descriptions to identifying repeat instances, we recognise the practical 
difficulties raised in the response. 

  
Response 9 (Business Network):  

 
(Condition 34) “Further information on what staff working in the NTE can 
do to alert authorities to street vulnerable people, trafficked people and 
victims of modern slavery. Include some training from Manchester 
Homelessness Partnership and other specialists.” 

 
3.9 It is not proposed to include a model condition addressing this issue. The 

Manchester Homelessness Partnership (MHP) is a network of organisations 
which formed to work together towards the aims and values of the Manchester 
Homelessness Charter, and with the goal to end homelessness in all its forms 
in Manchester. Whilst we would encourage licensed premises to support such 
initiatives, this would not be relevant to the promotion of the licensing 
objectives. Modern slavery and trafficked people would be relevant to the 
crime prevention objective, and it is proposed to include a condition around 
understanding the signs of modern slavery and how to report it. 

 
Response 12 (Licensing Solicitor):  

 
Condition 7 (ID scanning condition) - In view of the advances in 
technology we would suggest the inclusion of any electronic or 
biometric verification technology approved by the Licensing Authority 
(in a manner similar to Condition 44).  

 
3.10 Response - agreed. Condition to be amended as follows: 
 

An ID scanning system, or electronic or biometric verification technology 
approved in writing by the licensing authority must be operated at the premises 
at all times it is open to the public. All persons entering the premises must 
provide verifiable ID and record their details on the system.  

Condition 8 (searches) - We would suggest that this condition be 
amended to also allow for random searches to be permitted, or a 
separate condition included to guide operators who may consider that 
their premises may benefit from a discretionary search policy rather than 
a blanket one. 

 
3.11 Response: Replace condition as follows 

 
8. Persons entering or re-entering the premises must be searched [at 

random] [on a discretionary basis] [in every case] by an SIA registered door 
supervisor [and all searches must be monitored by the premises CCTV 
system].  
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Condition 28 (CCTV) - We would suggest that “there are members of 
trained staff” be replaced by “at least one member of trained staff be”. 
This will ensure the objective of the condition is upheld, but does not 
require there to be more than one on site at any one time who is capable 
of providing the copies. 

3.12 Response – Accepted.  
 

Condition 33 (incident reporting) - Viii duplicates vi. 
 
3.13 Response - duplicate deleted 
 

Condition 42 (bottle cages)- This type of condition is more commonly 
associated with premises with a history of incidents of crime and 
disorder. If a condition were to be offered by an operator in their 
Operating Schedule for a new licence, we wonder whether this would be 
the sort of premises the City would be encouraging. However, we accept 
that the Pool of Model conditions is not just a tool for an applicant but 
can be used by any Responsible Authority or interested party who may 
consider this condition as part of Review proceedings. 

 
3.14 Response - comments noted. Given the nature of the condition, we would not 

expect to see it being relevant in many circumstances and historically has only 
been imposed as a remedial measure following issues. Its inclusion is 
intended to provide consistency and as a reference point where a party seeks 
to propose such as measure as appropriate for the promotion of the licensing 
objectives. 

 
Condition 51 (Restaurants and takeaways (alcohol) - We would suggest 
that conditions such as that above, which restrict a premises so that it 
must operate solely as a restaurant are outdated. More commonly seen 
in certain London boroughs (notably Westminster) we believe that they 
stifle innovation and increasingly lack relevance in the ever changing 
hospitality sector. Very few premises now fit neatly into a single 
definition of ‘bar’, ‘pub’ or ‘restaurant’ with far more operating as a 
hybrid of one or more of those styles. 

 
3.15 Response - this is accepted. As referenced earlier in the report, many venues 

operate a hybrid model, and it is submitted that it is not whether the proposed 
business fits into a category of operation that will be important but whether its 
proposed operation will cause any harm to the licensing objectives. Therefore, 
it is proposed to remove this condition. 

 
4. Key Policies and Considerations 
 
4.1 The proposals will integrate with the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 

2021-26 under the Licensing Act 2003. 
 

Proportionality 
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4.2 The following is extracted from the Chairman to the Manchester Arena 
Inquiry’s report: 

8.40 Whenever a new Protect Duty has been considered, questions of 
proportionality have arisen. It is important that, as far as possible, the risk 
of a terrorist succeeding is eradicated or minimised. While we look to the 

Security Service and Counter‑Terrorism Police to discover plots before 
they can come to fruition, they cannot prevent every terrorist plot as they 
themselves have said. That is not a reflection on how they do their jobs, it 
is the reality. Nor is it any comment on whether SA’s plot could or should 

have been stopped by the Security Service and Counter‑Terrorism Police. I 
shall be considering that issue in Volume 3 of the Report. 
 
8.41 Doing nothing is, in my view, not an option. Equally, the Protect Duty 
must not be so prescriptive as to prevent people enjoying a normal life. 
 
8.42 Working out what is a proportionate response is a matter for society 
through Parliament. Any increase in protective measures is likely to affect 
both those implementing them and may affect members of the public. I 
have seen the horrific outcome of the Attack on 22nd May 2017 and the 
appalling consequences it has had for the bereaved and survivors. I 
recommend that, when considering what is the appropriate Protect Duty for 
premises like the Arena, a high standard of protective security is justified. 
 
8.49 There are already statutory requirements which could cater for this. It 
could be done as part of the construction planning or the licensing process. 
Considerations of public safety are already part of the licensing process 
and there is no reason why consideration of the vulnerability of a terrorist 
attack in new premises should not be part of the planning process… 
 
8.50 Similar considerations apply to licensing permissions. Any building 
such as the Arena would require a licence to permit public entertainment 
and the sale of alcohol. Public safety has always been a consideration in 
the granting of licences and the clear terms of the Licensing Act 2003 
mean that it still is. 

 
4.3 In all cases, the imposition of Martyn’s Law licence conditions will need to 

done having regard to’ the statutory s182 Guidance. The ‘have regard’ duty 
meaning that whilst it can be departed from, there would need to be clear 
reasons for doing so. The guidance advises that conditions  

 
Each application on its own merits 
1.17 Each application must be considered on its own merits and in 
accordance with the licensing authority’s statement of licensing policy; for 
example, if the application falls within the scope of a cumulative impact 
policy. Conditions attached to licences and certificates must be tailored to 
the individual type, location and characteristics of the premises and events 
concerned. This is essential to avoid the imposition of disproportionate 
and overly burdensome conditions on premises where there is no need for 
such conditions. Standardised conditions should be avoided and indeed 
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may be unlawful where they cannot be shown to be appropriate for the 
promotion of the licensing objectives in an individual case. 

 
Licence conditions – general principles  
1.16 Conditions on a premises licence or club premises certificate are 
important in setting the parameters within which premises can lawfully 
operate. The use of wording such as “must”, “shall” and “will” is 
encouraged. Licence conditions:  
• must be appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives;  

• must be precise and enforceable;  

• must be unambiguous and clear in what they intend to achieve;  

• should not duplicate other statutory requirements or other duties or 

responsibilities placed on the employer by other legislation;  

• must be tailored to the individual type, location and characteristics of 

the premises and events concerned; 

• should not be standardised and may be unlawful when it cannot be 

demonstrated that they are appropriate for the promotion of the 

licensing objectives in an individual case; 

• should not replicate offences set out in the 2003 Act or other 

legislation;  

• should be proportionate, justifiable and be capable of being met;  

4.4 Given the above, there is a clear rationale for why the Martyn’s Law conditions 
would be appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. In all cases, 
it would be a matter for the licensing authority to determine whether imposing 
them was proportionate, unless they have been volunteered by the licensee. 

   
Protect Duty 

 
4.5 Between 26 February 2021 to 2 July 2021, the Home Office consulted on a 

proposed Protect Duty considers how we might use legislation to enhance the 
protection of publicly accessible locations across the UK from terrorist attacks 
and ensure organisational preparedness. 

 
4.6 The consultation and discussion issues were broken down into four sections: 

Section 1: Who (or where) should legislation apply to?  
Section 2: What should the requirements be? 
Section 3: How should compliance work? 
Section 4: How should Government best support and work with partners? 

 
4.7 Given the consultation only recently finished, there is not yet a Government 

response to the consultation or any known any timescale on when any 
decision will be made in respect to the Protect Duty. 

 
Implementation of Martyn’s Law conditions in view of the potential 
implementation of a Protect Duty 

 
4.8 Although the Protect Duty will potentially become legislation, it is our intention 

to continue with implementation of Martyn’s Law relevant to licensed 
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premises. The consultation document and the Chair to the Inquiry’s report 
recognise that there is a need for counter terrorism measures to be 
considered relative to licensed premises.  
 

4.9 Should the Protect Duty become legislation it is envisaged that licence 
conditions would no longer be required or appropriate. The s182 Guidance 
advises (1.16) that licence conditions “should not duplicate other statutory 
requirements or other duties or responsibilities placed on the employer by 
other legislation”. 
 

4.10 In the event of Protect Duty legislation causing Martyn’s Law conditions on 
licences become invalid, then there is the minor variation process could be 
used to address any duplication or redundancy. 
 

4.11 The statutory s182 Guidance to the Licensing Act 2003 states relative to minor 
variations (emphasis added): 

 
c) Amending or removing existing conditions  
 
8.73 Changes in legislation may invalidate certain conditions. 
Although the conditions do not have to be removed from the licence, 
licence holders and licensing authorities may agree that this is desirable to 
clarify the licence holder’s legal obligations.  

 
Proposed amendment to Martyn’s Law model conditions 

 
Training requirement 

 
4.12 Concerns were raised over the achievability of ACT training courses. 

 
4.13 Without the certainty of availability of ACT Operational and Strategic courses, 

there is a risk that licensees would be unable to comply with a requirement to 
complete these courses with the original proposed 28-day period. Therefore, it 
is proposed to re-word the condition to require that such training be completed 
‘as soon as is reasonably practicable’. This will still require businesses to 
complete training without undue delay but avoids the risk of them committing 
the unlawful offence of not complying with a licence condition should it be 
outside their control to do so. There is a requirement, however, to register to 
attend a course within the 28-day period to ensure businesses are proactive in 
attending forthcoming training courses. 
 

4.14 There is no such issue with the ACT e-learning which is universally available. 
The requirement for all staff to complete this training has been clarified in the 
condition, by specifying it as e-learning. 

 
4.15 However, as the Chair to the Arena Inquiry recognises at 8.107 to 8.109 of his 

Volume 1 report: 
While e‑learning is a convenient method of teaching large numbers of 
people without having to get them all together, the evidence at the 
Inquiry was that it is difficult to ensure that the training is properly 
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carried out and it may be possible for the student to make it look as if 
the training has been done when it has not… 
…What is important is ensuring that the trainees have absorbed the 
learning. As was said in other contexts in the Inquiry, the learning needs 
to become part of the ‘muscle memory’. I recommend that there should 

not be undue reliance on e‑learning and its limitations need to be 
recognised. 

I recommend that if e‑learning is used, there should be follow‑up to 
ensure that the training has been understood. This can either be done 

while the job is being carried out or in a classroom. If this follow‑up is 
carried out while the job is being carried out, it should be timetabled and 
recorded. 

 
4.16 Therefore, it is important that the higher levels of training are delivered across 

licensed premises. It is endeavoured that a series of training sessions will be 
provided monthly Counter Terrorism Policing North West (CTPNW) at scale 
for licensed premises staff, subject to resources.  

 
4.17 The proposed condition requiring enhanced training has been amended from 

requiring ACT:Operational or Strategic to reference “CT Awareness”. The CT 
Awareness training packages incorporate a range of different CT courses 
(such as ACT:Operational and Strategic) delivered in-person by trained 
personnel. However, by re-wording the conditions as proposed, it is our 
intention at this stage to retain a degree in flexibility in the course content 
given the pilot nature of the programme and to avoid being limited to those 
specific packages. 

 
Requirement for a vulnerability assessment 

 
4.18 In his foreword to the Protect Duty consultation, Security Minister, Rt Hon 

James Brokenshire MP, states: 
“I would encourage all readers of this consultation to consider the simple 
advice and to access the further reference sources provided at pages 9-
11, in the section entitled ‘An introduction to protective security for 
owners and operators of publicly accessible locations’.” 

 
4.19 The document goes on to say that this section provides some simple security 

advice and further reference sources that all can follow. 
 

4.20 The section advises that “it is important to consider security as a system, a 
combination of physical and/or behavioural interventions deployed in a 
complementary manner to mitigate key risks. Getting the “people” aspects 
right (e.g., developing and sustaining a security culture, encouraging vigilance, 
and providing appropriate and effective training) is at least as important as 
selecting (and correctly installing) physical security measures (such as 
security doors, blast-resistant glazing, fences, bollards, CCTV, electronic 
access control and intruder detection systems).” 

 
4.21 In line with this concept of ‘security as a system’, it is proposed to amend the 

ML condition from requiring a ‘vulnerability assessment’ to a “security 
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assessment, which must incorporate counter terrorism measures”. it is 
intended to include the guidance provided in the Protect Duty consultation 'An 
introduction to protective security for owners and operators of publicly 
accessible locations’ (Appendix 3) as an appendix to the ML model 
conditions. However, we intend on developing further guidance to support 
carrying out assessments in due course, including minimum considerations. 
 

4.22 NACTSO Guidance (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/crowded-
places-guidance/physical-security) on Physical Security states: 

“Physical security is an important consideration when protecting against a 
range of threats and vulnerabilities, including terrorism.” 

 
4.23 Therefore, the revised wording is intended to recognise the integrated 

approach to security matters at a licensed premises, whilst still requiring 
counter terrorism measures to be included in the assessment. 
 

4.24 Relevant to this, it is proposed to seek to incorporate the ML principles as part 
of a new security and vulnerability initiative for licensed premises (Licensing 
SAVI) as set out below. 
 

4.25 One of the recognised limitations in seeking to introduce Martyn’s Law 
principles in the absence of legislation is that there would be no requirement 
for existing licences to include the conditions or seek to comply with them. The 
alternative (other than venues voluntarily applying to include the conditions on 
their licences or if imposed on a review of the licence). 
 

4.26 Therefore, an accreditation process would give us a mechanism by which 
licensed premises could engage and adopt with key Martyn’s Law principles to 
carry out a security/vulnerability assessment and enable them to identify risks 
and address them. 

 
4.27 A practical option that officers are currently exploring is the recently launched 

Licensing Security and Vulnerability Initiative (Licensing SAVI). 

 

Licensing Security and Vulnerability Initiative (Licensing SAVI) 
 
4.28 Licensing SAVI has been developed by Police Crime Prevention Initiatives 

(PCPI) at the request of the Home Office.  
 

4.29 PCPI is a not-for-profit organisation which delivers significant crime reductions 
at no cost to the Police Service or the public purse. The new Chief Constable 
for Greater Manchester Police, CC Stephen Watson, is a Board Member 
alongside other Chief Police Officers from England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland and control and direct the work PCPI carries out on behalf of 
the Police Service. 
 

4.30 The Licensing SAVI scheme is managed by Mark Morgan, who completed 30 
years as a police officer in both the Metropolitan and Merseyside Police, 
finishing as the head of response policing for Merseyside. Mark previously led 
the police licensing teams for Liverpool and was a police lead for the 
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comprehensive ‘designing out crime’ partnership initiative in Liverpool City 
Centre.  
 

4.31 Licensing SAVI is a self-assessment process guiding operators through an 
exploration of their existing policies, procedures, and physical security by 
asking a series of multiple-choice, in-depth, questions. A personalised report 
is generated upon completion indicating areas where strong and where there 
may be room for improvement, with the intention to provide a safe and secure 
environment for their managers, staff, customers, and local communities 

 

4.32 The recommendations within the final report provide consistent guidance and 

benchmarks which are drawn from the Home Office, Police Service (including 

the National Counter Terrorism Security Office), Local Authorities, Fire and 

Rescue Service, Health and Safety Executive and the Security Industry 

Authority. 
 

4.33 A final grading will be given in the form of a rating system from 1-5 Stars (with 

5 Stars being the highest). 

 
4.34 The Licensing SAVI licence lasts 12 months during which time the business 

can make improvements to increase their rating. Having reached a rating that 
the business is satisfied with, they can apply once within the 12 months 
licence period for the Licensing SAVI Accreditation. 
 

4.35 The information contained in the Self-Assessment remains confidential to the 
business, unless they decide to share it with third parties, such as 
Responsible Authorities. 
 

4.36 Further information is at https://licensingsavi.com/ and at Appendix 2. 
 

Chairman of the Manchester Arena Inquiry Recommendations 
 
4.37 On 17 June 2021, the Chairman of the Manchester Arena Inquiry, The Hon Sir 

John Saunders, published Volume One of his report into the death of the 22 
victims of the attack on 22nd May 2017. This report, Volume One: Security for 
the Arena is the first of three and examines the security arrangements in place 
at the Manchester Arena.  

 
4.38 The Chairman has made several recommendations (Page 150 onwards). 

These include ‘monitored recommendations’, which means those 
recommendations that he intends, at this stage, to monitor and review the 
progress of implementation. 
 

4.39 It is submitted that the following ‘monitored recommendations’ are particularly 
relevant to the proposed implementation of the Martyn’s Law principles: 

 

MR4 A Protect Duty, as set out above, should be enacted into law by 
primary legislation 

MR5 NaCTSO should create a centralised library of training materials.  
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MR6 NaCTSO should issue guidance in relation to the completion of risk 
assessments addressing the threat of terrorism. 

 
4.40 A centralised library and NACTSO guidance would assist the implementation 

of the ML model conditions. In their absence, it is intended to include the 
guidance provided in the Protect Duty consultation (Appendix 3) as an 
appendix to the ML model conditions.  
 

4.41 However, he has made several other recommendations, which are relevant to 
the operation of licensed premises generally, and it is proposed that it would 
be appropriate to implement relevant model conditions. 

 
4.42 The recommendations are set out in bold 
 

Chair’s 
recommendation 

Chair’s Comments 
(paraphrased) 

Proposed Model 
Condition 

It is necessary to 
continuously remind 
those whose job 
includes being alert to 
the terrorist threat of 
the level of it and what 
that level means in 
relation to the 
possibility of an attack. 
 

A high level of alertness 
needs to be maintained 
when the threat level is 
severe.  
There ought to be a risk 
assessment for every 
venue. A specific risk 
assessment for each 
event which involves the 
attendance of a 
substantial number of 
people. All risk 
assessments for large 
concert venues should 
include consideration of 
the risk of a terrorist 
attack. 
 

Reasonable steps must 

be taken to ensure all 

persons employed at the 

premises are aware of: 

(i) the current terrorist 

threat level; and 

(ii) what that level means 

in relation to the 

possibility of an attack 

 

All risk assessments for 

public entertainment 

venues must include 

consideration of the risk of 

a terrorist attack. 

Robust procedures are 
necessary to counter 
the threat of a terrorist 
attack. The purposes of 
those procedures and 
the necessity of 
following them must be 
understood by those 
carrying them out 
 

In order for necessary 
security procedures to be 
maintained, each person 
needs to be reminded of 

the counter‑terrorism 
aspect of their activities. 
The message that 

counter‑terrorism 
measures are vital needs 
to be constantly 
reinforced. 
 

Add “The purposes of 
those procedures and 
the necessity of 
following them must be 
understood by those 
carrying them out” to 
proposed ML model 
condition 5 
 

Those responsible for 
security should be 
briefed at every event 

Those receiving the 
warning about the risk of 
attack have to be aware 

All persons responsible 
for security must be 
briefed at every event 
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Chair’s 
recommendation 

Chair’s Comments 
(paraphrased) 

Proposed Model 
Condition 

about the current threat 
level and risk of 
terrorist attack. 
 

of the potential that they 
will become desensitised 
to the message. Those 
giving the warning need to 
be aware of this and must 
try to refresh the message 
so that it is sufficiently 
updated and relevant to 
attract the attention of the 
listener 
 

about the current threat 
level and risk of terrorist 
attack. 
 

Any and all suspicious 
behaviour by 

event‑goers or 
members of the public 
close to a venue must 
be noted. It must be 
reported promptly so 
that investigations can 
be made and action 
taken, if appropriate. 
 

Where hostile 
reconnaissance is 
suspected it needs to be 
properly recorded and 
reported to the police. 
Briefings to security staff 
need to include details of 
the suspected hostile 
reconnaissance. This is 
so that staff know what 
has happened and know 
what to look out for. 

 

All public facing staff must 
be clear about what to do 
if the public report 
suspicious activity or 
unusual behaviour to 
them. Any and all 
suspicious behaviour by 
customers or members of 
the public close to a 
venue must be noted and 
be reported promptly so 
that investigations can be 
made and action taken, if 
appropriate. 
 
Condition 33 relating to 
incident reporting has also 
been updated to address 
this. 
 

 
4.43 We are continuing to consider the Chairman’s report and further amendments 

will be kept under review. 
 

Joint letter from the Institute of Licensing and Night Time Industries 
Association 

 
4.44 A joint IoL and NTIA letter has been sent to Chairs of Licensing Committees in 

councils across the country calling for pragmatism from licensing authorities 

saying, "Partnership working with businesses, to allow them to recover and 

make their contribution to the economy has never been more important." 

 

4.45 The letter jointly signed by IoL Chair, Dan Davies, and Michael Kill, CEO Night 

Time Industries Association, continues: 
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"One of the key problems that hospitality businesses now face is a lack of 

resources including staff. This is a particularly serious problem when it 

comes to complying with licence conditions that depend upon staff 

resources. 

"We are writing to you at this time to make you aware of the issues, and 

to ask that you take them into account in making case by case licensing 

decisions. 

"This continues to be very important even as we emerge from the worst 

restrictions of the pandemic. Partnership working with businesses, to 

allow them to recover and make their contribution to the economy has 

never been more important. We hope that highlighting this crisis will 

assist in making informed and proportionate decisions." 
 

4.46 A copy of the letter is provided as Appendix 4. The committee is asked to 

consider its contents. 

 
5. Next Steps 
 
5.1  In relation to the Martyn’s Law, the proposed next steps are summarised 

below: 
 

1. Model Conditions will be considered on a case-by-case basis and attached 

either (a) where consistent with the steps submitted in the operating schedule 

or (b) imposed where deemed appropriate for the promotion of the licensing 

objectives either following a hearing or where agreed between opposing 

parties. 

2. A series of CT Awareness training packages delivered by CTPNW-trained 

personnel for licensed premises arranged by MCC in conjunction with local 

Counter Terrorism Security Advisors (CTSAs). 

3. We will explore how accreditation can work for Licensing SAVI and specifically 

for the implementation of the principles of Martyn’s Law. 

4. Licensing Policy review to incorporate counter terrorism considerations. 

Proposed revised policy scheduled to go out to consultation no later than 

October. 

6. Conclusion 
 
6.1 A schedule of the proposed final conditions is attached at Appendix 1. 

 
6.2 The Committee is asked to: 
 

i. consider the contents of the report and responses received to the 
consultation; 

ii. approve the proposed set of Model Conditions subject to any amendments 
the Committee see fit to make. 
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Proposed Licensing Act 2003 Model 
Conditions 

 
 

Martyn’s Law 

1. At all times that the premises are open to the public for licensable activities, all 

staff on-duty at the premises, including all door supervisors, and all on-duty 

managers must have completed ACT:Awareness e-learning training. In 

addition, a minimum of 1 on-duty manager and any on-duty security 

supervisor/manager must also  have attended a CT Awareness session 

delivered by CTPNW-trained personnel as soon as reasonably 

practicable]and, if not completed, must have registered to attend a 

course and be able to provide evidence of this if requested by a police 

officer or authorised officer of the licensing authority. 

2. The Designated Premises Supervisor must have attended a CT Awareness 

training session delivered by CTPNW-trained personnel as soon as is 

reasonably practicable. In all cases, within 28 days of a new Designated 

Premises Supervisor being named on the licence, they must have 

registered to attend a course and be able to provide evidence of this if 

requested by a police officer or authorised officer of Manchester City 

Council.  e ] 

3. There must be a documented security  assessment, which must incorporate 

counter terrorism measures, for the premises . The assessment shall be 

routinely reviewed and must be reviewed following the elevation of the change 

of the national threat level. All reviews shall be documented. 

4. Within 28 days of the grant or variation of the licence, the premises licence 

holder shall evaluate any risks identified through the security  assessment and 

take promptly such steps to eliminate them or to reduce the risk as far as is 

reasonably practicable. A documented record must be maintained of any 
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remedial action implemented and made available upon request to any police 

officer or an authorised officer of Manchester City Council. 

5. The premises must have a documented security plan, which sets out counter 

measures to be implemented in response to a terrorist attack. incorporates 

the principles of ‘Guide’, Shelter’ and ‘Communicate’ (as set out below) as 

appropriate in conjunction with relevant NACTSO/CPNI guidance- 

 Guide – Direct people towards the most appropriate location 

(invacuation, evacuation, hide) 

 Shelter – Understand how your place or space might be able to lock-

down and shelter people within it for several hours 

 Communicate – Have a means of communicating effectively and 

promptly with users of your place and have staff capable of giving clear 

instructions. Also have the capability of integrating with any response or 

rescue operation by providing things like building plans. 

The purposes of those procedures and the necessity of following them 

must be understood by those carrying them out. 

 

Admission and control of entry 

6. The designated queuing area shall be enclosed within appropriate barriers 

and ensure that a minimum width of 1.8m [or specify if greater]  is maintained 

on the footway to allow safe passage by pedestrians. 

7. An ID scanning system or electronic or biometric verification technology 

approved in writing by the licensing authority must be operated at the 

premises at all times it is open to the public. All persons entering the premises 

must provide verifiable ID and record their details on the system.  

8. All persons entering or re-entering the premises must be searched by an SIA 

registered door supervisor [and all searches must be monitored by the 

premises CCTV system].  
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9. No patron shall be admitted or readmitted to the premises [after XX:XX hours] 

unless they have  [passed through a metal detecting search arch] [been 

searched using hand-held electronic search wands] and, if the search 

equipment is activated, have been physically searched in accordance with a 

procedure agreed with Greater Manchester Police, which must include a ‘pat 

down search’ and a full bag search. Search equipment must be kept in 

working order.  

10. No customer will be permitted to enter or re-enter the premises between the 

hours of [specify] save for persons who have temporarily left the premises 

(e.g. to smoke).  

11. Between [specified times] no customer will be permitted to enter or leave the 

premises by means of [specified entrances]. 

12. No more than [insert number] customers will be permitted on the premises at 

any one time. 

13. The premises licence holder shall ensure a suitable method of calculating the 

number of people present during licensable activities is in place. 

Door supervisors 

14. Door supervision must be provided on (specify days / circumstance). Door 

supervisors must be on duty from [specify hours] and must remain on duty 

until the premises are closed and all the customers have left. 

15. On [specify days/hours], at least [insert number] of SIA registered door 

supervisors must be on duty at the premises [specify location at the premises] 

[or as shown on the plan]. 

16. Door supervisors shall be employed at the ratio of [XX] door supervisor for 

every 100 customers (or part thereof). 

17. Door supervisors shall be employed by the premises based upon a risk 

assessment carried out in relation to the following factors: 

(i) Size of the venue  

(ii) Expected attendance  
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(iii) Type of event taking place  

(iv) Location of the premises  

(v) Time of year  

(vi) Special occasion (New Year, Halloween, Local events etc.)  

(vii) Premises Licence Conditions  

18. At least [XX] female door supervisor(s) shall be on duty at the premises at 

such times as door supervisors are required to be provided. 

19. All door supervisors, and other persons engaged at the premises for the 

purpose of supervising or controlling queues or customers, must wear [high 

visibility jackets or vests or armbands]. 

20. Any door supervisors on duty at the premises must be supplied by an SIA-

Approved Contractor Scheme company. 

21. The Designated Premises Supervisor or on-duty manager must ensure that all 

door supervisors on duty at the premises are correctly displaying their current 

SIA accreditation and are briefed on their responsibilities and relevant 

company operating procedures before they commence duty. 

22. Door supervisors must be provided with radios to enable them to contact each 

other and the duty manager at the premises. 

23. Where SIA registered door supervisors are used at the premises, a record 

must be kept of their SIA registration number and the dates and times when 

they are on duty. 

Body-worn video 

24. On [specify days/hours], [all]/at least [insert number] of SIA registered door 

supervisors on duty at [specify location at the premises] [or as shown on the 

plan] must wear working body-worn video devices (body cams) that 

complies with the minimum requirements of the GMP Police Licensing 

Team.  

25. A record must be kept of the SIA registration number of the door 

supervisor and the ID of bodycam worn by them.   
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26. Bodycam images must be stored so that they are retrievable and 

accessible for replay and viewing, and kept in an environment that will not 

be detrimental to the quality or capacity for future viewing. They should be 

appropriately labelled to enable identification and retrieval and kept for a 

minimum of 28 days. No recording must be deleted within this period 

from when it is recorded. 

27. The premises licence holder must ensure at least one member of trained 

staff be there are members of trained staff at the premises during 

operating hours able to provide viewable copies on request to police or 

authorised local authority officers as soon as is reasonably practicable in 

accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 (or any replacement 

legislation). 

CCTV 

28. The premises shall operate a CCTV system that complies with the 

minimum requirements of the GMP Police Licensing Team. 

29. The premises licence holder must ensure that: 

(i) CCTV cameras are located within the premises to cover all public 

areas including all entrances and exits [The location of cameras could 

also be specified on the plan attached to the premises licence]. 

(ii) The system records clear images permitting the identification of 

individuals. 

(iii) The CCTV system is able to capture a minimum of 24 frames per 

second and all recorded footage must be securely retained for a 

minimum of 28 days.  

(iv) The CCTV system operates at all times while the premises are open 

for licensable activities [or specify timings].  

(v) All equipment must have a constant and accurate time and date 

generation. 

(vi) The CCTV system is fitted with security functions to prevent 

recordings being tampered with, i.e. password protected. 
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(vii) There must be at least one  member of trained staff at the premises 

during operating hours able to provide viewable copies on request to 

police or authorised local authority officers as soon as is reasonably 

practicable in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 (or any 

replacement legislation). 

Preventing illegal drug use 

30. There shall be a lockable ‘drugs box’ at the premises to which no member of 

staff, except the DPS and/or [designated role-holder at business], shall have 

access. All controlled drugs (or items suspected to be, or containing controlled 

drugs) found at the premises must be placed in this box as soon as 

practicable. Whenever this box is emptied, all its contents must be given to 

Greater Manchester Police for appropriate disposal. 

Promotional activity 

31. The premises licence holder must submit to [insert contact details for 

Responsible Authority] a completed risk assessment form as prescribed at 

least 28 days before any event that is 

(i) carried on by any person not affiliated with the venue; and 

(ii) promoted / advertised to the public. 

32. No promotional social media communication may be carried on for the 

purpose of encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol at the premises, which 

can reasonably be considered to condone, encourage or glamorise antisocial 

behaviour or to refer to the effects of drunkenness in any favourable manner. 

Incident reporting 

33.  Any and all of the following incidents must be noted including pertinent 

details  and, as appropriate, reported promptly so that investigations 

can be made and action taken:   (delete as appropriate): 

(i) alleged crimes reported to the venue or by the venue to the police 

(ii) ejections of patrons 

(iii) complaints received 
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(iv) incidents of disorder 

(v) Seizures of drugs, offensive weapons, fraudulent ID or other items 

(vi) faults in the CCTV system, searching equipment or scanning 

equipment 

(vii) refusal of the sale of alcohol 

(viii) Any faults in the CCTV system, searching equipment or scanning 

equipment 

(ix) visit by a responsible authority or emergency service 

(x) The times on duty, names and the licence numbers of all licensed 

door supervisors employed by the premises. 

(xi) suspicious behaviour by patrons or members of the public close 

to a venue  

Incident logs (which may be kept electronically) must be kept at the 

premises for at least six months and made available on request to the 

police or an authorised officer of the licensing authority. 

Staff training (alcohol & vulnerability welfare) 

34a) All staff authorised to sell alcohol shall be trained in (delete as appropriate): 

(i) Relevant age restrictions in respect of products 

(ii) Prevent underage sales 

(iii) Prevent proxy sales 

(iv) Maintain the refusals log  

(v) Enter sales correctly on the tills so the prompts show as 

appropriate 

(vi) Recognising signs of drunkenness and vulnerability 

(vii) How overservice of alcohol impacts on the four objectives of the 

Licensing Act 2003 

(viii) How to refuse service 

(ix) The premises’ duty of care policy, understanding and dealing 

with situations involving vulnerable people, and incidents of 

harassment; and how to report issues of modern slavery and 

trafficking 
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(x) Action to be taken in the event of an emergency, including the 

preservation of a crime scene and reporting an incident to the 

emergency services  

(xi) The conditions in force under this licence. 

34b) Training must include evidence that the trainee has gained knowledge and 

understanding of the training, which may consist of a test or quiz, 

completed and signed by the trainee. 

34c) Documented records of training completed shall be kept for each member 

of staff. Training shall be regularly refreshed and at no greater than 6 [or 

specify] monthly intervals. Training records shall be made available for 

inspection upon request by a police officer or an authorised officer of 

Manchester City Council. 

Preventing and dealing with drunkenness and vulnerability 

35. The premises shall have a documented Duty of Care policy for managing 

intoxicated and vulnerable customers and dealing with incidents of 

harassment at the premises. The policy shall also include provision for 

persons refused entry to the premises who are also considered vulnerable by 

staff.  

34. The premises shall display prominent signage indicating [at any point of sale] 

[at the entrance to the premises] [in all areas where alcohol is located] that it 

is an offence to sell alcohol to anyone who is drunk. 

35. A Personal Licence holder must be present at the premises to supervise all 

sales of alcohol. 

36. A minimum of [specify] persons must be employed and on duty at the 

premises between [specify days/hours] who are specifically tasked to maintain 

the safety of customers who may be vulnerable, ill or in distress as a result of 

alcohol and/or drug-related intoxication. Such persons must be trained on 

drunkenness, vulnerability, and drugs awareness in the night-time economy; 

and responding to these matters. 

37. The premises shall provide facilities for customers to securely recharge their 

mobile phones. 
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Glassware and use of ice fountains / bottle sparklers 

38. Drinks must only be served in polycarbonate/plastic containers [on specified 

days or events] [upon reasonable notice by Greater Manchester Police]. 

39. Customers will not be permitted to remove from the premises any drinks 

supplied by the premises (alcoholic or otherwise) in open containers [except 

for consumption in any delineated external area as shown on the plan 

attached to the licence]. 

40. Spirit, Champagne and all other glass bottles greater than [70cl] are restricted 

to customers seated at a [table] [booth] in the delineated area[s] as shown on 

the plan attached to the licence. These bottles must be secured to the table or 

ice bucket and must only be dispensed by a member of staff who is trained in 

the responsible service of alcohol. Customers must not be permitted to leave 

their table carrying any such bottle, or be permitted to drink directly from the 

bottle.  

41. Ice fountains or similar products (which are classed as HT4 explosives): 

a) Must be kept in their original packaging and only stored in a secure 

store room or fire-resistant cabinet that the public have no access to. 

The room/cabinet must be kept locked, except for the depositing or 

removal of products but must be locked immediately thereafter. 

b) Their use must be risk assessed in advance and appropriate control 

measure put in place to reduce the risk to staff and customers, which 

must include (but is not limited to): 

(i) staff training in their safe use and dispersal 

(ii) the provision of appropriate first aid training and equipment 

(iii) suitability of areas of the premises where the products will be 

used 
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c) The risk assessment and control measures identified must be 

documented, kept on the premises and made available for inspection 

to a police, fire or authorised  officer upon request. 

Preventing underage sales 

42. The Challenge [21] [25] scheme must be operated to ensure that any person 

who appears to be under the age of [21] [25] shall provide documented proof 

that he/she is over 18 years of age. Proof of age shall only comprise a 

passport, photo card driving licence, an EU/EEA national ID card or similar 

document, an HM Forces warrant card, a card bearing the PASS hologram, or 

any electronic or biometric age verification technology approved by the 

licensing authority.  

43. The premises shall display prominent signage indicating [at any point of sale] 

[at the entrance to the premises] [in all areas where alcohol is located] that the 

Challenge [21] [25] scheme is in operation.  

44. The premises shall display prominent signage indicating [at any point of sale] 

[at the entrance to the premises] [in all areas where alcohol is located] that it is 

an offence to buy or attempt to buy alcohol for a person who is under 18 and 

for a person under the age of 18 to buy or attempt to buy alcohol. 

45. A refusals record must be kept at the premises which details all refusals to 

sell alcohol. This record must include the date and time of the incident, a 

description of the customer, the name of the staff member who refused the 

sale, and the reason the sale was refused. All entries must be made within 24 

hours of the refusal. The record must be made available for inspection and 

copying within [specify days / hours or a reasonable time] of a request by an 

officer of a Responsible Authority.  

Alcohol deliveries 

46. The premises licence holder shall provide the following information in writing 

to the licensing authority before any sale of alcohol is carried out (and notify 

change to this information to the licensing authority within 7 days): 
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(i) The trading name of any company that will operate under the licence 

(ii) All telephone numbers that will be used to accept orders 

(iii) The URL/website address that will be used to accept orders. 

47. Any promotional material and/or any website home page used as part of the 

business operating under this licence will clearly state the premises licence 

number. For the avoidance of doubt, this includes flyers, leaflets and business 

cards promoting the business. 

48. All deliveries of alcohol shall only be delivered to a premises address with a 

valid postcode and will only be delivered directly to that property. 

Restaurants and takeaways (alcohol) 

49. The premises must only operate as a restaurant: 

(i) in which customers are seated at a table,  

(ii) which provides food in the form of substantial table meals that are 

prepared on the premises and are served and consumed at the table 

using non-disposable crockery,  

(iii) which do not provide any take away service of food or drink for 

immediate consumption, and 

(iv) where alcohol must not be sold, supplied, or consumed on the 

premises otherwise than to persons who are taking substantial table 

meals and provided always that the consumption of alcohol by such 

persons is ancillary to taking such meals. 

50. Sales of alcohol for consumption off the premises shall only be supplied with, 

and ancillary to, a takeaway meal. 

Restricting alcohol sales in relation to designated special events, eg. 
football matches 

51. Prior to any [designated special event by Greater Manchester Police] 

[‘designated sporting event’ (as defined in the Sporting Events Control of 

Alcohol Act 1985)] the premises licence holder shall ensure that: 
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(i) Alcohol sales in respect of cans of beer or cider are limited to no more 

than four cans per person for a minimum of four hours before the 

commencement of the relevant designated [special] [sporting] event 

(ii) No sales of alcohol in bottles or glass containers are made in the 

period four hours before the commencement of the designated 

[special] [sporting] event 

(iii) Alcohol sales cease for a period of one hour immediately before the 

commencement of the relevant designated [special] [sporting] event 

(iv) On any day where there is a relevant designated [special] [sporting] 

event taking place, the premises will not externally advertise as a 

result of a local store promotion the availability of beer or cider in such 

a way as to be likely to be the sole inducement to attract persons to 

the premises who are either attending the designated [special] 

[sporting] event or in the vicinity of the premises as a result of the 

designated [special] [sporting] event 

(v) All members of staff working at the premises are informed of this 

condition prior to taking up employment 

(vi) On the day of the relevant designated [special] [sporting] event, upon 

the direction of a police officer, using the grounds of the prevention of 

crime and disorder or public safety, the premises will immediately 

cease to sell alcohol until further directed. 

Use of special effects 

52. Any special effects or mechanical installations shall be arranged and stored 

so as to minimise any risk to the safety of those using the premises. The 

following special effects will only be used if 10 days’ prior notice is given to the 

licensing authority where consent has not previously been given: 

(i) Dry ice and cryogenic fog 

(ii) Smoke machines and fog generators 

(iii) Pyrotechnics, including fireworks 

(iv) Firearms (eg. Blank firing pistols) 

(v) Lasers 

(vi) Explosives and highly flammable substances 
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(vii) Real flame 

(viii) Strobe lighting. 

Emergencies 

53. The premises licence holder shall ensure that at all times when the public 

is present there is [at least one] [an appropriate number of] competent 

person[s] able to administer first aid, that an adequate and appropriate 

supply of first aid equipment and materials is available on the premises, 

and that adequate records are maintained in relation to the supply of any 

first aid treatment. 

54.  The premises licence holder shall ensure that at all times when the 

public is present there is an appropriate level of medical care for all 

persons present. The level of provision should be determined by a 

medical needs assessment. 

55. All external emergency exit doors shall be fitted with sensor alarms and 

visible indicators to alert staff when the doors have been opened. 

56. All staff on duty at the premises shall be trained in the Emergency and 

Evacuation procedures for the premises and aware of their individual 

responsibilities. This includes any door supervisors. Documented records 

of training completed shall be kept for each member of staff. Training shall 

be regularly refreshed and at no greater than [specify] monthly intervals. 

Training records shall be made available for inspection upon request by a 

police officer or an authorised officer of Manchester City Council. 

57. The premises shall have a minimum 20m rescue throwline available on the 

premises for emergency use. All on-duty staff  (including security)shall be 

knowledgeable of its location and the manufacturer’s instructions for use. 

58. A member(s) of staff qualified to a minimum Level 3 Certificate in 

First Response Emergency Care must be on duty, with appropriate 

medical equipment, at the premises when licensable activities are 

carried out [or at specified days/times] 

59. All door supervisors must have emergency first aid at work training. 
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Preventing noise and other public nuisances 

60. All external windows and doors must be kept shut at all times when 

regulated entertainment is being provided. Doors may be opened for 

normal entrance and egress of people but must be shut immediately 

thereafter. 

61. No noise shall emanate from the premises nor vibration be transmitted 

through the structure of the premises that gives rise to a nuisance. 

62. A noise limiting device must be installed and must operate at all times 

regulated entertainment takes place at the premises. The device must be 

of a type, in a location and set at a level [specify if known] [approved in 

writing by the appropriate officer of the Council]. 

63. The location and orientation of loudspeakers must be as specified on the 

attached premises plan. 

64. An [acoustic lobby / acoustic door / acoustic curtains/ acoustic door seals / 

automatic door closer] must be installed [specify the location / define on 

plan]. 

65. There shall be no noise or odours caused by the kitchen extraction 

equipment that gives rise to a nuisance. 

66. DeliveriesA direct telephone number for the duty manager must be 

prominently displayed where it can conveniently be read from the exterior 

of the premises by the public. The telephone must be staffed at all times 

the premises is open for licensable activities. 

67. No deliveries or collections relating to licensable activities at the premises 

will take place between the hours of [insert hours].  

68.  The premises licence holder must instruct delivery riders and 

drivers not to cause a noise nuisance when making deliveries or 

whilst waiting outside the premises for collections. 
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69. Customers must be instructed when placing the order that they will not be 

able to collect the order from the vehicle. All deliveries will only be made 

directly to the property address and customers will not be permitted to take 

orders from the vehicle. 

36. The premises licence holder shall ensure that all employees of any third 

party engaged in the delivery of alcohol, i.e., couriers, have also been 

trained by their employers regarding the Challenge 25 policy. This 

training should also be documented. 

37. The premises licence holder will ensure that a sticker is applied to all 

consignments of alcohol stating “Note to delivery service: this package 

contains age restricted products. Ensure recipient is over 18” (or similar 

wording to the same effect). 

 

Smoking and other external areas 

70. Customers permitted to temporarily leave and then re-enter the premises 

to smoke must be restricted to a designated smoking area defined as 

[specify location / mark on plan]. No more than [insert number] of 

customers will be permitted to remain in the designated smoking area at 

any one time.  

71. Clear and legible notices must be prominently displayed at any area used 

for smoking requesting customers to respect the needs of local residents 

and use the area quietly. 

38. No more than [insert number] customers will be permitted to enter or 

remain in [define outdoor area(s)] of the premises at any one time, 

between the hours of [specify]. 

Litter and cleansing 

39. At [specify times] [specify areas] outside the premises, including [specify 

areas] must be swept and/or washed, and litter and sweepings collected 

and stored [specify storage and collection].  
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40. All takeaway packaging and wrappers shall clearly identify the premises, 

ie. by way of company logo or name. 

41. Where the premises provide late night refreshments for consumption off 

the premises sufficient waste bins must be provided at or near the exits, to 

enable the disposal of waste.  

42. Empty bottles which have been collected must be placed into locked bins 

when deposited outside. 

43. All waste shall be properly presented and placed out for collection no 

earlier than 30 minutes before the scheduled collection times. 

44. Between the hours of [insert hours] no waste/glass bottles will be moved 

or deposited outside. 

Children on the premises 

72. No person under the age of [insert age] years of age is permitted to enter 

or remain on the licensed premises when alcohol is being sold or supplied.  

73. The PLH/DPS will provide [specify ratio] adult supervisors at a ratio of 

[specify ratio] who can provide care for the children as they move from 

stage to dressing room etc., and to ensure that all children can be 

accounted for in case of an evacuation or an emergency. 

74. The licence holder and/or DPS shall ensure that any child performer is 

licensed with Manchester City Council’s Licensing Unit and accompanied 

by a registered chaperone. Documented records should be kept for six 

months, including the child’s name, their licence number and chaperone 

details. 

75. Where children are allowed on the premises, information shall be 

displayed [location] on what to do if there is a cause for concern regarding 

a child’s welfare. This shall include reporting to Manchester City Council 

via its Contact Centre on 0161 234 5000 or mcsreply@manchester.gov.uk, 

or the NSPCC on 0808 800 5000 (free 24-hour service) or dialling 999 in 

the event of an immediate threat. 
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Late night refreshment 

76. Any hot food or hot drink provided after 11pm (late night refreshment) 

under this licence must only be consumed on the premises.  

77. Between [specify hours from 11pm/days] customers must not be permitted 

to remove from the premises any hot food or hot drink (late night 

refreshment) provided at the premises. 

Large events 

78. The Premises licence Holder must comply with the Event Management 

Plan submitted to and approved by the Licensing Authority and no 

changes will be made to the Event Management Plan without the prior 

written consent of the Licensing Authority.  

Boxing and wrestling (including MMA and other combat sports) 

79. The Premises licence Holder must comply with the Event Management 

Plan submitted to and approved by the Licensing Authority and no 

changes will be made to the Event Management Plan without the prior 

written consent of the Licensing Authority. The Plan must set out (but is 

not limited to): 

(i) how fighters will be matched 

(ii) the measures that will be in place to ensure the safety and welfare of 

competitors; including medical facilities and qualified staff provision 

(iii) fighter details 

(iv) layout of the venue 

(v) competition rules 

(vi) referee details including qualifications. 

Adult entertainment 

80. The premises may not show R18 films without the benefit of a sex cinema 

licence. 

81. No person under the age of 18 will be permitted to enter or remain on the 

premises when any “relevant entertainment” (as defined in Schedule 3 to 
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the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 is taking 

place. 

For reference:  

Relevant entertainment is ‘Any live performance or any live display of 

nudity, which is of such a nature that, ignoring financial gain, it must 

reasonably be assumed to be provided solely or principally for the 

purpose of sexually stimulating any member of the audience (whether by 

verbal or other means).  

Display of nudity means in the case of a women - exposure of her 

nipples, pubic area, genitals or anus; and 

in the case of a man - exposure of his public area, genitals or anus. 

The audience can consist of one person. 

Dispersal 

82. The dispersal of customers from the premises must be managed in 

accordance with the following: 

(i) Clear and legible notices must be prominently displayed at all exits 

requesting customers to respect local residents and leave the area 

quietly. 

(ii) Public announcements requesting customers to leave quietly to 

minimise disturbance to nearby residents 

(iii) A [specify minutes] period where [music volume is reduced / lighting 

increased / alcohol sales cease]. 

(iv) A suitable member of staff or a Door Supervisor[s] will be visible at 

each public entrance / exit to control the dispersal, to remind people to 

leave quietly, and to prevent patrons from re-entering the premises, 

and shall deter customers from using private hire vehicles without a 

prior booking 

(v) All drinks and glass vessels must be removed from patrons as they 

leave to ensure no glass leaves the premises.  
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83. From no later than 1 hour before the premises closes to the public, a 

member of staff shall be dedicated to monitor the dispersal of customers 

and ensure patrons do not contribute to anti-social behaviour in the 

vicinity. They will be easily identifiable by way of their uniform or high 

visibility jacket / vest; will have a detailed knowledge of all transport 

options in the area and provide directions for patrons who may be loitering 

in the vicinity of the premises. 

 

Additional Conditions in line with the Chairman of the Manchester Arena 

Inquiry 

 

84. Reasonable steps must be taken to ensure all persons employed at the 

premises are aware of: 

a. the current terrorist threat level; and 

b. what that level means in relation to the possibility of an attack 

 

85. All risk assessments for public entertainment venues must include 

consideration of the risk of a terrorist attack. 

 

86. All persons responsible for security must be briefed at every event 

about the current threat level and risk of terrorist attack. 

 

87. All public facing staff must be clear about what to do if the public report 

suspicious activity or unusual behaviour to them. Any and all 

suspicious behaviour by customers or members of the public close to 

the venue must be noted and be reported promptly so that 

investigations can be made and action taken, if appropriate. 
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It does this by providing advice and 
recommendations, many of which  
are designed to assist you in 
working closely with the Responsible 
Authorities and comply with the 
Licensing Act 2003, promoting its  
four Licensing Objectives:

   Prevention of Public Nuisance
   Prevention of Crime and Disorder
   Protection of Children from Harm
   Public Safety

LICENSING SAVI™
A self-assessment tool  
designed to assist licensees  
in providing a safe and  
secure environment 

Licensing SAVI is an online and confidential self-assessment, 
designed to help the owners of licensed premises provide a safe 
and secure environment for their managers, staff, customers  
and local communities.
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   provide Covid-19 guidance and advice
   provide you with definitive information on effective management practices  
and operational security as well as some practical examples, some of which  
you may not have considered before 

   demonstrate your due diligence to the Licensing Act 2003 Responsible 
Authorities
   form part of your Licensing Act Application and also assist you with future 
refurbishments to ensure the highest levels of safety and security are achieved
   help you prioritise improvement and build upon areas of existing good practice to 
further raise your safety and security standards to become more successful and 
profitable
   provide you with advice and guidance to enable you to develop a comprehensive 
staff training package
 be just like having your own personal licensing consultant, without the cost

Find out more at www.licensingsavi.com

Licensing SAVI has been developed, at the request of the Home Office, by  
Police Crime Prevention Initiatives (PCPI), a police owned organisation that  
works on behalf of the Police Service to deliver a wide range of crime prevention 
and demand reduction initiatives.

When you have completed your 
assessment and you are satisfied with 
your star rating, you will be able to apply 
for Accreditation and our Licensing SAVI 
Award which you can use to promote to 
your customers and local communities.  
The cost of applying for Accreditation is 
included in your annual licence fee.

Licensing SAVI will:
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An introduction to protective security for owners and 
operators of publicly accessible locations  
Recent years have seen an increase in terrorist attacks in publicly accessible locations, i.e. 
locations that people visit, congregate in, or transit through. A defining feature of such 
attacks is the targeting of people, whether randomly, or as representatives of specific 
groups (e.g. relating to race, religious beliefs, etc).  
 
Any publicly accessible location is a potential target, and it is therefore essential that the 
owners and operators of all such locations understand the risks they face and consider 
appropriate mitigations.  
 
This section is intended to introduce protective security for owners and operators of 
publicly accessible locations – whether businesses, or other organisations operating in 
permanent premises or the organisers of temporary events, or those with wider interests in 
public security such as public authorities. 
 
It is worth noting that improvements made to security from a counter-terrorism (CT) 
perspective are likely to have wider benefits, potentially reducing other crime and 
antisocial behaviour. Similarly, existing or new security measures implemented for other 
purposes can have a counter-terrorism benefit.  
 
An important tenet of protective security is that it should, wherever possible, utilise simple, 
affordable interventions that protect and reassure the public and deter would-be attackers, 
with no (or minimal) adverse impact on the site’s operation or people’s experience. Whilst 
an extensive pallet of countermeasures is available, many of the more complex and costly 
ones – particularly specialist physical security products – will be more relevant to larger 
sites likely to host higher visitor footfalls and/or crowds.  
 
It is important to consider security as a system, a combination of physical and/or 
behavioural interventions deployed in a complementary manner to mitigate key risks. 
Getting the “people” aspects right (e.g. developing and sustaining a security culture, 
encouraging vigilance, and providing appropriate and effective training) is at least as 
important as selecting (and correctly installing) physical security measures (such as 
security doors, blast-resistant glazing, fences, bollards, CCTV, electronic access control 
and intruder detection systems). Further advice and guidance is available on the NaCTSO 
website or from your local Counter Terrorism Security Advisor (CTSA).  Where you 
believe, based on your risk assessment, that you may need such measures, you may also 
wish to seek independent expert advice (https://www.cpni.gov.uk/cpni-working-security-
professionals). Even where appropriate measures are selected that appear to match a 
site’s needs, ensuring they are installed and operated to provide effective capability (and 
properly complement other security measures) is crucial. 
 
Key initial steps are understanding threat and risk: 

• Understanding the terrorist threat – noting that terrorist groups, their motivations 
and target preferences and attack methodologies can differ and tend to change 
over time.  

o A useful level of awareness can be achieved by following open source 
media reporting of recent attacks and their methodologies, understanding 
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and monitoring the National Threat Level (https://www.gov.uk/terrorism-
national-emergency), and browsing relevant government websites (e.g. 
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/terrorism). 
 

• Understanding the specific risks the threat poses for your site and / or organisation 
- how and why your site / organisation might be affected, either by being targeted 
directly; or through indirect impacts, due to its location in a particular area or 
because of its proximity to neighbouring sites, businesses, or organisations that 
may be targeted. 

o You should undertake a risk assessment to identify and record terrorism 
risks and appropriate mitigations. This should be aligned with your 
organisation’s / site’s wider assessment of risks and their management. 

 
In order to maximise their likelihood of success, terrorists are likely to undertake research 
and planning activity in preparation for an attack; this can include visiting potential target 
locations (“hostile reconnaissance”), as well as conducting research online.  
 
Consider what you and your colleagues (whether employees, contractors or volunteers) 
can do to make it harder for a would-be terrorist to carry out a successful attack, for 
example by:  

• Being alert to suspicious behaviours and activity in and around your site, such as 
people loitering or displaying an unusual level of interest in asking questions, or 
filming or photographing. Note that you and your staff are well placed to know what 
is “normal” in your environment, and hence what may be suspicious. Where it feels 
safe to do so, consider engaging the person in a welcoming and helpful manner; if 
you have any concerns, consider reporting them to the police. Similarly, you and 
your colleagues should be alert to abandoned bags and other left items, and report 
any you deem suspicious to the police.  

• Being security-minded in your communications, particularly online. Wherever 
possible, include positive general messages demonstrating your commitment to 
ensuring the security and safety of visitors and staff. Avoid providing specific 
information that could help a terrorist plan an attack, for example floor plans 
containing more detail than is necessary to assist customers with planning their 
visit, or details of where and when security patrols do (and don’t) take place. 

• Encouraging and enabling a security culture in the workplace, for example ensuring 
that any concerns can easily be reported and will be acted upon and ensuring that 
managers lead by example and avoid giving mixed messages. 

 
Consider how you and your staff would respond to an incident occurring outside or near to 
your building or site, or inside it. Remember that every second counts. 

• How quickly would you become aware of what was going on?  
• How would you respond?  
• Would you and your staff be able to act quickly enough to move yourselves and 

visitors to safety?  
• What can you do to prepare for such an eventuality?  

 
ACT Awareness e-Learning (Action Counters Terrorism), has been developed by 
Counter Terrorism Policing to provide nationally recognised corporate CT guidance to help 
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people better understand, and mitigate against, current terrorist methodology. It is 
available to all organisations, their staff and the general public 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/news/act-awareness-elearning). 
 
For many organisations, security arrangements will be enhanced by developing 
relationships with neighbouring businesses and organisations, for example working 
together to make the local environment harder for would-be terrorists to operate in, 
including enabling the rapid exchange of information on suspicious activity and potential 
incidents. It is also advisable to engage with your local CTSA and neighbourhood policing 
team. 
 
Take care to ensure that any security measures / plans don’t conflict with health and safety 
requirements and fire regulations. 
 
Remember to review and refresh (where appropriate) your risk assessment, your plans 
and mitigations, including your staff’s awareness of the threat and how to respond. Routine 
reviews should be undertaken regularly, with reviews also carried out if there are changes 
to the threat – either in terms of national threat level (indicating the likelihood of an attack) 
or as a result of incidents that demonstrate a shift in attack methodology. 
 
 
Further information  
 

• Counter Terrorism Policing and its National Counter Terrorism Security Office 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/national-counter-terrorism-security-
office) 

• Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (www.cpni.gov.uk) 
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8 July 2021 

 

To the Chairman of the Licensing Committee 
 

Dear Councillor 

 

The coronavirus pandemic has caused unprecedented disruption and hardship since March 

2020. The impacts have affected many businesses, and the hospitality industry in particular, 

with limited opportunities to react and adapt. As we emerge from this exceptionally difficult 

time, many of these impacts will continue.  

 

One of the key problems that hospitality businesses now face is a lack of resources including 

staff. This is a particularly serious problem when it comes to complying with licence 

conditions that depend upon staff resources. 

 

The night‐time economy is in the middle of a particular crisis concerning security 

professionals. There is a grave shortage of security staff available for work, and this has 

been compounded by more stringent new training standards introduced by the Security 

Industry Authority for those wishing to enter.  Even the limited numbers coming forward to 

qualify are too often failing to do so. Often, the numbers are simply not there to service full 

licence requirements, and there is nothing that the security industry, or the licensees can do 

about it. This problem is not going to go away.  

 

The Government recently announced its consultation on the Duty to Protect.  This aspiration 

to increase security provision in the public and private sector is only going to deepen the 

crisis.  

 

We are writing to you at this time to make you aware of the issues, and to ask that you take 

them into account in making case by case licensing decisions.  

 

On 8 April 2020, Kit Malthouse, the Minister of State for Crime and Policing wrote to the 

Chairs of Licensing Committees, to invite them to take “a pragmatic and more flexible 

approach” to licensing while the outbreak was ongoing.  

 

He said: “Retailers may be operating under licences with conditions that may prove difficult 

to comply with in the current period due to absenteeism. These include, but are not limited 

to, conditions that mandate the minimum number of staff or door supervisors on site, 

training requirements or attending external meetings…. A considered and pragmatic 
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approach should be taken to breaches of licence conditions and procedural defects caused 

by the COVID‐19 pandemic, particularly where these breaches or defects do not have a 

significant adverse impact on the licensing objectives. Licence holders must rectify any 

breaches as soon as reasonably practicable.” 

 

This continues to be very important even as we emerge from the worst restrictions of the 

pandemic. Partnership working with businesses, to allow them to recover and make their 

contribution to the economy has never been more important. We hope that highlighting 

this crisis will assist in making informed and proportionate decisions. 

 

Sincerely  

 

 

 
Daniel Davies 

Chairman 

Institute of Licensing 

Michael Kill 

CEO Night Time Industries Association / 

Chairperson UK Door Security Association 
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Manchester City Council 
Report for Information 

 
Report to: Licensing Committee – 19 July 2021 
  
Subject: Review of Gambling Policy 
 

Report of: Director of Planning, Building Control and Licensing 

 

 
Summary 
 
This report presents the Committee with a draft statement of our revised Gambling 
Act Policy and informs them of the method of consultation we propose to implement. 
 
Recommendations 
 
Members are asked to note the contents of the report and provide any recommended 
alterations. 
 

 
Wards Affected: All 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment - the impact of the decisions proposed in this 
report on achieving the zero-carbon target for the city  

None 

 

Manchester Strategy Outcomes Summary of the contribution to the 
strategy 

A thriving and sustainable City: 
supporting a diverse and distinctive 
economy that creates jobs and 
opportunities 

Licensed premises provide a key role as an 
employer, in regeneration, and in attracting 
people to the city. The efficient processing of 
applications as well as effective decision 
making in respect of them, plays an essential 
role in enabling businesses to thrive and 
maximise contribution to the economy of the 
region and sub-region. 

A highly skilled city: world class and 
home grown talent sustaining the 
city’s economic success 

 

A progressive and equitable city: 
making a positive contribution by 
unlocking the potential of our 
communities 

 

An effective licensing regime works with 
Operators and other agencies to ensure as far 
as it is able, matters of equality and local 
issues.   
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A liveable and low carbon city: a 
destination of choice to live, visit 
and work. 

 

The Licensing process provides for local 

residents and other interested parties to make 

representations in relation to licensing 

applications to safeguard local place-based 

interests. The authority must aim to permit 

gambling insofar as doing so is reasonably 

consistent with the licensing objectives of 

preventing gambling from being a source of 

crime or disorder, being associated with crime 

or disorder or being used to support crime; 

ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair 

and open way; and protecting children and 

other vulnerable people from being harmed or 

exploited by gambling. 
 

A connected city: world class 
infrastructure and connectivity to 
drive growth 

 

Licensed premises play an important role in 
ensuring an economically successful City, and 
the Licensing Policy seeks to achieve 
desirable and high quality premises to help 
drive that growth. 

 
Full details are in the body of the report, along with any implications for: 
 

● Equal Opportunities Policy 
● Risk Management 
● Legal Considerations 

 

 
Financial Consequences – Revenue 
 
None 
 
Financial Consequences – Capital 
 
None 
 

 
Contact Officers: 
 
Name: Danielle Doyle  
Position: Licensing Unit Manager  
Telephone: 0161 234 4962  
E-mail: 
danielle.doyle@manchester.gov.uk  

Name: Fraser Swift 
Position: Principal Licensing Officer and 

Acting Licensing Unit Manager 
Telephone: 0161 234 1176 
 E-mail: fraser.swift@manchester.gov.uk    
 

 
Background documents (available for public inspection): 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 The Gambling Act received royal assent in April 2005 and consolidates 
regulation of casinos, bingo, gaming machines, lotteries, betting and remote 
gambling in one Act. 
 

1.2 The Act established a non-departmental public body – the Gambling 
Commission – which has responsibility for advising both central and local 
government on issues relating to gambling. In addition, the Gambling 
Commission has responsibility for issuing Operating Licences and Personal 
Licences to organisations and individuals who wish to undertake certain 
activities under the Act. 
 

1.3 The Gambling Commission is required by section 25 of the Act to issue 
Guidance to licensing authorities on the discharge of their functions under the 
Act. This Guidance deals primarily with matters intended to assist licensing 
authorities in the development of their gambling policy and sets out the 
principles that must be applied by the licensing authority in exercising its 
functions under the Act. 
 

1.4 The City Council has responsibilities under the Act to issue premises licences, 
permits and temporary use notices in respect of premises where it is proposed 
that gambling should take place. Additionally, the City Council will continue to 
be responsible for the registration of Small Society Lotteries. 
 

1.5 Members will be aware that under the Act the Council, as Licensing Authority, 
is required to produce a policy every three years setting out how it intends to 
implement the Act. Our next revision is required to be in place with effect from 
January 2022. 

 

2. Proposed revisions to the Policy 
 

2.1 Greater Manchester licensing leads have collaborated on this revised policy in 
conjunction with public health leads working as part of the GM Gambling Harm 
Reduction programme.  
 

2.2 The revised policy is intended to provide a clear and consistent approach to 
what considerations will be taken into account when licensing gambling 
premises and the activities carried on at them. 

 
2.3 A copy of the amended policy is attached at Appendix 1. 

 
3. Consultation Strategy 
 

3.1 The Gambling Act 2005 requires us to consult with various groups before we 
determine our policy.  

 The chief officer of police for Manchester 

 One or more persons who represent the interests of gambling 
businesses in Manchester 
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 One or more persons who appear to represent the interest of persons 
who are likely to be affected by the implementation of the Gambling Act 
in Manchester 

 
3.2 We will also consult with: 

 The Responsible Authorities who are consulted on Gambling 
applications in Manchester (Greater Manchester Police, Planning, 
Environmental Health, Child Safeguarding Board, Greater Manchester 
Fire and Rescue Service, HM Revenue and Customs, Gambling 
Commission) 

 All Ward Councillors of Manchester City Council 

 All Strategic Area Managers  

 Gamcare 

 All gambling premises in Manchester 

 Gambling Trade Associations 

 Cityco 

 Public Health 
 

3.3 The proposed revised policy will also be made available on the Public 
Consultations page of the council’s website. 
 

3.4 The attached draft policy has been prepared for public consultation. Subject to 
approval by the Licensing Policy Committee, a 8-week public consultation 
would start. The final policy taking account of consultation responses will then 
be presented to the Licensing Policy Committee and then require the approval 
of full Council.  

 

4. Recommendation 
 

4.1 Members are asked to note the contents of the report and agree the attached 
draft policy and consultation strategy outlined above. 

 
5. Key Policies and Considerations 
 
5.1 The proposals relate the Council’s Gambling Policy, also referred to as its 

Statement of Principles, under the Gambling Act 2005. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
6.1 A copy of the draft policy is attached at Appendix 1. 

 
6.2 The Committee is asked to consider the draft policy and provide any 

suggested amendments. 
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*7)(11*,!<8!(7*!(@!\<794*38*)I3!84)**!dK6e!27!#T"PJ"Q>!(@!+4294!%Q>$R$!4<,!<!8*)A!82A*!
<,,)*33!27!\<794*38*)!^dKe:D&!W@!84*!)*A<2727;!9&#5>TTT!380,*783>!<!32;72@29<78!
/)(/()82(7!12F*!<8!4(A*!+284!84*2)!@<A212*3!<9)(33!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!<7,!.*=(7,&!!

#&#"& \<794*38*)!072F*)3282*3!4<F*!<!42;4!)*8*782(7!)<8*!(@!380,*783>!+284!(F*)!5Tf!(@!
380,*783!38<=27;!27!84*!928=!<@8*)!;)<,0<827;&!!

#&##& M*3/28*!84*!42;4!1*F*13!(@!380,*783>!\<794*38*)!<13(!4<3!<!42;4*)!/)(/()82(7!(@!
)*32,*783!+284!7(!@()A<1!?0<12@29<82(73!+4294!<983!<3!<!A<]()!.<))2*)!8(!<99*3327;!84*!
](.3!<F<21<.1*&!!

#&#$& \<794*38*)!4<3!<!)*1<82F*1=!42;4!)<8*!(@!+()G1*337*33>!,0*!8(!42;4!07*A/1(=A*78!
<A(7;38!84(3*!)*;238*)*,!<3!,23<.1*,!<7,!84*!/)(/()82(7!(@!84*!/(/01<82(7!,*/*7,*78!
0/(7!279(A*!30//()8&!\<7=!(@!84*!)*32,*783!91<2A27;!(08!(@!+()G!.*7*@283!<)*!1<9G27;!
84*!<//)(/)2<8*!3G2113!+4294!+(01,!4*1/!84*A!3*90)*!84*!;)(+27;!70A.*)!(@!](.!
(//()807282*3!27!84*!L28=&!-4*!3G2113!;</!.*8+**7!)*32,*783!<7,!<F<21<.1*!+()G!23!<!G*=!
94<11*7;*!@()!\<794*38*)&!!

#&#%& Z*!G**/!)*9(),3!(@!84*!,<8<!<7,!278*112;*79*!<.(08!279(A*!<7,!+*1@<)*!.*7*@283&!
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#&#5& :3!(@!W98(.*)!#T#T>!84*)*!+*)*!$%>5"5!07*A/1(=*,!27!\<794*38*)&!-423!@2;0)*!23!A<,*!
0/!(@!)*32,*783!27!\<794*38*)!91<2A27;!g(.3**G*)3!:11(+<79*!^ge:D!<7,!U72F*)3<1!
L)*,28!^ULD!<7,!)*/)*3*7827;!Q&QNf!(@!)*32,*783!<;*,!"NON%&!

#&#N& Z42138!84*!*9(7(A=!4<3!.**7!)*38)0980)*,!<7,!7*+!](.3!<)*!.*27;!9)*<8*,>!84*!L28=!23!
38211!8<9G127;!84*!3(92<1>!/4=329<1!<7,!*7F2)(7A*78<1!1*;<9=!(@!=*<)3!(@!*9(7(A29!,*9127*&!
:99(),27;!8(!84*!#T"R!67,*`!(@!\0182/1*!M*/)2F<82(7!^6\MD>!\<794*38*)!)<7G3!N!(08!(@!
$#N!1(9<1!<084()282*3!27!K7;1<7,>!+4*)*!"!23!84*!A(38!,*/)2F*,&!

#&#P& -4*!4*<184!(@!\<794*38*)I3!)*32,*783!23!<13(!<A(7;38!84*!+()38!27!84*!9(078)=>!W7!$T!
g07*!#T#">!84*!67382808*!(@!d*<184!K?028=!/0.1234*,!84*!)*30183!(@!283!+()G!+284!B)*<8*)!
\<794*38*)&!-4*!+()G!+284!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)>!8(!27@()A!<7,!30//()8!<982(7!(7!4*<184!
27*?0<1282*3>!.*;<7!27!#T"R&!68!+<3!<1)*<,=!84*!9<3*!84<8!4*<184!27!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)>!
<1(7;!+284!84*!)*38!(@!84*!V()84!Z*38>!4<,!30@@*)*,!A()*!84<7!<)*<3!(@!K7;1<7,!27!84*!
e(084!,0)27;!84*!,*9<,*!(@!<038*)28=!<7,!)*;)*332F*!@07,27;!<11(9<82(73&!-4*7!9<A*!84*!
/<7,*A29>!<7,!A<,*!28!<11!+()3*C!*`/(327;!84*!07,*)1=27;!27*?0<1282*3!27!3(92*8=!<7,!
<A/12@=27;!84*A&!L(F2,O"R!A()8<128=!+<3!#5f!42;4*)!27!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!84<7!27!
K7;1<7,!<3!<!+4(1*>!<7,!84*!3(92<1!;)<,2*78!27!A()8<128=!@)(A!9(F2,O"Rh<!91(3*!127G!
.*8+**7!,*/)2F<82(7!<7,!A()8<128=h+<3!38**/*)!27!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)&!-4*!*@@*98!(@!
84*!/<7,*A29!+<3!,)<A<829&!M0)27;!#T#T>!12@*!*`/*98<79=!@*11!.=!"&#!=*<)3!27!+(A*7!27!
84*!V()84!Z*38!<7,!"&N!=*<)3!27!A*7i!9(A/<)*,!8(!<!@<11!27!K7;1<7,!(@!T&R!<7,!"&$!
=*<)3&!

#&#Q& \<794*38*)!4<3!<942*F*,!*`9*/82(7<1!;)(+84!(F*)!84*!/<38!8+(!,*9<,*3>!+284!F*)=!
32;72@29<78!279)*<3*3!27!84*!928=I3!/(/01<82(7!<7,!3038<27*,!*9(7(A29!;)(+84>!4*1/*,!.=!
A<]()!27F*38A*78!<7,!38)(7;!/<)87*)342/3&!-4*!928=I3!<33*83>!27@)<38)0980)*>!277(F<82(7>!
/(/01<82(7!<7,!3G2113!4<F*!*7<.1*,!84*!928=!8(!.*!A()*!)*3212*78!8(!84*!1<38!)*9*332(7!84<7!
A<7=!(84*)!/<)83!(@!84*!Uj>!<7,!4<F*!/(+*)*,!;)(+84!(F*)!84*!/<38!,*9<,*&!!

• [(/01<82(7C!e8)(7;!1*F*1!(@!/(/01<82(7!;)(+84!<3!A()*!;)<,0<8*3!<7,!=(07;!<,0183!
<)*!<88)<98*,!.=!7*+!4(0327;!<7,!9<)**)!(//()807282*3!27!84*!928=>!279)*<327;!84*!
70A.*)!(@!)*32,*783!<;*,!#5_$R&!e(0)9*C!\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921!'()*9<3827;!
\(,*1!e#T#T!^@()*9<38!,(*3!7(8!27910,*!2A/<98!(@!LWk6MO"RD!

• N#P>TTT!)*32,*783!*`/*98*,!.=!#T#5!

#&#R& M*F*1(/27;!<!A()*!2791032F*!*9(7(A=!<7,!3(92*8=!23!<!G*=!94<11*7;*!2,*782@2*,!27!84*!
928=I3!W0)!\<794*38*)!e8)<8*;=&!-423!A*<73!9(77*9827;!<11!84*!9282S*73!(@!\<794*38*)!8(!
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84*!(//()807282*3!(@!*9(7(A29!;)(+84!<7,!8<9G127;!84*!32;72@29<78!27*?0<1282*3!<A(7;!
\<794*38*)I3!,2F*)3*!9(AA07282*3&!!

#&$T& M*/)2F<82(7>!/(F*)8=!<7,!4*<184!(089(A*3!+*)*!32;72@29<78!94<11*7;*3!.*@()*!LWk6MO
"R>!<7,!84*!/<7,*A29!4<3!4*2;48*7*,!27*?0<1282*3!)2;48!<9)(33!84*!928=C!

• '<A21=!/(F*)8=C!%5>"5T!9421,)*7!12F27;!27!/(F*)8=>!<@8*)!4(0327;!9(383!8<G*7!278(!
9(732,*)<82(7!27!\<)94!#T"R&!:@@*9827;!<)(07,!%T&Nf!(@!84(3*!<;*,!07,*)!"N>!
8423!)<8*!23!32;72@29<781=!42;4*)!84<7!84*!Uj!<F*)<;*&!LWk6MO"R!0/,<8*C!M0)27;!
\<=!#T#T!<8!84*!4*2;48!(@!84*!/<7,*A29>!$>"PP!4(03*4(1,3!32;7*,!0/!8(!)*9*2F*!
@((,!)*3/(73*!30//()8&!e(0)9*C!H*3*<)94!.=!84*!L*78)*!@()!H*3*<)94!27!e(92<1!
[(129=!<8!Y(0;4.()(0;4!U72F*)328=!@()!84*!K7,!L421,![(F*)8=!L(<1282(7!

• H(0;4!31**/27;C!R"!/*(/1*!+*)*!9(078*,!<3!31**/27;!)(0;4!27!\<794*38*)!928=!
9*78)*!27!#T"R>!9(A/<)*,!8(!"#$!27!#T"Q&!d(+*F*)>!<3!<!)<8*!/*)!"T>TTT!
4(03*4(1,3!^%&#D!8423!23!A()*!84<7!8+29*!84*!7<82(7<1!<F*)<;*!^"&QD&!

• U7*A/1(=A*78!.*7*@283C!e2;72@29<78!279)*<3*!27!WVe!91<2A<78!9(078!.*8+**7!
\<)94!#T#T!<7,!:0;038!#T#Ti!07*A/1(=A*78!91<2A<78!)<8*!<1A(38!,(0.1*,>!@)(A!
%&Nf!8(!R&"f&!

#&$"& \<794*38*)!23!<8!<!9)2829<1!/(278>!,0*!8(!84*!9(A.27*,!94<11*7;*3!(@!84*!9(78270*,!
2A/<983!(@!LWk6MO"R>!84*!Uj!*`2827;!84*!KU>!<7,!84*!079*)8<2782*3!27!(0)!+*11O
*38<.1234*,!278*)7<82(7<1!)*1<82(7342/3!<7,!8)<,*&!:,</827;!<7,!A282;<827;!84*!2A/<98!(@!
912A<8*!94<7;*!23!<!A<]()!94<11*7;*!;2F*7!84*!928=I3!S*)(O9<).(7!<A.282(73>!.08!<13(!<7!
(//()80728=!8(!.021,!278(!(0)!)*9(F*)=!/1<73&!!

#&$#& W0)!K9(7(A29!B)(+84![1<7!3*83!(08!84*!2A/()8<79*!(@!27F*3827;!27!(0)!/*(/1*>!(0)!
/1<9*3>!<7,!(0)!/)(3/*)28=!8(!9(78270*!8(!38)*7;84*7!(0)!)(1*!27!,)2F27;!*9(7(A29!;)(+84!
84)(0;4(08!84*!V()84!<7,!.*=(7,!84*!.(07,<)2*3!(@!84*!928=&!-4*!7*`8!/4<3*!(@!/0.129O
3*)F29*!)*@()A!<7,!4*<184!<7,!3(92<1O9<)*!278*;)<82(7!+211!)*?02)*!)*,(0.127;!*@@()83!8(!
9(77*98!<11!(0)!)*32,*783!8(!84*!(//()807282*3!(@!*9(7(A29!;)(+84!<7,!)*,09*!,*A<7,!

W0)!\<794*38*)!e8)<8*;=!

#&$$& The Our Manchester Strategy was @()A<11=!<,(/8*,!.=!84*!L(07921!27!g<70<)=!#T"N!
<7,!+<3!1<0794*,!27!\<)94!#T"N>!3*8827;!(08!(0)!1(7;O8*)A!F232(7!@()!\<794*38*)I3!
@080)*!<7,!/)(F2,27;!<!@)<A*+()G!@()!<982(7!.=!03!<7,!(0)!/<)87*)3!<9)(33!84*!928=&!!

#&$%& -4*!(F*)<)9427;!F232(7!23!@()!\<794*38*)!8(!.*!27!84*!8(/!@12;48!(@!+()1,O91<33!9282*3!.=!
#T#5C!
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• Z284!<!9(A/*8282F*>!,=7<A29!<7,!3038<27<.1*!*9(7(A=!84<8!,)<+3!(7!(0)!
,23827982F*!38)*7;843!27!392*79*>!<,F<79*,!A<70@<980)27;>!90180)*>!9)*<82F*!<7,!
,2;28<1!.0327*33>!<7,!84<8!90182F<8*3!<7,!*79(0)<;*3!7*+!2,*<3!

• Z284!42;41=!3G211*,>!*78*)/)2327;!<7,!27,038)2(03!/*(/1*!
• :!928=!9(77*98*,!278*)7<82(7<11=!<7,!+28427!84*!Uj!
• :!928=!84<8!/1<=3!283!@011!/<)8!27!12A2827;!84*!2A/<983!(@!912A<8*!94<7;*!
• :!928=!+4*)*!)*32,*783!@)(A!<11!.<9G;)(07,3!@**1!3<@*>!9<7!<3/2)*>!3099**,!<7,!
12F*!+*11!

• :!91*<7>!<88)<982F*>!90180)<11=!)294>!(08+<),O1((G27;!<7,!+*19(A27;!928=!

#&$5& d<1@+<=!84)(0;4!84*!()2;27<1!e8)<8*;=>!+*!)*3*8!/)2()282*3!@()!84*!=*<)3!8(!#T#5>!
<9G7(+1*,;27;!_!.08!1((G27;!.*=(7,!_!90))*78!94<11*7;*3>!8(!A<G*!30)*!84*!928=!
<942*F*3!283!<A.282(7&!!

#&$N& -4*!)*3*8!(@!(0)!;(<13!23!.<3*,!(7!(F*)!$QTT!9(73018<82(7!)*3/(73*3!,0)27;!30AA*)!
#T#T&!!

#&$P& W0)!9(AA07282*3!+<78!<!)*7*+*,!@(903!(7!=(07;!/*(/1*>!(0)!*9(7(A=>!4*<184>!
4(0327;>!(0)!*7F2)(7A*78!<7,!27@)<38)0980)*&!!

#&$Q& -4)(0;4!*<94!/)2()28=!)073!\<794*38*)I3!9(AA28A*78!8(!.021,!<!A()*!*?0<1>!2791032F*!
<7,!3038<27<.1*!928=!@()!*F*)=(7*!+4(!12F*3>!+()G3>!F(1078**)3>!380,2*3!<7,!/1<=3!4*)*&!
W71=!.=!+()G27;!8(;*84*)!9<7!+*!<942*F*!(0)!F232(7!.=!A<G27;!<7!2A/<98!(7!(0)!
/)2()282*3!(@!A<G27;!\<794*38*)C!!

• :!84)2F27;!<7,!3038<27<.1*!928=!!!
• :!42;41=!3G211*,!928=!!!
• :!/)(;)*332F*!<7,!*?028<.1*!928=!!!
• :!12F*<.1*!<7,!S*)(O9<).(7!928=!!!
• :!9(77*98*,!928=!!!!

#&$R& Z*I11!.*!8)<9G27;!/)(;)*33!(@!84*!38)<8*;=!=*<)O(7O=*<)!27!84*!e8<8*!(@!84*!L28=!)*/()8&!!
#&%T& 6A/1*A*7827;!84*!38)<8*;=!23!(F*)3**7!.=!84*!W0)!\<794*38*)!'()0A!A<,*!0/!(@!

/<)87*)3!@)(A!<9)(33!84*!928=&!!!
#&%"& W0)!,*8<21*,!/1<73!@()!30//()827;!84*!,*12F*)=!(@!(0)!42;4O1*F*1!@)<A*+()G!@()!<982(7!

<)*C!!!

• M*F*1(/27;!<!\()*!6791032F*!K9(7(A=!_!W0)!\<794*38*)!67,038)2<1!e8)<8*;=!_!
*38<.1234*3!/)2()282*3!@()!84*!928=!8(!9)*<8*!<!A()*!2791032F*!*9(7(A=!84<8!<11!
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)*32,*783!<)*!/<)8!(@!<7,!9<7!.*7*@28!@)(A&!L)092<1!8(!28!<)*C!84*!\<794*38*)!
K9(7(A29!H*9(F*)=!<7,!67F*38A*78![1<7i!<7,!84*!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!B((,!
KA/1(=A*78!L4<)8*)&!!!

• Z()G!<7,!eG2113!e8)<8*;=!_!<2A3!8(!,*F*1(/!<!+()G!<7,!3G2113!3=38*A!84<8!A**83!
84*!7**,3!(@!<11!.0327*33*3>!<7,!30//()8!)*32,*783!@)(A!<11!.<9G;)(07,3!8(!;*8!
3G2113!<7,!<88)2.08*3!*A/1(=*)3!7**,&!!!

• L421,)*7!<7,!l(07;![*(/1*I3![1<7_W0)!\<794*38*)>!W0)!L421,)*7!#T#T_#T#%!_!
4(+!84*!928=!+211!.021,!<!3<@*>!4<//=>!4*<184=!<7,!3099*33@01!@080)*!@()!9421,)*7!
<7,!=(07;!/*(/1*&!!

• \<794*38*)C!:!B)*<8![1<9*!8(!B)(+!W1,*)!_!\<794*38*)c3!F232(7!8(!9(78270*!
.*27;!<7!:;*!')2*7,1=!928=&!!!

• '<A21=![(F*)8=!e8)<8*;=!#T"P_#T##!_!<2A3!@()!*F*)=(7*!27!84*!928=!8(!4<F*!84*!
3<A*!(//()807282*3!<7,!12@*!94<79*3>!7(!A<88*)!+4*)*!84*=!<)*!.()7!()!12F*&!!!

• W0)!d*<1842*)!\<794*38*)!Y(9<128=![1<7!_!,*8<213!84*!38)<8*;29!<//)(<94!8(!
2A/)(F27;!4*<184!(089(A*3!@()!)*32,*783!+42138!9)*<827;!3038<27<.1*!4*<184!<7,!
9<)*!3*)F29*3&!!!

• \<794*38*)![(/01<82(7!d*<184![1<7!#T"Q_#T#P!_!1(7;O8*)A!/1<7!8(!8<9G1*!
*78)*794*,!4*<184!27*?0<1282*3&!!!

• Y(9<1![1<7!_!84*!3/<82<1!@)<A*+()G!@()!84*!928=!3*8827;!(08!,*F*1(/A*78!;02,<79*i!
,0*!8(!.*!/0.1234*,!27!#T#$&!!!

• H*32,*782<1!B)(+84!e8)<8*;=!#T"5_#T#5!_!;02,*3!\<794*38*)I3!<//)(<94!8(!
4(0327;!,*F*1(/A*78!<7,!30//1=&!!

• \<794*38*)!L12A<8*!L4<7;*!')<A*+()G!#T#T_#T#5!_!4(+!+*!/1<7!8(!8<9G1*!
912A<8*!94<7;*!<7,!)*,09*!84*!928=I3!9<).(7!@((8/)278&!!!

• B)**7!<7,!E10*!67@)<38)0980)*!e8)<8*;=!_!2A/)(F27;!;)**7!3/<9*3!<7,!
+<8*)+<=3&!!!

• M2;28<1!e8)<8*;=!_!4(+!+*!+211!<942*F*!(0)!,2;28<1!<A.282(73&!!!
• L28=!L*78)*!-)<73/()8!e8)<8*;=!_!G*=!8)<73/()8!/(1292*3!<7,!(//()807282*3!@()!84*!
@080)*&!!!

• L1*<7!:2)![1<7!_!/)(/(3<13!8(!,*9)*<3*!<2)!/(11082(7!27!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)&!!!
• B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!e8)<8*;=!_!84*!928=!)*;2(7I3!<A.282(7!8(!A<G*!B)*<8*)!
\<794*38*)!84*!.*38!/1<9*!8(!;)(+!0/>!;*8!(7!<7,!;)(+!(1,&!
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[(+*)27;!H*9(F*)=!

#&%#& Powering Recovery: Manchester’s Economic Recovery and Investment Plan has 
.**7!/)(,09*,!.=!\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921>!27!/<)87*)342/!+284!84*!/)2F<8*!3*98()>!<7,!
9(A/1*A*783!84*!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!L(A.27*,!:084()28=!<7,!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!
Y(9<1!K78*)/)23*![<)87*)342/!928=!)*;2(7!/)(/(3<13&!!

#&%$& 68!3*83!(08!+4<8!\<794*38*)!23!,(27;!8(!3038<27!84*!*9(7(A=!<7,!283!/*(/1*>!<7,!+4<8!
\<794*38*)!/)(/(3*3!8(!,(!27!84*!@080)*!27!)*3/(73*!8(!84*!LWk6MO"R!/<7,*A29>!<3!
+*11!<3!(84*)!94<11*7;*3!<7,!(//()807282*3&!-423!23!<!/(3282F*!38<8*A*78!<.(08!
\<794*38*)I3!@080)*>!+421*!)*9(;72327;!84*!94<11*7;*3!<7,!2A/<98!(@!LWk6MO"R!(7!
\<794*38*)I3!/*(/1*!<7,!/0.129J9(AA0728=!3*)F29*3&!

#&%%& -4*!(//()807282*3!2,*782@2*,!27!84*!W0)!\<794*38*)!67,038)2<1!e8)<8*;=!<)*!A()*!)*1*F<78!
84<7!*F*)i!2@!<7=8427;>!84*!7**,!8(!)*O*38<.1234!*9(7(A29!;)(+84!<7,!27F*38A*78!
A(A*780A!4<3!)*27@()9*,!84*!84)**O/211<)!<//)(<94!.<3*,!(7C!!
[*(/1*C!K?02/!)*32,*783!<7,!+()G*)3!+284!84*!?0<12@29<82(73!<7,!3(@8*)!3G2113!84<8!+211!
*7<.1*!84*A!8(!<99*33!A()*!(//()807282*3&!!
[1<9*C!K730)*!3038<27<.1*!;)(+84!23!<942*F*,!27!G*=!<33*83>!27910,27;!84*!928=!9*78)*!
<7,!<)(07,!84*!:2)/()8&!L)*<8*!84*!9(7,282(73!84<8!+211!,*12F*)!<!A()*!2791032F*>!S*)(O
9<).(7!*9(7(A=!.=!27F*3827;!27!8)<73/()8!27@)<38)0980)*>!,2;28<1!27@)<38)0980)*!<7,!84*!
*7F2)(7A*78&!!
[)(3/*)28=C!L)*<8*!42;4*)O?0<128=!](.!(//()807282*3>!27910,27;!.*88*)!/<=>!2A/)(F*,!
+()G27;!9(7,282(73!<7,!@1*`2.2128=>!/<)82901<)1=!+28427!84*!@(07,<82(7<1!*9(7(A=&!

#&%5& K38<.123427;!3038<27<.1*!;)(+84!27!/*(/1*!<7,!3G2113!23!<!42;4!/)2()28=>!<3!23!1(7;O8*)A!
3038<27<.2128=!27!(0)!/1<9*!<7,!<33*83>!+4294!23!9)2829<1!8(!84*!@080)*!,*F*1(/A*78!(@!84*!
928=&!!

#&%N& -4*!\<794*38*)!L12A<8*!L4<7;*!')<A*+()G!(08127*3!(0)!38)<8*;=!8(+<),3!A<G27;!
\<794*38*)!<!84)2F27;>!S*)(O9<).(7>!912A<8*O)*3212*78!928=>!+4294!8423!/1<7!+211!4*1/!8(!
,*12F*)&!!

!
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3. B*7*)<1!/)2792/1*3 

$&" 67!A<G27;!,*9232(73!(7!/)*A23*3!129*79*3>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!34<11!<2A!8(!/*)A28!84*!
03*!(@!/)*A23*3!@()!;<A.127;!27!3(!@<)!<3!28!8427G3!28C!

• 67!<99(),<79*!+284!<7=!)*1*F<78!9(,*!(@!/)<9829*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7i!

• 67!<99(),<79*!+284!<7=!)*1*F<78!;02,<79*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7i!
• H*<3(7<.1=!9(73238*78!+284!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3i!<7,!
• 67!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!<084()28=I3!38<8*A*78!(@!129*7327;!/(129=!

$&# :3!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=>!+*!+211!)*;01<8*!;<A.127;!27!84*!/0.129!278*)*38>!+4294!+211!.*!
)*@1*98*,!27!8423!/(129=!38<8*A*78&!

$&$ -423!/(129=!38<8*A*78!,(*3!7(8!07,*)A27*!84*!)2;48!(@!<7=!/*)3(7!8(!A<G*!
)*/)*3*78<82(73!(7!<7!<//129<82(7!()!8(!3**G!<!)*F2*+!(@!<!129*79*!+4*)*!/)(F232(7!4<3!
.**7!A<,*!@()!84*A!8(!,(!3(&!

$&% -423!/(129=!,(*3!7(8!(F*))2,*!<7=.(,=I3!)2;48!8(!A<G*!<7!<//129<82(7>!A<G*!
)*/)*3*78<82(73!<.(08!<7!<//129<82(7>!()!<//1=!@()!<!)*F2*+!(@!<!129*79*&!!

$&5 K<94!<//129<82(7!+211!.*!9(732,*)*,!(7!283!A*)283!27!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!)*?02)*A*783!(@!
84*!B<A.127;!:98!<7,!+284(08!)*;<),!8(!,*A<7,&!

W84*)!)*;01<8()=!)*;2A*3!
$&N -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!<F(2,!,0/129<82(7!+284!(84*)!)*;01<8()=!)*;2A*3>!3(!@<)!<3!

/(332.1*&!:!)<7;*!(@!;*7*)<1!,082*3!<)*!2A/(3*,!(7!84*!3*1@O*A/1(=*,>!*A/1(=*)3!<7,!
(/*)<8()3!(@!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3>!.(84!27!)*3/*98!(@!*A/1(=**3!<7,!(@!84*!;*7*)<1!/0.129>!
.=!1*;231<82(7!;(F*)727;!4*<184!<7,!3<@*8=!<8!+()G!<7,!@2)*!3<@*8=&!-4*)*@()*>!3094!
)*?02)*A*783!,(!7(8!7**,!8(!.*!27910,*,!27!84*!/(129=!38<8*A*78&!

H*3/(732.1*!:084()282*3!
$&P H*3/(732.1*!:084()282*3!<)*!;*7*)<11=!/0.129!.(,2*3!84<8!A038!.*!7(82@2*,!(@!<11!

<//129<82(73!<7,!+4(!<)*!*78281*,!8(!A<G*!)*/)*3*78<82(73!8(!84*!L(07921!2@!84*=!<)*!
)*1*F<78!8(!(7*!()!A()*!(@!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3&!!

$&Q e*982(7!"5P!(@!84*!:98!,*@27*3!84(3*!<084()282*3&!'()!8423!<)*<!84*=!<)*C!O!!

• -4*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!
• B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)![(129*!
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• B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!'2)*!<7,!H*390*!
• -4*![1<7727;!:084()28=!
• -4*!<084()28=!+4294!4<3!@07982(73!27!)*1<82(7!8(!/(11082(7!8(!84*!*7F2)(7A*78!()!
4<)A!8(!40A<7!4*<184!

• \<794*38*)!e<@*;0<),27;![<)87*)342/!
• d\!H*F*70*!<7,!L038(A3!
• -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=&!!

$&R -4*!9(78<98!,*8<213!(@!<11!84*!H*3/(732.1*!:084()282*3!<)*!<F<21<.1*!<)*!3*8!(08!27!
://*7,2`!"&!

$&"T -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!4<3!,*32;7<8*,!84*!\<794*38*)!e<@*;0<),27;![<)87*)342/!<3!84*!
.(,=!84<8!23!9(A/*8*78!8(!<,F23*!28!<.(08!84*!/)(8*982(7!(@!9421,)*7!@)(A!4<)A&!-4*!
/)2792/1*3!84<8!4<F*!.**7!03*,!27!A<G27;!8423!,*32;7<82(7!23!84<8!84*!.(<),!23C!

• )*3/(732.1*!@()!84*!+4(1*!(@!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=I3!<)*<!!
• <73+*)<.1*!8(!,*A(9)<829<11=!*1*98*,!/*)3(73!

[0.129!d*<184 

$&"" Z421*!@()!3(A*!;<A.127;!23!<7!*7](=<.1*!<982F28=>!28!23!<!3(0)9*!(@!4<)A!@()!A<7=&!
$&"# H*3*<)94!30;;*383!84<8!27!<!928=O)*;2(7!12G*!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!84*)*!<)*!

<//)(`2A<8*1=!$R>TTT!/*(/1*!12F27;!+284!<!;<A.127;!,23(),*)>!+284!<!@0)84*)!""Q>TTT!<8!
)23G>!4(+*F*)!+*!G7(+!84<8!3*1@O)*/()8*,!30)F*=3!07,*)*382A<8*!8)0*!/)*F<1*79*!(@!
4<)A!;2F*7!84*!07@()807<8*1=!34<A*!<7,!382;A<!<33(92<8*,!+284!;<A.127;!,23(),*)&!'()!
*F*)=!/*)3(7!+4(!;<A.1*3>!28!23!*382A<8*,!84<8!.*8+**7!32`!<7,!8*7!/*(/1*!<)*!X<@@*98*,!
(84*)3I!<7,!*`/*)2*79*!32A21<)!4<)A3&!-4*3*!A<=!.*!,*/*7,*783>!/<)*783>!/<)87*)3>!
@)2*7,3!()!9(11*<;0*3&!
!

:)*<! K382A<8*!(@!:,018!
[(/01<82(7!#T"N!

K382A<8*,!70A.*)!(@!
/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3!

K382A<8*,!70A.*)!
(@!X<8!)23GI!;<A.1*)3!

B)*<8*)!
\<794*38*)!

#>"%Q>NNT! $Q>NPN! ""Q>"PN!

E(18(7! #"N>R#T! $>RT5! "">R$"!

E0)=! "%5>QQT! #>N#N! Q>T#$!

\<794*38*)! %"N>%QT! P>%RP! ##>RTN!

W1,4<A! "P$>RTT! $>"$T! R>5N5!
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:)*<! K382A<8*!(@!:,018!

[(/01<82(7!#T"N!

K382A<8*,!70A.*)!(@!

/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3!

K382A<8*,!70A.*)!

(@!X<8!)23GI!;<A.1*)3!

H(94,<1*! "N%>Q#T! #>RNP! R>TN5!

e<1@(),! "R#>Q%T! $>%P"! "T>NTN!

e8(9G/()8! ##P>R#T! %>"T$! "#>5$N!

-<A*32,*! "P$>RNT! $>"$"! R>5NQ!

-)<@@(),! "PR>R#T! $>#$R! R>QRN!

Z2;<7! #5N>T#T! %>NTQ! "%>TQ"!

!
$&"$ :7=(7*!+4(!;<A.1*3!23!F017*)<.1*!8(!4<)A&!\*7>!=(07;*)!<,0183!^<;*,!"QO$%D!<7,!

<,0183!@)(A!<!1(+*)!3(92(*9(7(A29!()!.1<9G!<7,!A27()28=!*84729!.<9G;)(07,3!<)*!A()*!
12G*1=!8(!.*!91<332@2*,!<3!;<A.1*)3!*`/*)2*7927;!3(A*!1*F*1!(@!4<)A&!B<A.127;!)*1<8*,!
4<)A3!<)*!(@8*7!,*39)2.*,!<8!<7!27,2F2,0<1!1*F*1>!4(+*F*)!84*3*!4<)A3!4<F*!<!+2,*)!
2A/<98!(7!9(AA07282*3!<7,!3(92*8=!+284!9(383!8(!84*!Uj!<3!<!+4(1*!*382A<8*,!<8!.*27;!
.*8+**7!m#NTA!<7,!m"&"N.7&!

$&"% [*(/1*!12F27;!+284>!()!<8!)23G!(@!,*F*1(/27;>!<!;<A.127;!,23(),*)!A<=!*`/*)2*79*!38)*33>!
<7`2*8=!<7,!,*/)*332(7>!@27<792<1!1(33*3>!,*.83!<7,!*`42.28!9(A/0132F*!.*4<F2(0)3>!3094!
<3!94<327;!1(33*3&!B<A.127;!)*1<8*,!4<)A3!A<=!<99)0*!(F*)!<!1(7;!/*)2(,!(@!82A*!()!
F*)=!?029G1=!<8!<!82A*!(@!9)2323>!A<7=!4<)A3!4<F*!<!1<3827;!1*;<9=!.*=(7,!27282<1!)*9(F*)=!
@)(A!;<A.127;!,23(),*)&!d<)A3!<33(92<8*,!+284!;<A.127;!27910,*!/(()!A*78<1!4*<184!
<7,!+*11.*27;>!)*1<82(7342/!.)*<G,(+7>!7*;1*98!(@!(84*)!/)2()282*3!27!12@*>!/(()!
/*)@()A<79*!<8!+()G!()!394((1!<7,!9)2A27<1!<982F28=&!68!23!*382A<8*,!84<8!@()!*F*)=!,<=!(@!
84*!=*<)>!(7*!/*)3(7!8<G*3!84*2)!(+7!12@*!<3!<!)*3018!(@!;<A.127;!,23(),*)&!

$&"5 :+<)*7*33!(@!;<A.127;!4<)A3!<3!<7!*A*);27;!/0.129!4*<184!/)(.1*A!4<3!279)*<3*,!27!
)*9*78!=*<)3>!4(+*F*)![0.129!d*<184!<)*!7(8!<!)*3/(732.1*!<084()28=!07,*)!84*!B<A.127;!
:98!#TT5&!V(7*84*1*33>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!9(73018!84*!M2)*98()!(@![0.129!d*<184!
(7!<11!/)*A23*3!129*79*!<//129<82(73!<7,!+211!<,F23*!84*!M2)*98()!(@![0.129!d*<184!8(!
9(732,*)!84*!03*!(@!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!8((1G28!@()!/0.129!4*<184!<7,!
3<@*;0<),27;C!488/3CJJ+++&;<A.127;9(AA2332(7&;(F&0GJ@()O129*7327;O
<084()282*3JY29*7327;<084()28=O8((1G28J[0.129O4*<184O<7,Oe<@*;0<),27;O8((1G28&<3/`!

$&"N B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!4<3!<!;<A.127;!4<)A3!)*,0982(7!/)(;)<AA*!^+4294!<2A3!8(!)*,09*!
84*!4<)A3!9<03*,!.=!;<A.127;!8(!84*!/(/01<82(7&!Y29*79*!<//129<783!<7,!4(1,*)3!+211!.*!
*`/*98*,!8(!34(+!4(+!84*=!<)*!<982F*1=!/)(8*9827;!84*!1(9<1!/(/01<82(7!@)(A!;<A.127;!
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4<)A3!+284!84*2)!/)(9*33*3!<7,!(/*)<82(73>!<7,!9(732,*)!4(+!84*!1(9<82(7>!(/*727;!
4(0)3!<7,!/)(A(82(7!(@!84*2)!<982F282*3!9<7!A272A2S*!(//()807282*3!@()!4<)A!8(!84*!
F017*)<.1*!;)(0/3!1238*,!<.(F*&!e*982(7!5!(@!8423!,(90A*78!(7!/)(8*9827;!F017*)<.1*!
;)(0/3!42;412;483!3(A*!(@!84*!38<7,<),3!129*79*!4(1,*)3!<)*!*`/*98*,!8(!A**8!8(!
A272A2S*!4<)A!8(!9038(A*)3!<7,!1(9<1!)*32,*783&!

$&"P -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!)*9(;723*3!84<8!1(9<1!<084()28=!/0.129!4*<184!8*<A3!9<7!(@@*)!
2732;483!@)(A!84(3*!2A/<98*,!.=!;<A.127;!4<)A3!<7,!(@@*)!9(78*`80<1!27@()A<82(7!<.(08!
8)*<8A*78!<7,!30//()8!27!84*!1(9<1!<)*<!<7,!9<7!<,,!F<10*!8(!84*!129*7327;!<//129<82(7!
/)(9*33!+4*)*!84*)*!<)*!9(79*)73!)<23*,!<.(08!)23G!(@!4<)A!8(!F017*)<.1*!;)(0/3!
1(9<11=&!!

$&"Q B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)I3!;<A.127;!4<)A3!)*,0982(7!/)(;)<AA*!23!1238*727;!8(!)*32,*783!
+284!12F*,!*`/*)2*79*!(@!;<A.127;!<7,!23!9(AA2332(727;!283!(+7!)*3*<)94!8(!.*88*)!
07,*)38<7,!/)(.1*A!;<A.127;!27!84*!)*;2(7&!:3!@27,27;3!@)(A!8423!)*3*<)94!*A*);*>!
129*79*!4(1,*)3!+211!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!30//()8!84*!,*12F*)=!(@!)*9(AA*7,<82(73!8(!4*1/!
A272A2S*!;<A.127;!4<)A3!8(!84*!1(9<1!/(/01<82(73&!

M*8*)A2727;!+4*84*)!<!/*)3(7!23!<7!278*)*38*,!/<)8!27!)*1<82(7!8(!<!/)*A23*3!

129*79*>!()!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!()!27!)*3/*98!(@!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!
$&"R '()!84*!/0)/(3*3!(@!84*!B<A.127;!:98>!<7!X278*)*38*,!/<)8=I!23C!

<D e(A*(7*!+4(!12F*3!30@@292*781=!91(3*!8(!84*!/)*A23*3!8(!.*!12G*1=!8(!.*!<@@*98*,!
.=!84*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!

.D d<3!.0327*33!278*)*383!84<8!A2;48!.*!<@@*98*,!.=!84*!<084()23*,!<982F282*3!
9D H*/)*3*783!/*)3(73!+4(!3<823@=!/<)<;)</4!^<D!()!^.D!

$&#T Z4*84*)!()!7(8!<!/*)3(7!23!<7!X278*)*38*,!/<)8=I!23!0182A<8*1=!84*!,*9232(7!(@!84*!
Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+4294!2330*3!84*!129*79*!()!8(!+4294!84*!<//129<82(7!23!A<,*&!!

$&#" -(!,*8*)A27*!+4(!12F*3!X30@@292*781=!91(3*!8(!84*!/)*A23*3!8(!.*!12G*1=!8(!.*!<@@*98*,!.=!
84*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3I>!+*!+211!9(732,*)!84*!@(11(+27;!(7!<!9<3*O.=O9<3*!.<323C!

• -4*!32S*!(@!84*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!
• -4*!7<80)*!(@!84*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!
• -4*!,238<79*!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!@)(A!84*!<,,)*33!(@!84*!/*)3(7!A<G27;!84*!
)*/)*3*78<82(7!

• -4*!/(8*782<1!2A/<98!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!^70A.*)!(@!9038(A*)3>!)(08*3!12G*1=!8(!.*!
8<G*7!.=!84(3*!F232827;!84*!/)*A23*3D!!
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• 84*!92)90A38<79*3!(@!84*!/*)3(7!+4(!12F*3!91(3*!8(!84*!/)*A23*3&!-423!23!7(8!84*2)!
/*)3(7<1!94<)<98*)238293>!.08!84*2)!278*)*383!+4294!A<=!.*!)*1*F<78!8(!84*!,238<79*!
@)(A!84*!/)*A23*3!*&;&!X30@@292*781=!91(3*!8(!.*!12G*1=!8(!.*!<@@*98*,I!9(01,!4<F*!<!
,2@@*)*78!A*<727;!@()!^<D!<!/)2F<8*!)*32,*78!^.D!<!)*32,*782<1!394((1!@()!9421,)*7!
+284!8)0<7827;!/)(.1*A3!<7,!^9D!<!)*32,*782<1!4(38*1!@()!F017*)<.1*!<,0183!

• -4*!X9<894A*78I!<)*<!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!^2&*&!4(+!@<)!/*(/1*!8)<F*1!8(!F2328!28D&!

3.22 d<F27;!<!X.0327*33!278*)*38I!+211!.*!;2F*7!84*!+2,*38!/(332.1*!278*)/)*8<82(7!<7,!27910,*!
9(AA0728=!<7,!F(1078<)=!;)(0/3>!394((13>!94<)282*3>!@<284!;)(0/3!<7,!A*,29<1!/)<9829*3&!
-4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!9(732,*)!84*!@(11(+27;!@<98()3!)*1*F<78!+4*7!,*8*)A2727;!
+4*84*)!<!/*)3(7I3!.0327*33!278*)*383!A<=!.*!<@@*98*,C 

• -4*!32S*!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!
• -4*!X9<894A*78I!<)*<!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!^2&*&!4(+!@<)!/*(/1*!8)<F*1!8(!F2328!28D!
• +4*84*)!84*!/*)3(7!A<G27;!84*!)*/)*3*78<82(7!4<3!.0327*33!278*)*383!27!84*!
<@@*98*,!9<894A*78!<)*<!!

$&#$ 67!3(!@<)!<3!+4(!)*/)*3*783!/*)3(73!+4(!3<823@=!/<)<;)</43!^<D!()!^.D>!8423!+(01,!
27910,*!@()!*`<A/1*C!!

2& H*32,*783I!<33(92<82(73!<7,!8*7<783I!<33(92<82(73!
22& -)<,*!<33(92<82(73!<7,!8)<,*!072(73!
222& :7=!(84*)!/*)3(7!+284!+)288*7!/*)A2332(7!@)(A!3(A*.(,=!+4(!3<823@2*3!

/<)<;)</4!^2D!()!^22D!
2F& Y(9<1!9(079211()3!<7,!\[3!

K`94<7;*!(@!27@()A<82(7!.*8+**7!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!<7,!84*!B<A.127;!

L(AA2332(7!^3#R!<7,!3$T!(@!B:#TT5D>!<7,!84*!*`94<7;*!(@!27@()A<82(7!.*8+**7!

84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!<7,!(84*)!/*)3(73!1238*,!27!e94*,01*!N!(@!84*!:98!
$&#% -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!A<=!34<)*!<//129<82(7!27@()A<82(7!)*9*2F*,!27!84*!9(0)3*!(@!

/)(9*3327;!<//129<82(73!+284!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7>!<!9(738<.1*!()!/(129*!@()9*>!<7!
*7@()9*A*78!(@@29*)>!<7(84*)!Y29*7327;!:084()28=>!4*)!\<]*38=I3!L(AA2332(7*)3!(@!
L038(A3!n!K`923*>!-4*!B<A.127;!://*<1!-)2.07<1>!-4*!V<82(7<1!Y(88*)=!L(AA2332(7>!
-4*!e*9)*8<)=!(@!e8<8*!()!e9(88234!\27238*)3&!

$&#5 Z*!+211!<.2,*!.=!84*!')**,(A!(@!67@()A<82(7!:98!<7,!84*!B*7*)<1!M<8<![)(8*982(7!
H*;01<82(7!^BM[HD!27!283!3<@*;0<),27;J)*1*<3*!(@!27@()A<82(7!()!,<8<&!
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$&#N 67!84*!9(78*`8!(@!84*!B<A.127;!:98>!+*!+211!)*8<27!(71=!84<8!27@()A<82(7!+4294!)*1<8*3!8(!
84*!/)(9*3327;!(@!<//129<82(73!@()!129*79*3>!/*)A283>!/*)A2332(73!<7,!)*/)*3*78<82(73&!
://129<82(73!<7,!)*/)*3*78<82(73!27!)*3/*98!(@!<//129<82(73!<)*!.(84!27!84*!/0.129!,(A<27!
<7,!<)*!84*)*@()*!<F<21<.1*!(7!)*?0*38!<7,!A<=!.*!/0.1234*,!<3!/<)8!(@!(0)!+*.!
)*;238*)&![*)3(7<1!<,,)*33*3J9(78<98!70A.*)3!<88<94*,!+284!)*/)*3*78<82(73!A<=!<13(!
.*!)*1*<3*,&!67@()A<82(7!A<=!<13(!.*!34<)*,!+284!(84*)!B<A.127;!:98!)*;01<8()3!()!
(84*)!/<)82*3!/)*39)2.*,!.=!84*!e*9)*8<)=!(@!e8<8*&!

$&#P Y29*7327;!<084()282*3!4<F*!38<808()=!,082*3!8(!7(82@=!84*!L(AA2332(7!<3!+*11!<3!84*!
<//129<78!<7,!(84*)!)*3/(732.1*!<084()282*3!(@!84*!;)<78J)*]*982(7!(@!<//129<82(73!^7*+>!
F<)2<82(73>!8)<73@*)3!*89D!<3!+*11!<3!84*!)*F(9<82(7>!30))*7,*)!()!1</3*!(@!<!/)*A23*3!
129*79*!0327;!84*!9())*98!38<808()=!@()A3&!!

$&#Q Z*!+211!27@()A!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!+284(08!,*1<=!2@C!!

• -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!)*9*2F*3!27@()A<82(7!84<8!9<03*3!28!8(!?0*382(7!84*!
3028<.2128=!(@!84*!/*)3(7!4(1,27;J<//1=27;!8(!4(1,!<7!(/*)<827;!129*79*!

• -4*)*!<)*!/*)3238*78!()!3*)2(03!,23(),*)!/)(.1*A3!84<8!<7!(/*)<8()!9(01,!()!
34(01,!,(!A()*!8(!/)*F*78>!3(!84<8!84*!L(AA2332(7!A<=!9(732,*)!84*!9(7827027;!
3028<.2128=!(@!84*!(/*)<8()!8(!4(1,!<7!(/*)<827;!129*79*!!

• 6@!28!9(A*3!8(!(0)!<88*782(7!84<8C!<19(4(1O129*73*,!/)*A23*3!()!910.3!()!27382808*3!
<)*!/1<=27;!.27;(!,0)27;!84*!9(0)3*!(@!<!+**G!+4294!27F(1F*3!32;72@29<78!38<G*3!
<7,!/)2S*3!<7,!A<G*3!28!/(332.1*!84<8!84*!m#>TTT!27!3*F*7!,<=3!23!.*27;!
*`9**,*,&!

$&#R -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!<98!27!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!)*1*F<78!1*;231<82(7!<7,!;02,<79*!
@)(A!84*!L(AA2332(7!<7,!+211!<,(/8!84*!/)2792/1*3!(@!.*88*)!)*;01<82(7&!

'07982(73!(@!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!07,*)![<)8!"5!(@!84*!B:#TT5!+284!)*3/*98!8(!

84*!273/*982(7!(@!/)*A23*3!<7,!84*!/(+*)!07,*)!3$%N!(@!84*!:98!8(!27382808*!

9)2A27<1!/)(9**,27;3!27!)*3/*98!(@!84*!(@@*79*3!3/*92@2*,!27!84<8!3*982(7 

$&$T W0)!/)2792/<1!*7@()9*A*78!)(1*!07,*)!84*!B<A.127;!:98!23!8(!*730)*!9(A/12<79*!+284!84*!
9(7,282(73!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!129*79*!<7,!1*;<1!)*?02)*A*783!27!)*3/*98!(@!(84*)!
/*)A2332(73!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!)*;01<8*3&!d(+*F*)>!+*!+211!<13(!*730)*!84<8!<7=!
07129*73*,!/)*A23*3!+4294!<)*!(/*)<827;!211*;<11=!<)*!,*<18!+284!<//)(/)2<8*1=!8(!*730)*!
9(A/12<79*&!Z4*)*!<//)(/)2<8*>!+*!+211!+()G!+284!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!27!(0)!
*7@()9*A*78!<982F28=&!-4*!L(07921!+211!<,(/8!<!)23GO.<3*,!273/*982(7!<7,!*7@()9*A*78!
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/)(;)<AA*>!+4294!+211!A*<7!;2F27;!;)*<8*)!<88*782(7!8(!42;4O)23G!/)*A23*3!<7,!<!12;48*)!
8(094!@()!1(+O)23G!/)*A23*3&!67!<11!9<3*3!+*!+211!*730)*!(0)!273/*982(7!<7,!*7@()9*A*78!
/)(;)<AA*!23!(/*)<8*,!27!<99(),<79*!+284!<7=!9(,*3!(@!/)<9829*!2330*,!.=!84*!
B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7>!27!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!B(F*)7A*78I3!K7@()9*A*78!L(79(),<8!
<7,!84*!L(A/12<79*!L(,*&!!

$&$" -4*!L(07921!+211!8<G*!<99(078!(@!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(73!;02,<79*!,(90A*78!2330*,!
27!'*.)0<)=!#T"5!^()!<7=!30.3*?0*78!<A*7,A*783D!X://)(<94!8(!-*38![0)94<327;I!
+4*7!9(732,*)27;!A<G27;!8*38!/0)94<3*3!<8!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3&!-4*!L(07921!+211!<13(!
@(11(+!283!(+7!/(1292*3!<7,!/)(9*,0)*3!)*;<),27;!84*!03*!(@!07,*)<;*!8*38!/0)94<3*)3&!

$&$# -423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!.*!;02,*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!B02,<79*!@()!1(9<1!
<084()282*3!<7,!+211!*7,*<F(0)!8(!.*C!

[)(/()82(7<8*! )*;01<8()3!34(01,!(71=!278*)F*7*!+4*7!7*9*33<)=C!!)*A*,2*3!
34(01,!.*!<//)(/)2<8*!8(!84*!)23G!/(3*,>!<7,!9(383!2,*782@2*,!<7,!
A272A23*,!

:99(078<.1*! )*;01<8()3!A038!.*!<.1*!8(!]0382@=!,*9232(73>!<7,!.*!30.]*98!8(!
/0.129!39)0827=!

L(73238*78! )01*3!<7,!38<7,<),3!A038!.*!](27*,!0/!<7,!2A/1*A*78*,!@<2)1=!

-)<73/<)*78! )*;01<8()3!34(01,!.*!(/*7>!<7,!G**/!)*;01<82(73!32A/1*!<7,!
03*)!@)2*7,1=!

-<);*8*,! )*;01<82(7!34(01,!.*!@(903*,!(7!84*!/)(.1*A>!<7,!A272A23*!32,*!
*@@*983!

$&$$ Z4*)*!84*)*!23!<![)2A<)=!:084()28=!394*A*!27!/1<9*>!84*!9(07921!+211!3**G!;02,<79*!@)(A!
84*![)2A<)=!:084()28=!.*@()*!8<G27;!<7=!*7@()9*A*78!<982(7&!:8!84*!82A*!(@!84*!
/0.129<82(7!(@!8423!/(129=!84*)*!+*)*!3*F*7![)2A<)=!:084()28=!<))<7;*A*783!+284!4(38!
1(9<1!<084()282*3C!

W/*)<8()! [)2A<)=!:084()28=!1(9<1!<084()28=!

E:L-:! H*<,27;!

L()<1!H<927;! \218(7!j*=7*3!

Y<,.)(G*3! \218(7!j*=7*3!

[<,,=![(+*)! H*<,27;!

H<7G!B)(0/! L28=!(@!Z*38A2738*)!

eG=!E*8827;!n!B<A27;! Z<G*@2*1,!

Z2112<A!d211! H*<,27;!
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$&$% '0)84*)!27@()A<82(7>!27910,27;!<7!27,*`!(@!<11![)2A<)=!:084()28=!<))<7;*A*783!9<7!.*!
@(07,!<8!488/3CJJ/)2A<)=<084()28=)*;238*)&27@(J/<)!!

L(AA*7827;!(7!<!129*79*!<//129<82(7 

$&$5 6@!X278*)*38*,!/<)82*3I!^3**!.*1(+!@()!,*@27282(7D!()!X)*3/(732.1*!<084()282*3I!+234!8(!
9(AA*78!(7!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!)*1<827;!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3>!
84*=!9<7!A<G*!<!X)*/)*3*78<82(7I&!-4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!9<7!(71=!9(732,*)!
)*/)*3*78<82(73!2@!A<,*!.=!*284*)!<7!X278*)*38*,!/<)8=I!()!X)*3/(732.1*!<084()28=I&!

$&$N :!)*/)*3*78<82(7!23!<!38<8*A*78!84<8!(08127*3!<7=!9(AA*783!84<8!84*!/<)8=!A<G27;!84*!
)*/)*3*78<82(7!+<783!8(!.*!8<G*7!278(!9(732,*)<82(7!.=!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+4*7!
,*8*)A2727;!84*!<//129<82(7&!67!<11!9<3*3!)*/)*3*78<82(73!+211!7**,!8(!.*!X)*1*F<78I&!-4*!
(71=!)*/)*3*78<82(73!12G*1=!8(!.*!)*1*F<78!<)*!84(3*!84<8!A**8!(7*!()!A()*!(@!84*!
@(11(+27;!9)28*)2<C!

• H*1<8*!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3 
• H*1<8*!8(!)*1*F<78!A<88*)3!27!(0)!;<A.127;!/(129=! 
• H*1<8*!8(!)*1*F<78!A<88*)3!27!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!B02,<79*!8(!Y(9<1!
:084()282*3 

• H*1<8*!8(!)*1*F<78!A<88*)3!27!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!L(,*3!(@![)<9829* 

• H*1<8*!8(!84*!/)*A23*3!84<8!<)*!84*!30.]*98!(@!84*!<//129<82(7! 

:VM!

• :)*!7*284*)!@)2F(1(03!7()!F*`<82(03!7()!+211!9*)8<271=!7(8!27@10*79*!84*!<084()28=I3!
,*8*)A27<82(7!(@!84*!<//129<82(7&!

'<98()3!84<8!+211!7(8!.*!)*1*F<78 
$&$P :7=!(.]*982(73!8(!7*+!/)*A23*3!()!)*?0*383!@()!<!)*F2*+!34(01,!.*!.<3*,!(7!84*!

129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!(@!84*!:98&!U712G*!84*!Y29*7327;!:98!#TT$>!84*!:98!,(*3!7(8!27910,*!
84*!/)*F*782(7!(@!/0.129!7023<79*!<3!<!3/*92@29!129*7327;!(.]*982F*&!

$&$Q -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!7(8!8<G*!278(!<99(078!)*/)*3*78<82(73!84<8!<)*C!!

• )*/*8282F*>!F*`<82(03!()!@)2F(1(03! 
• @)(A!<!)2F<1!;<A.127;!.0327*33!+4*)*!84*!.<323!(@!84*!)*/)*3*78<82(7!23!07+<78*,!
9(A/*8282(7! 

• A()<1!(.]*982(73!8(!;<A.127;! 
• 9(79*)7*,!+284!*`/*98*,!,*A<7,!@()!;<A.127;! 
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• <7(7=A(03!! ! ! ! !  

$&$R M*8<213!(@!<//129<82(73!<7,!)*/)*3*78<82(73!)*@*))*,!8(!<!129*7327;!30.O!L(AA288**!@()!
,*8*)A27<82(7!+211!.*!/0.1234*,!27!)*/()83!84<8!<)*!A<,*!/0.1291=!<F<21<.1*!<7,!/1<9*,!
(7!84*!9(07921I3!+*.328*!27!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!Y(9<1!B(F*)7A*78!:98!"RP#!<7,!84*!
')**,(A!(@!67@()A<82(7!:98!#TTT&![*)3(7<1!,*8<213!+211!4(+*F*)!.*!)*A(F*,!@)(A!
)*/)*3*78<82(73!27!84*!@27<1!+*.328*!F*)32(7!(@!)*/()83!! ! !

$&%T V<A*3!<7,!<,,)*33*3!(@!/*(/1*!A<G27;!)*/)*3*78<82(73!+211!.*!,2391(3*,!8(!<//129<783!
<7,!(71=!.*!+2844*1,!@)(A!/0.129<82(7!(7!84*!;)(07,3!(@!/*)3(7<1!3<@*8=!+4*)*!84*!
129*7327;!<084()28=!23!3/*92@29<11=!<3G*,!8(!,(!3(&!

e/128![)*A23*3!! ! ! !  

$&%" -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+211!<1+<=3!;2F*!84*!91(3*38!9(732,*)<82(7!8(!+4*84*)!<!30.O
,2F232(7!4<3!9)*<8*,!3*/<)<8*!/)*A23*3!A*)2827;!<!3*/<)<8*!A<9427*!*78281*A*78&!-4*!
:084()28=!+211!7(8!<08(A<829<11=!;)<78!<!129*79*!@()!30.O!,2F2,*,!/)*A23*3!*F*7!2@!84*!
A<7,<8()=!9(7,282(73!<)*!A*8>!/<)82901<)1=!+4*)*!84*!:084()28=!9(732,*)3!84<8!8423!4<3!
.**7!,(7*!27!(),*)!8(!32,*38*/!9(78)(13!(7!84*!70A.*)!(@!A<9427*3!+4294!9<7!.*!
/)(F2,*,!27!<!327;1*!/)*A23*&!-4*!:084()28=!+211!9(732,*)!2@!84*!30.O,2F232(7!4<3!4<)A*,!
84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*!(@!/)(8*9827;!84*!F017*)<.1*&!-4*!:084()28=!A<=!<13(!8<G*!278(!
<99(078!(84*)!)*1*F<78!@<98()3!<3!84*=!<)23*!(7!<!9<3*O.=O9<3*!.<323&!! !

[)*A23*3!o)*<,=!@()!;<A.127;p 
$&%# :!129*79*!8(!03*!/)*A23*3!@()!;<A.127;!+211!(71=!.*!2330*,!27!)*1<82(7!8(!/)*A23*3C!

• 84<8!84*!:084()28=!9<7!.*!3<823@2*,!<)*!;(27;!8(!.*!)*<,=!8(!.*!03*,!@()!;<A.127;!
27!84*!)*<3(7<.1=!7*<)!@080)*>!9(73238*78!+284!84*!39<1*!(@!.021,27;!()!<18*)<82(73!
)*?02)*,!.*@()*!84*!/)*A23*3!<)*!.)(0;48!278(!03* 

• +4*)*!84*=!<)*!*`/*98*,!8(!.*!03*,!@()!84*!;<A.127;!<982F28=!7<A*,!(7!84*!
129*79*&!

$&%$ 6@!84*!9(738)0982(7!(@!<!/)*A23*3!23!7(8!=*8!9(A/1*8*>!()!2@!84*=!7**,!<18*)<82(7>!()!2@!84*!
<//129<78!,(*3!7(8!=*8!4<F*!<!)2;48!8(!(990/=!84*A>!84*7!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!<!/)(F232(7<1!
38<8*A*78!34(01,!.*!A<,*!2738*<,&!!

$&%% 67!,*92,27;!+4*84*)!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!9<7!.*!;)<78*,!+4*)*!84*)*!<)*!(0838<7,27;!
9(738)0982(7!()!<18*)<82(7!+()G3!<8!<!/)*A23*3>!8423!<084()28=!+211!,*8*)A27*!<//129<82(73!
(7!84*2)!A*)283>!<//1=27;!<!8+(O38<;*!9(732,*)<82(7!/)(9*33C!O!!
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1) Z4*84*)!84*!/)*A23*3!(0;48!8(!.*!/*)A288*,!8(!.*!03*,!@()!;<A.127;! 
2) Z4*84*)!<//)(/)2<8*!9(7,282(73!9<7!.*!/08!27!/1<9*!8(!9<8*)!@()!84*!3280<82(7!84<8!
84*!/)*A23*3!<)*!7(8!=*8!27!84*!38<8*!27!+4294!84*=!(0;48!8(!.*!.*@()*!;<A.127;!
8<G*3!/1<9*&! 

$&%5 ://129<783!34(01,!7(8*!84<8!8423!:084()28=!23!*78281*,!8(!,*92,*!84<8!28!23!<//)(/)2<8*!8(!
;)<78!<!129*79*!30.]*98!8(!9(7,282(73>!.08!28!23!7(8!(.12;*,!8(!;)<78!3094!<!129*79*&!

$&%N Z4*7!,*<127;!+284!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!<//129<82(7!@()!@27234*,!.021,27;3>!84*!129*7327;!
<084()28=!+211!7(8!8<G*!278(!<99(078C!

• +4*84*)!84(3*!.021,27;3!4<F*!8(!9(A/1=!+284!84*!7*9*33<)=!/1<7727;!()!.021,27;!
9(73*783i!

• @2)*!()!4*<184!<7,!3<@*8=!)23G3&!!

$&%P -4(3*!A<88*)3!34(01,!.*!,*<18!+284!07,*)!)*1*F<78!/1<7727;!9(78)(1>!.021,27;!<7,!(84*)!
)*;01<82(73>!<7,!A038!7(8!@()A!/<)8!(@!84*!9(732,*)<82(7!@()!84*!/)*A23*3!129*79*&!

$&%Q 68!23!7(8*,!84<8!e&#"T!(@!84*!:98!/)*F*783!129*7327;!<084()282*3!8<G27;!278(!<99(078!84*!
12G*124((,!(@!84*!/)(/(3<1!.=!84*!<//129<78!(.8<2727;!/1<7727;!()!.021,27;!9(73*78!+4*7!
9(732,*)27;!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!<//129<82(7&!K?0<11=>!84*!;)<78!(@!<!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!
129*79*!,(*3!7(8!/)*]0,29*!()!/)*F*78!<7=!<982(7!84<8!A<=!.*!<//)(/)2<8*!07,*)!84*!1<+!
)*1<827;!8(!/1<7727;!()!.021,27;!

://129<82(73!<7,!/1<73! 
$&%R -4*!B<A.127;!:98!^35"D!)*?02)*3!<//129<783!8(!30.A28!/1<73!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!+284!84*2)!

<//129<82(7>!27!(),*)!8(!*730)*!84<8!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!4<3!84*!7*9*33<)=!
27@()A<82(7!8(!A<G*!<7!27@()A*,!]0,;*A*78!<.(08!+4*84*)!84*!/)*A23*3!<)*!@28!@()!
;<A.127;&!-4*!/1<7!+211!<13(!.*!03*,!@()!84*!:084()28=!8(!/1<7!@080)*!/)*A23*3!273/*982(7!
<982F28=&!

$&5T 68!23!84*!1(9<1!<084()28=I3!/(129=!84<8!28!+211!*`/*98!<//129<783!@()!7*+!/)*A23*3!129*79*3!
<7,!F<)2<82(73!8(!/)(F2,*!<!/1<7!34(+27;!84*!27,29<82F*!1<=(08!(@!84*!/1<7!27910,27;>!.08!
7(8!12A28*,!8(C!

• \<9427*3>!3/*92@2*,!.=!9<8*;()= 
• e8<@@!9(078*)3!

$&5" Z*!9(732,*)!84<8!8423!27@()A<82(7!23!<//)(/)2<8*>!27!9(7]07982(7!+284!84*!/)*A23*3I!)23G!
<33*33A*78>!8(!*@@*982F*1=!<33*33!84*!/)(F232(7!(@!;<A.127;!@<921282*3!<8!84*!/)*A23*3&!
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Z4*)*!8423!27@()A<82(7!23!7(8!/)(F2,*,>!28!23!A()*!12G*1=!84<8!<!)*/)*3*78<82(7!+211!.*!
A<,*!27!(),*)!8(!*7<.1*!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!8(!<990)<8*1=!<33*33!84*!12G*1=!*@@*98!(@!
;)<7827;!84*!<//129<82(7!)*1<82F*!8(!84*!YLL[!<7,!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3&! ! !
! !

$&5# -4*!/)*A23*3!/1<7!27!283*1@!23!(71=!(7*!A*<73!.=!+4294!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!A<=!3**G!
)*<330)<79*!84<8!84*!)*?02)*A*783!+211!.*!A*8&!68!A<=!.*!84<8!9(7,282(73!<88<94*,!8(!84*!
/)*A23*3!129*79*!)*;<),27;!127*3!(@!32;48!.*8+**7!84*!9(078*)!<7,!84*!;<A27;!
A<9427*3>!38<@@27;!<))<7;*A*783!()!3*90)28=!,*F29*3!<)*!<!A()*!*@@*982F*!A*84(,!(@!
,(27;!3(&!Y(9<1!92)90A38<79*3!<7,!9(79*)73!<7,!84*!1<=(08!(@!<!/<)82901<)!/)*A23*3!
A<=!+*11!,*8*)A27*!+4<8!23!A(38!<//)(/)2<8*!@()!<7!27,2F2,0<1!<//129<82(7&!

-)<9G3 
$&5$ [1<73!@()!8)<9G3!,(!7(8!7**,!8(!.*!27!<!/<)82901<)!39<1*>!.08!34(01,!.*!,)<+7!8(!39<1*!

<7,!34(01,!.*!30@@292*781=!,*8<21*,!8(!27910,*!84*!27@()A<82(7!)*?02)*,!.=!)*;01<82(73&!!
e(A*!8)<9G3!A<=!.*!3280<8*,!(7!<;)290180)<1!1<7,!+4*)*!84*!/*)2A*8*)!23!7(8!,*@27*,!.=!
F2)80*!(@!<7!(08*)!+<11!()!@*79*>!3094!<3!/(278O8(O/(278!)<9*8)<9G3&!67!3094!2738<79*3>!
+4*)*!<7!*78)=!@**!23!1*F2*,>!8)<9G!/)*A23*3!129*79*!4(1,*)3!A<=!*)*98!8*A/()<)=!
38)0980)*3!8(!)*38)298!<99*33!8(!/)*A23*3!q67!84*!)<)*!9<3*3!+4*)*!84*!(08*)!/*)2A*8*)!
9<77(8!.*!,*@27*,>!28!23!12G*1=!84<8!84*!8)<9G!27!?0*382(7!+211!7(8!.*!3/*92@29<11=!,*32;7*,!
@()!84*!@)*?0*78!4(1,27;!(@!3/()827;!*F*783!()!)<9*3&!67!3094!9<3*3!.*8827;!@<921282*3!A<=!
.*!.*88*)!/)(F2,*,!84)(0;4!(99<32(7<1!03*!7(829*3!+4*)*!84*!.(07,<)=!/)*A23*3!,(!7(8!
7**,!8(!.*!,*@27*,&!!

$&5% -423!<084()28=!<//)*92<8*3!84<8!28!23!3(A*82A*3!,2@@29018!8(!,*@27*!84*!/)*923*!1(9<82(7!(@!
.*8827;!<)*<3!(7!8)<9G3&!-4*!/)*923*!1(9<82(7!(@!+4*)*!.*8827;!@<921282*3!<)*!/)(F2,*,!23!
7(8!)*?02)*,!8(!.*!34(+7!(7!8)<9G!/1<73>!.(84!.=!F2)80*!(@!84*!@<98!84<8!.*8827;!23!
/*)A288*,!<7=+4*)*!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!<7,!.*9<03*!(@!84*!,2@@290182*3!<33(92<8*,!+284!
/27/(27827;!*`<98!1(9<82(73!@()!3(A*!8=/*3!(@!8)<9G&!!

$&55 ://129<783!34(01,!/)(F2,*!30@@292*78!27@()A<82(7!84<8!8423!<084()28=!9<7!3<823@=!283*1@!84<8!
84*!/1<7!27,29<8*3!84*!A<27!<)*<3!+4*)*!.*8827;!A2;48!8<G*!/1<9*&!'()!)<9*9(0)3*3!27!
/<)82901<)>!<7=!.*8827;!<)*<3!30.]*98!8(!84*!o@2F*!82A*3!)01*p!^9(AA(71=!G7(+7!<3!.*8827;!
)27;3D!A038!.*!27,29<8*,!(7!84*!/1<7&!
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4. M*8*)A2727;![)*A23*3!Y29*79*3 

d(+!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!,*92,*3!+4*84*)!8(!;)<78!()!)*@03*!<7!<//129<82(7 

%&" Z4*)*!+*!)*9*2F*!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!<!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!129*79*>!+*!+211!<2A!8(!/*)A28!
84*!03*!(@!/)*A23*3!@()!;<A.127;!+4*)*!28!23!9(732,*)*,C!

<D 67!<99(),<79*!+284!<7=!)*1*F<78!9(,*!(@!/)<9829*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7!

.D 67!<99(),<79*!+284!<7=!)*1*F<78!;02,<79*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!!
9D H*<3(7<.1=!9(73238*78!+284!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!^30.]*98!8(!<!<7,!.D!<7,!
,D 67!<99(),<79*!+284!8423!/(129=!^30.]*98!8(!<!_!9D&!

%&# -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!4<3!7(!,239)*82(7!8(!*284*)!;)<78!()!)*@03*!/)*A23*3!129*79*3!27!
92)90A38<79*3!84<8!+(01,!A*<7!,*/<)827;!@)(A!84*!<.(F*!*&;&!84*!9(AA288**!9<77(8!
)*]*98!<//129<82(73!(7!A()<1!;)(07,3&!!

%&$ K<94!9<3*!+211!.*!,*92,*,!(7!283!A*)283&!!
%&% -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+211!7(8!4<F*!)*;<),!8(!<7=!,*A<7,!2330*3!@()!84*!/)*A23*3&!!
%&5 Z4*)*!<7!<)*<!4<3!G7(+7!42;4!1*F*13!(@!();<723*,!9)2A*!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!

9(732,*)!9<)*@011=!+4*84*)!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!<)*!3028<.1*!8(!.*!1(9<8*,!84*)*!<7,!
+4*84*)!9(7,282(73!A<=!.*!3028<.1*!3094!<3!84*!/)(F232(7!(@!,(()!30/*)F23()3&!

%&N H<84*)!84<7!)*]*98!<//129<82(73!(08)2;48>!+4*)*F*)!/(332.1*!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+211!
1((G!8(!+()G!+284!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!<7,!8<9G1*!9(79*)73!+284!129*79*!9(7,282(73!84<8!
0/4(1,!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3&!d(+*F*)>!+4*)*!84*)*!<)*!)*<3(73!84<8!;)<7827;!<!
129*79*!+(01,!7(8!.*!9(73238*78!+284!^<D!O!^,D!<.(F*>!84*!<//129<82(7!+211!7()A<11=!.*!
)*@03*,&!

%&P 67!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!B02,<79*!@)(A!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7>!+*!+211!92)901<8*!
X91*<)!<7,!9(A/)*4*732F*I!)*<3(73!@()!<7=!,*9232(7!8(!<11!/<)82*3&!Z*!+211!<13(!928*!84*!
*`8*78!8(!+4294!,*9232(73!4<F*!.**7!A<,*!27!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!L(07921I3!;<A.127;!
/(129=!<7,!84*!B02,<79*!@)(A!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7&!

d(+!84*!129*7327;!9(AA288**!,*92,*3!+4<8!9(7,282(73!8(!<//1=!8(!/)*A23*3!

129*79*3 
%&Q [)*A23*3!Y29*79*3!A<=!.*!30.]*98!8(!<7=!()!<11!(@!84*!@(11(+27;C!!

• L(7,282(73!3/*92@2*,!27!84*!B<A.127;!:98!#TT5!!
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• L(7,282(73!3/*92@2*,!27!84*!)*;01<82(73!2330*,!.=!84*!e*9)*8<)=!(@!e8<8*!!
• L(7,282(73!<88<94*,!.=!\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921I3!Y29*7327;!L(AA288**!@(11(+27;!
<!4*<)27;!^+4*)*!7*9*33<)=D&!

%&R Z284!)*3/*98!8(!9(7,282(73>!129*7327;!<084()282*3!<)*!<.1*!8(C!!

• 6330*!129*79*3!+284(08!A(,2@=27;!9(7,282(73!3*8!(08!27!84*!:98!<7,!.=!84*!
e*9)*8<)=!(@!e8<8*!

• K`910,*!,*@<018!9(7,282(73!!
• :88<94!9(7,282(73!+4*)*!28!23!.*12*F*,!8(!.*!<//)(/)2<8*!
• L(7,282(73!A<=!.*!;*7*)<1!27!7<80)*!^2&*&!84*=!<88<94!8(!<11!129*79*3!(@!<!/<)82901<)!
/)*A23*3!8=/*!*&;&!<11!9<327(3D!()!84*=!A<=!.*!3/*92@29!8(!<!/<)82901<)!129*79*&!!

%&"T Z*!+211!*730)*!84<8!<7=!9(7,282(73!+*!2A/(3*!<)*C!!

• [)(/()82(7<8*!8(!84*!92)90A38<79*3!+4294!84*=!<)*!3**G27;!8(!<,,)*33!!!
• H*1*F<78!8(!84*!7**,!8(!A<G*!84*!/)(/(3*,!.021,27;!3028<.1*!<3!<!;<A.127;!
@<92128=!

• M2)*981=!)*1<8*,!8(!84*!/)*A23*3!<7,!84*!8=/*!(@!129*79*!<//12*,!@()!
• '<2)1=!<7,!)*<3(7<.1=!)*1<8*,!8(!84*!39<1*!<7,!8=/*!(@!/)*A23*3!
• H*<3(7<.1*!27!<11!(84*)!)*3/*983&!!

%&"" -4*)*!<)*!<13(!9(7,282(73>!+4294!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!9<77(8!<88<94!8(!/)*A23*3!
129*79*3C!

• L(7,282(73!(7!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!+4294!A<G*!28!2A/(332.1*!8(!9(A/1=!+284!<7!
(/*)<827;!129*79*!9(7,282(7!!

• L(7,282(73!)*1<827;!8(!;<A27;!A<9427*!9<8*;()2*3>!70A.*)3>!()!A*84(,!(@!
(/*)<82(7!

• L(7,282(73!84<8!)*?02)*!A*A.*)342/!(@!<!910.!()!.(,=&!^-4*!B<A.127;!:98!
3/*92@29<11=!)*A(F*3!84*!A*A.*)342/!)*?02)*A*78!@()!9<327(!<7,!.27;(!910.3!<7,!
8423!/)(F232(7!/)*F*783!28!.*27;!)*2738<8*,D!

• L(7,282(73!)*1<827;!8(!38<G*3>!@**3>!+27727;3!()!/)2S*3!
• L(7,282(73!)*1<827;!8(!,*A<7,!@()!84*!/)*A23*3&!

%&"# M*9232(73!<.(08!9(7,282(73!+211!.*!8<G*7!(7!<!9<3*O.=O9<3*!.<323!9(732,*)27;!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7!;02,<79*>!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!L(,*3!(@![)<9829*>!84*!Y29*7327;!
W.]*982F*3!<7,!(0)!/(129=&!
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M*8*)A2727;!+4*84*)!8(!)*F2*+!<!129*79*!! !
%&"$ :@8*)!<!129*79*!23!;)<78*,>!+4*)*!84*!,<=!8(!,<=!(/*)<82(7!(@!<!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!23!7(8!

@*18!8(!.*!X)*<3(7<.1=!9(73238*78!+284!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3I>!<!)*F2*+!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!
129*79*!9<7!.*!)*?0*38*,!<8!<7=!82A*&!!

%&"% :!)*F2*+!A<=!.*!27282<8*,!.=!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!()!<3!<!)*3018!(@!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!
)*F2*+!@)(A!<7!278*)*38*,!/<)8=!()!)*3/(732.1*!<084()28=&!Z4*)*!28!23!84*!Y29*7327;!
:084()28=!84<8!27282<8*!84*!)*F2*+>!84*=!A<=!,(!8423!@()!<!+4(1*!91<33!(@!/)*A23*3!*&;&!<11!
:,018!B<A27;!L*78)*3!()!27!)*1<82(7!8(!/<)82901<)!/)*A23*3&!-4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!9<7!
)*F2*+!<!129*79*!@()!<7=!)*<3(7!28!8427G3!<//)(/)2<8*&!!

%&"5 Z4*)*!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!)*F2*+!23!)*9*2F*,!@)(A!<7!278*)*38*,!/<)8=!()!)*3/(732.1*!
<084()28=>!<3!<!129*7327;!<084()28=!+*!A038!,*92,*!+4*84*)!8(!;(!<4*<,!+284!84*!)*F2*+&!
-4*!<//129<82(7!@()!)*F2*+!+211!.*!9(732,*)*,!.<3*,!(7!84*!@(11(+27;C!

• M(*3!84*!)*?0*38!)<23*!2330*3!(84*)!84<7!84(3*!@(07,!07,*)!84*!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7I3!B02,<79*>!L(,*3!(@![)<9829*>!84*!Y29*7327;!W.]*982F*3!()!(0)!
;<A.127;!/(129=r 

• !63!28!2))*1*F<78>!@)2F(1(03!()!F*`<82(03r 

• 63!28!3(!A27()!84<8!84*!<084()28=!+211!9*)8<271=!7(8!+234!8(!)*F(G*!()!303/*7,!84*!
129*79*!()!)*A(F*>!<A*7,!()!<88<94!9(7,282(73r 

• 63!28!30.38<782<11=!84*!3<A*!<3!<!/)*F2(03!<//129<82(7!@()!)*F2*+!)*1<827;!8(!84*!
3<A*!/)*A23*3r 

• 63!84*!<//129<82(7!@()!)*F2*+!30.38<782<11=!84*!3<A*!<3!<!)*/)*3*78<82(7!A<,*!<8!
84*!82A*!84*!<//129<82(7!@()!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!+<3!9(732,*)*,r! 

%&"N 6@!84*!<73+*)!8(!:Vl!(@!84*!<.(F*!?0*382(73!23!X=*3I>!84*!)*?0*38!@()!)*F2*+!A<=!.*!
)*]*98*,&!-4*!/0)/(3*!(@!84*!)*F2*+!23!8(!,*8*)A27*!2@!84*!129*7327;!9(AA288**!34(01,!
8<G*!<7=!<982(7!27!)*1<82(7!8(!84*!129*79*&!6@!<982(7!23!7**,*,>!84*!(/82(73!<)*!8(!*284*)C!

• H*F(G*!84*!/)*A23*3!129*79*!s!
• e03/*7,!84*!/)*A23*3!129*79*!@()!<!/*)2(,!7(8!*`9**,27;!84)**!A(7843!
• K`910,*!<!,*@<018!9(7,282(7!2A/(3*,!.=!84*!e*9)*8<)=!(@!e8<8*!^)*1<827;!8(>!@()!
*`<A/1*>!(/*727;!4(0)3D!()!)*A(F*!()!<A*7,!3094!<7!*`91032(7!

• :,,>!)*A(F*!()!<A*7,!<!129*79*!9(7,282(7!/)*F2(031=!2A/(3*,!.=!84*!Y29*7327;!
:084()28=!
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%&"P -(!,*92,*!+4<8!<982(7>!2@!<7=>!7**,3!8(!.*!8<G*7!@(11(+27;!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!)*F2*+>!84*!
129*7327;!9(AA288**!+211!A<G*!283!,*8*)A27<82(7C!!

• 67!<99(),<79*!+284!<7=!)*1*F<78!9(,*!(@!/)<9829*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7!

• 67!<99(),<79*!+284!)*1*F<78!;02,<79*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!
• 67!3(!@<)!<3!28!23!)*<3(7<.1=!9(73238*78!+284!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!
• 67!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!<084()28=I3!38<8*A*78!(@!129*7327;!/(129=!

%&"Q -4*!9(AA288**!+211!<13(!9(732,*)!<7=!)*1*F<78!)*/)*3*78<82(73!<7,!27@()A<82(7!;2F*7!<8!
84*!4*<)27;&!L(,*3!()!/)<9829*!<7,!84*!;02,<79*!)*@*))*,!8(!<.(F*!A<=!.*!(.8<27*,!
@)(A!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7&!
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5. H*1*F<78!@<98()3!+4*7!9(732,*)27;!<//129<82(73!<7,!)*F2*+3 

5&" 67!9(732,*)27;!<//129<82(73!@()!7*+!;<A.127;!129*79*3>!F<)2<82(73!8(!*`23827;!129*79*3!
<7,!129*79*!)*F2*+3!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!9(732,*)!84*!@(11(+27;!A<88*)3C! ! !

• 84*!1(9<82(7!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!!
• 84*!Y(9<1!:)*<![)(@21*!!
• 84*!Y(9<1!H23G!:33*33A*78!^YH:D!!
• 84*!F2*+3!(@!)*3/(732.1*!<084()282*3!!
• 84*!F2*+3!(@!278*)*38*,!/<)82*3!!
• !9(A/12<79*!4238()=!(@!90))*78!A<7<;*A*78!!
• !84*!4(0)3!(@!(/*)<82(7!! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
• !84*!8=/*!(@!/)*A23*3!!! ! ! ! ! ! !
• 84*!(/*)<82(7!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!27!<99(),<79*!+284!84*!*`/*98<82(73!(@!84*!
129*7327;!<084()28=>!<3!3*8!(08!27!8423!/(129=!

• !84*!/4=329<1!3028<.2128=!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!!
• !84*!1*F*13!(@!9)2A*!<7,!,23(),*)!27!84*!<)*<!!
• !84*!1*F*1!(@!,*/)2F<82(7!<7,!211!4*<184!27!84*!<)*<!!

5&# -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!.*12*F*3!84<8!8423!1238!23!7(8!*`4<0382F*!<7,!84*)*!A<=!.*!(84*)!
@<98()3!+4294!A<=!<)23*!84<8!9(01,!.*!9(732,*)*,!)*1*F<78&!-4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+211!
9(732,*)!84*!)*1*F<79*!(@!<7=!<,,282(7<1!@<98()3!)<23*,!(7!<!9<3*O.=O9<3*!.<323&!

Y(9<82(7!(@!84*!/)*A23*3 
5&$ -4*!1(9<82(7!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!+211!.*!<7!2A/()8<78!@<98()!<3!28!9<7!2A/<98!(7!<11!84)**!(@!

84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3&!-4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+211!9(732,*)!F*)=!9<)*@011=!<//129<82(73!
@()!/)*A23*3!129*79*3!84<8!<)*!1(9<8*,!27!91(3*!/)(`2A28=!8(!3*73282F*!/)*A23*3!3094!<3C!

• e94((13>!27910,27;!072F*)3282*3!
• [<)G3>!38<82(73>!(84*)!8)<73/()8!40.3!<7,!/1<9*3!+4*)*!1<);*!70A.*)3!(@!394((1!
!9421,)*7!A2;48!.*!*`/*98*,!!

• (84*)!/)*A23*3!129*73*,!@()!;<A.127;!!
• /)*A23*3!129*73*,!@()!<19(4(1!!
• 9421,)*7I3!<7,!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73I!9*78)*3!<7,!<99(AA(,<82(7!!
• =(084!<7,!9(AA0728=!9*78)*3!!
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• 4*<184!<7,!8)*<8A*78!9*78)*3!!
• 1*230)*!9*78)*3!03*,!@()!3/()827;!<7,!32A21<)!<982F282*3!.=!=(07;!/*)3(73!<7,J()!
F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!!

• )*12;2(03!9*78)*3!<7,!/0.129!/1<9*3!(@!+()342/! ! !

5&% -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!*`/*983!*<94!/)*A23*3!8(!/)(,09*!<7,!G**/!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!<!
1(9<1!)23G!<33*33A*78>!9(F*)27;!84*!<)*<3!3*8!(08!27!8423!/(129=&!

B<A.127;O)*1<8*,!4<)A! ! 
5&5 E*8+**7!N"!<7,!P$!/*)9*78!(@!E)28234!<,0183!;<A.1*!8(!3(A*!*`8*78!*<94!=*<)&!'()!84*!

A<]()28=!(@!84*3*!/*(/1*>!;<A.127;!23!<!4<)A1*33!<7,!3(92<.1*!<982F28=&!d(+*F*)>!
.*8+**7!T&%!<7,!"&"!/*)9*78!(@!E)28234!<,0183!<)*!*382A<8*,!8(!.*!X/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3I!
+4(!*`/*)2*79*!4<)A!<3!<!9(73*?0*79*!(@!84*2)!;<A.127;&!:!@0)84*)!%!/*)9*78!<)*!
*382A<8*,!8(!.*!X<8O)23G!;<A.1*)3I!+4(!A<=!;(!(7!8(!.*9(A*!/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3&a"b!!

5&N [)(.1*A!;<A.127;!4<3!.**7!,*@27*,!<3!o;<A.127;!8(!<!,*;)**!84<8!9(A/)(A23*3>!
,23)0/83!()!,<A<;*3!@<A21=>!/*)3(7<1!()!)*9)*<82(7<1!/0)30283pa#b&!\<1*3!<)*!5!82A*3!
A()*!12G*1=!84<7!@*A<1*3!8(!.*!/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3&![)(.1*A!;<A.127;!<13(!F<)2*3!.=!<;*!
+284!=(07;!/*(/1*!<;*,!"NO#%!84*!A(38!12G*1=!8(!.*!<@@*98*,&![)(.1*A!;<A.127;!
,23/)(/()82(7<8*1=!<@@*983!/*(/1*!(7!1(+!279(A*3!<7,!84(3*!@)(A!*84729!A27()282*3&!
67,2F2,0<13!(@!:32<7J:32<7!E)28234!4*)28<;*!<7,!E1<9GJE1<9G!E)28234!4*)28<;*!<)*!A()*!
12G*1=!8(!.*!/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3!84<7!/*(/1*!+4(!2,*782@=!<3!Z428*JZ428*!E)28234a$b&!

5&P '()!/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3>!4<)A3!9<7!27910,*!42;4*)!1*F*13!(@!/4=329<1!<7,!A*78<1!2117*33>!
,*.8!/)(.1*A3>!)*1<82(7342/!.)*<G,(+7!<7,!9)2A27<128=&![)(.1*A!;<A.127;!23!<13(!
<33(92<8*,!+284!,(A*3829!F2(1*79*!<7,!30.38<79*!A2303*&!d<)A3!@)(A!;<A.127;!<@@*98!
@<)!A()*!/*(/1*!84<7!]038!84*!/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)C!28!23!*382A<8*,!84<8!@()!*F*)=!4<)A@01!
;<A.1*)>!.*8+**7!N!<7,!"T!<,,282(7<1!/*(/1*!<)*!,2)*981=!<@@*98*,!^3094!<3!@)2*7,3>!
@<A21=!()!9(11*<;0*3Da%b&![)(.1*A!;<A.127;!<13(!4<3!<!32;72@29<78!2A/<98!(7!/0.129!
@27<79*3!,0*!8(!279)*<3*,!9(383!8(!84*!+*1@<)*>!4(0327;>!4*<184!<7,!9)2A27<1!]03829*!
3*98()3&!'()!84*3*!)*<3(73>!;<A.127;O)*1<8*,!4<)A!23!279)*<327;1=!)*9(;723*,!<3!<!
/0.129!4*<184!2330*&!!
!

[1] Institute for Public Policy and Research (2016). Cards on the table. The cost to government associated with 
people who are problem gamblers in Britain. !
[2] Lesieur, H. R. & Rosenthal, M. D. (1991). Pathological gambling: A review of the literature (prepared for the 
American Psychiatric Association Task Force on DSM-IV Committee on disorders of impulse control not elsewhere 
classified). Journal of Gambling Studies, 7 (1), 5-40.!
[3] See 1 above.!
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[4] Local Government Association and Public Health England (2018). Tackling gambling related harm, A whole 
council approach.!

Y(9<1!)23G!<33*33A*783 
5&Q Y29*73**3!<)*!)*?02)*,!8(!07,*)8<G*!<!1(9<1!)23G!<33*33A*78!+4*7!<//1=27;!@()!<!7*+!

/)*A23*3!129*79*&!-4*2)!)23G!<33*33A*78!A038!<13(!.*!0/,<8*,C!

• +4*7!<//1=27;!@()!<!F<)2<82(7!(@!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!
• 8(!8<G*!<99(078!(@!32;72@29<78!94<7;*3!27!1(9<1!92)90A38<79*3>!27910,27;!84(3*!
2,*782@2*,!27!<!129*7327;!<084()28=I3!/(129=!38<8*A*78!

• +4*7!84*)*!<)*!32;72@29<78!94<7;*3!<8!<!129*73**I3!/)*A23*3!84<8!A<=!<@@*98!84*2)!
A282;<82(7!(@!1(9<1!)23G3&!

5&R Y29*73**3!A038!<33*33!84*!1(9<1!)23G3!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!/(3*,!.=!84*!/)(F232(7!
(@!;<A.127;!@<921282*3!<8!*<94!(@!84*2)!/)*A23*3>!<7,!4<F*!/(1292*3>!/)(9*,0)*3!<7,!
9(78)(1!A*<30)*3!8(!A282;<8*!84(3*!)23G3&!67!07,*)8<G27;!84*2)!)23G!<33*33A*783>!84*=!
A038!8<G*!278(!<99(078!)*1*F<78!A<88*)3!2,*782@2*,!27!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=I3!/(129=!
38<8*A*78&!

5&"T 67!9(7,09827;!84*2)!)23G!<33*33A*78>!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!+211!*`/*98!(/*)<8()3!8(!
@(11(+!84*!;*7*)<1!/)2792/1*3!(@!)23G!<33*33A*78C!

"D 6,*782@=!4<S<),3!^8427G!<.(08!+4<8!A<=!9<03*!4<)A!0327;!84*!27@()A<82(7!/)(F2,*,!
.*1(+!<3!<!;02,*!<7,!<7=!(84*)!A<88*)3!=(0!9(732,*)!)*1*F<78D!

#D :33*33!84*!)23G3!^,*92,*!4(+!12G*1=!28!23!84<8!3(A*(7*!9(01,!.*!4<)A*,!<7,!4(+!
3*)2(03!28!9(01,!.*&!-423!23!<33*3327;!84*!1*F*1!(@!)23GD&!M*92,*C!
2D Z4(!A2;48!.*!4<)A*,!<7,!4(+!
22D Z4<8!=(0c)*!<1)*<,=!,(27;!8(!9(78)(1!84*!)23G3!
222D Z4<8!@0)84*)!<982(7!=(0!7**,!8(!8<G*!8(!9(78)(1!84*!)23G3!
2FD Z4(!7**,3!8(!9<))=!(08!84*!<982(7!
FD Z4*7!84*!<982(7!23!7**,*,!.=!

$D L(78)(1!84*!)23G3!^Y((G!<8!+4<8!=(0c)*!<1)*<,=!,(27;>!<7,!84*!9(78)(13!=(0!<1)*<,=!
4<F*!27!/1<9*&D!:3G!=(0)3*1@C!
2D L<7!6!;*8!)2,!(@!84*!4<S<),!<18(;*84*)r!
22D 6@!7(8>!4(+!9<7!6!9(78)(1!84*!)23G3!3(!84<8!4<)A!23!0712G*1=r!

%D H*9(),!=(0)!@27,27;3!^)*9(),!=(0)!32;72@29<78!@27,27;3D>!27910,27;C!
2D 84*!4<S<),3!^8427;3!84<8!A<=!9<03*!4<)AD!
22D +4(!A2;48!.*!4<)A*,!<7,!4(+!
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222D +4<8!=(0!<)*!,(27;!8(!9(78)(1!84*!)23G3!
5D H*F2*+!84*!9(78)(13&!^l(0!A038!)*F2*+!84*!9(78)(13!=(0!4<F*!/08!27!/1<9*!8(!A<G*!
30)*!84*=!<)*!+()G27;&D!l(0!34(01,!<13(!)*F2*+!84*A!2@C!
2D 84*=!A<=!7(!1(7;*)!.*!*@@*982F*!
22D :13(!9(732,*)!<!)*F2*+!2@!=(0)!+()G*)3!4<F*!3/(88*,!<7=!/)(.1*A3!()!84*)*!
4<F*!.**7!<7=!<992,*783!()!7*<)!A233*3&!

222D 8(!8<G*!<99(078!(@!32;72@29<78!94<7;*3!27!1(9<1!92)90A38<79*3>!27910,27;!84(3*!
2,*782@2*,!27!8423!/(129=!38<8*A*78!

2FD +4*7!84*)*!<)*!32;72@29<78!94<7;*3!<8!84*!/)*A23*3!84<8!A<=!<@@*98!=(0)!
A282;<82(7!(@!1(9<1!)23G3!

FD U/,<8*!=(0)!)23G!<33*33A*78!)*9(),!+284!<7=!94<7;*3!=(0!A<G*&!

5&"" -4*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!9(732,*)3!84*!@(11(+27;!<3!32;72@29<78!94<7;*3!<8!84*!/)*A23*3!
84<8!A<=!<@@*98!=(0)!A282;<82(7!(@!1(9<1!)23G3C!

• e8<@@27;!94<7;*3!
• Y<=(08!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!
• L4<7;*3!8(!;<A27;!@<921282*3!/)(F2,*,!

5&"# -4*!:084()28=!+211!*`/*98!84*!1(9<1!)23G!<33*33A*78!8(!9(732,*)!84*!0).<7!3*8827;C!!

• -4*!/)(`2A28=!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!8(!394((13!
• -4*!9(AA*)92<1!*7F2)(7A*78!
• '<98()3!<@@*9827;!84*!@((8@<11!
• Z4*84*)!84*!/)*A23*3!23!27!<7!<)*<!(@!,*/)2F<82(7!
• Z4*84*)!84*!/)*A23*3!23!27!<7!<)*<!30.]*98!8(!42;4!1*F*13!(@!9)2A*!<7,J()!,23(),*)!
• -4*!*84729!/)(@21*!(@!)*32,*783!27!84*!<)*<&!
• -4*!,*A(;)</4293!(@!84*!<)*<!27!)*1<82(7!8(!F017*)<.1*!;)(0/3!
• -4*!1(9<82(7!(@!3*)F29*3!@()!9421,)*7!3094!<3!394((13>!/1<=;)(07,3>!8(=!34(/3>!
1*230)*!9*78)*3!<7,!(84*)!<)*<3!+4*)*!9421,)*7!+211!;<84*)!

• -4*!)<7;*!(@!@<921282*3!27!84*!1(9<1!<)*<!3094!<3!(84*)!;<A.127;!(081*83>!.<7G3>!
/(38!(@@29*3>!)*@)*34A*78!<7,!*78*)8<27A*78!8=/*!@<921282*3!

• j7(+7!/)(.1*A3!27!84*!<)*<!3094!<3!/)(.1*A3!<)2327;!@)(A!38)**8!,)27G*)3>!
=(0843!/<)8292/<827;!27!<782O3(92<1!.*4<F2(0)>!,)0;!,*<127;!<982F28=>!*89&!

• -4*!/)(`2A28=!(@!940)94*3>!A(3?0*3>!8*A/1*3!()!<7=!(84*)!/1<9*!(@!+()342/!
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5&"$ -4*!1(9<1!)23G!<33*33A*78!A038!34(+!4(+!F017*)<.1*!/*(/1*>!27910,27;!/*(/1*!+284!
;<A.127;!,*/*7,*792*3>!<)*!/)(8*98*,!84)(0;4C!

• -4*!8)<2727;!(@!38<@@!27!.)2*@!278*)F*782(7!+4*7!9038(A*)3!34(+!32;73!(@!*`9*332F*!
;<A.127;>!84*!<.2128=!(@!38<@@!8(!(@@*)!.)2*@!278*)F*782(7!<7,!4(+!84*!A<7727;!(@!
/)*A23*3!<@@*983!8423&!

• 67@()A<82(7!4*1,!.=!84*!129*73**!)*;<),27;!3*1@O*`91032(73!<7,!2792,*79*3!(@!
07,*)<;*!;<A.127;&!!

• :))<7;*A*783!27!/1<9*!@()!1(9<1!*`94<7;*!(@!<7(7=A23*,!27@()A<82(7!)*;<),27;!
3*1@O*`91032(7!<7,!;<A27;!8)*7,3&!

• B<A27;!8)*7,3!84<8!A<=!A2))()!,<=3!@()!@27<792<1!/<=A*783!3094!<3!/<=!,<=3!()!
.*7*@28!/<=A*783&!

• :))<7;*A*783!@()!A(728()27;!<7,!,*<127;!+284!07,*)<;*!/*(/1*!<7,!F017*)<.1*!
/*(/1*>!+4294!A<=!27910,*C!

o ,*,29<8*,!<7,!8)<27*,!/*)3(77*1!
o 1*<@1*83!<7,!/(38*)3!
o 3*1@O*`91032(7!394*A*3!
o +27,(+!,23/1<=3!<7,!<,F*)823*A*783!,*32;7*,!8(!7(8!*7829*!9421,)*7!<7,!
F017*)<.1*!/*(/1*&!

• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!32;7<;*!<7,!,(90A*783!)*1<827;!8(!;<A*3!)01*3>!;<A.127;!9<)*!
/)(F2,*)3!<7,!(84*)!)*1*F<78!27@()A<82(7!.*!/)(F2,*,!27!.(84!K7;1234!<7,!84*!
(84*)!/)(A27*78!@2)38!1<7;0<;*!@()!84<8!1(9<128=!

• -4*!/)(`2A28=!(@!/)*A23*3!84<8!A<=!.*!@)*?0*78*,!.=!F017*)<.1*!/*(/1*!3094!<3!
4(3/28<13>!)*32,*782<1!9<)*!4(A*3>!A*,29<1!@<921282*3>!,(98()!30);*)2*3>!9(07921!
9(AA0728=!40.3>!<,,2982(7!9127293!()!4*1/!9*78)*3>!/1<9*3!+4*)*!<19(4(1!()!,)0;!
,*/*7,*78!/*(/1*!A<=!9(7;)*;<8*!

5&"% -4*!1(9<1!)23G!<33*33A*78!34(01,!34(+!4(+!9421,)*7!<)*!8(!.*!/)(8*98*,C!!

• -4*!/)(`2A28=!(@!273828082(73>!/1<9*3!()!<)*<3!+4*)*!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*(/1*!
@)*?0*78!3094!<3!394((13>!=(084!910.3>!/<)G3>!/1<=;)(07,3!<7,!*78*)8<27A*78!
F*70*3!3094!<3!.(+127;!<112*3>!927*A<3>!*89&!

• -4*!/)(`2A28=!(@!/1<9*!+4*)*!9421,)*7!9(7;)*;<8*!3094!<3!.03!38(/3>!9<@*3>!
34(/3&!
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• :)*<3!84<8!<)*!/)(7*!8(!2330*3!(@!=(0843!/<)8292/<827;!27!<782O3(92<1!.*4<F2(0)>!
27910,27;!<982F282*3!3094!<3!;)<@@282>!8<;;27;>!07,*)<;*!,)27G27;!*89&!

5&"5 W84*)!A<88*)3!84<8!84*!<33*33A*78!+211!27910,*!<3!<//)(/)2<8*C!O!!

• M*8<213!<3!8(!84*!1(9<82(7!<7,!9(F*)<;*!(@!+()G27;!LL-k!9<A*)<3>!<7,!4(+!84*!
3=38*A!+211!.*!A(728()*,&!

• -4*!1<=(08!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!3(!84<8!38<@@!4<F*!<7!07(.38)098*,!F2*+!(@!/*(/1*!
0327;!84*!/)*A23*3&!

• -4*!70A.*)!(@!38<@@!84<8!+211!.*!<F<21<.1*!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!<8!<7=!(7*!82A*&!6@!<8!
<7=!82A*!84<8!70A.*)!23!(7*>!9(7@2)A!84*!30/*)F23()=!<7,!A(728()27;!
<))<7;*A*783!+4*7!84<8!/*)3(7!23!<.3*78!@)(A!84*!129*73*,!<)*<!()!,238)<98*,!
@)(A!30/*)F2327;!84*!/)*A23*3!<7,!(.3*)F27;!84(3*!/*(/1*!0327;!84*!/)*A23*3&!

• Z4*)*!84*!<//129<82(7!23!@()!<!.*8827;!/)*A23*3!129*79*>!(84*)!84<7!27!)*3/*98!(@!<!
8)<9G>!84*!1(9<82(7!<7,!*`8*78!(@!<7=!/<)8!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!+4294!+211!.*!03*,!8(!
/)(F2,*!@<921282*3!@()!;<A.127;!27!)*12<79*!(7!84*!129*79*&!

5&"N e094!27@()A<82(7!A<=!.*!03*,!8(!27@()A!84*!,*9232(7!84*!:084()28=!A<G*3!<.(08!
+4*84*)!8(!;)<78!84*!129*79*>!8(!;)<78!84*!129*79*!+284!3/*92<1!9(7,282(73>!()!8(!)*@03*!84*!
<//129<82(7&!!

5&"P -423!/(129=!,(*3!7(8!/)*910,*!<7=!<//129<82(7!.*27;!A<,*!<7,!*<94!<//129<82(7!+211!.*!
,*92,*,!(7!283!A*)283>!+284!84*!(703!.*27;!0/(7!84*!<//129<78!8(!34(+!4(+!84*!9(79*)73!
9<7!.*!(F*)9(A*&!

Y(9<1!:)*<![)(@21* 

5&"Q -4*!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!B<A.127;!d<)A3!H*,0982(7!/)(;)<AA*!23!1238*727;!8(!
)*32,*783!+284!12F*,!*`/*)2*79*!(@!;<A.127;!<7,!23!9(AA2332(727;!283!(+7!)*3*<)94!8(!
.*88*)!07,*)38<7,!/)(.1*A!;<A.127;!27!84*!)*;2(7&!:3!@27,27;3!@)(A!8423!)*3*<)94!
*A*);*>!129*73*!4(1,*)3!+211!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!30//()8!84*!,*12F*)=!(@!)*9(AA*7,<82(73!8(!
4*1/!A272A2S*!;<A.127;!4<)A3!8(!84*!1(9<1!/(/01<82(73&!-423!)*3*<)94!<7,!*F2,*79*!+211!
.*!<F<21<.1*!(7127*!<8C!488/3CJJ+++&;)*<8*)A<794*38*)O9<&;(F&0GJ+4<8O+*O
,(J4*<184J;<A.127;J07,*)38<7,27;O;<A.127;O)*1<8*,O4<)A3J!<7,!34(01,!.*!)*@*))*,!8(!27!
Y(9<1!H23G!:33*33A*783&!
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d(+!84*!/)*A23*3!+211!(/*)<8*!9(73238*78!+284!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3 
5&"R Z*!*`/*98!42;4!38<7,<),3!@)(A!<11!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3&!W/*)<8()3!+211!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!

,*A(738)<8*!84<8!84*=!4<F*!;2F*7!9<)*@01!9(732,*)<82(7!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!<7,!
4<F*!<//)(/)2<8*!A*<30)*3!27!/1<9*!8(!0/4(1,!84*A&!

5&#T -4*!@(11(+27;!/<)<;)</43!27,29<8*!84*!/4=329<1!<7,!A<7<;*A*78!@<98()3!84<8!84*!
129*7327;!<084()28=!A<=!8<G*!278(!<99(078!+4*7!9(732,*)27;!<//129<82(73!@()!7*+>!F<)2*,!
129*79*!<//129<82(73!<7,!)*F2*+3&!-4*3*!<)*!7(8!A<7,<8()=!)*?02)*A*783!.08!34(01,!.*!
03*,!<3!<!;02,*!8(!<//129<783!<7,!129*73**3!<3!8(!84*!3()8!(@!<))<7;*A*783!84<8!28!34(01,!
4<F*!27!/1<9*!<7,!,*A(738)<8*!84*3*!<)*!27!/1<9*!84)(0;4!84*2)!.*3/(G*!)23G!
<33*33A*78&!Z4*)*!<7!<//129<78!()!129*73**!9<7!,*A(738)<8*!84<8!84*3*!@<98()3!<)*!7(8!
)*1*F<78>!()!<18*)7<82F*!<))<7;*A*783!<)*!A()*!<//)(/)2<8*>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!
8<G*!84*3*!278(!<99(078&!

[)*F*7827;!;<A.127;!@)(A!.*27;!<!3(0)9*!(@!9)2A*!()!,23(),*)>!.*27;!<33(92<8*,!

+284!9)2A*!()!,23(),*)!()!.*27;!03*,!8(!30//()8!9)2A*C 
5&#" -4*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!/1<=!<!1*<,27;!)(1*!27!/)*F*7827;!;<A.127;!@)(A!.*27;!<!

3(0)9*!(@!9)2A*>!84)(0;4!A<278<2727;!)2;()(03!/)(9*,0)*3!84<8!<2A!8(!/)*F*78!9)2A27<13!
@)(A!/)(F2,27;!@<921282*3!@()!;<A.127;>!()!.*27;!<33(92<8*,!+284!,(27;!3(>!<3!<!)*3018!(@!
84*!(/*)<827;!129*79*!/)(9*,0)*&!

5&## d(+*F*)>!<3!<!Y29*7327;!:084()28=>!+*!+211!8<G*!278(!<99(078!<7=!1(9<1!9(732,*)<82(73!
84<8!A<=!2A/<98!+284!)*;<),!8(!8423!129*7327;!(.]*982F*>!/<)82901<)1=!27!)*3/*98!8(!84*!
1(9<82(7!(@!84*!/)*A23*3>!8(!*730)*!84*!3028<.2128=!(@!84*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3&!Z4*7!
9(732,*)27;!+4*84*)!<!,2380).<79*!+<3!3*)2(03!*7(0;4!8(!9(7382808*!,23(),*)>!+*!+211!
4<F*!)*;<),!8(!84*!27,2F2,0<1!A*)283!(@!84*!3280<82(7!27910,27;>!.08!7(8!12A28*,!8(>!+4*84*)!
/(129*!<33238<79*!+<3!)*?02)*,!<7,!4(+!84)*<8*727;!84*!.*4<F2(0)!+<3!8(!84(3*!+4(!
9(01,!3**!()!4*<)!28&!Z*!<9G7(+1*,;*!84<8!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!42;412;483!27!283!
;02,<79*!8(!1(9<1!<084()282*3!84<8!o,23(),*)!23!278*7,*,!8(!A*<7!<982F28=!84<8!23!A()*!
3*)2(03!<7,!,23)0/82F*!84<7!A*)*!7023<79*p&!

5&#$ Z42138!)*;01<8()=!2330*3!<)2327;!@)(A!84*!/)*F*782(7!(@!,23(),*)!<)*!12G*1=!8(!@(903!<1A(38!
*`91032F*1=!(7!/)*A23*3!129*7327;>!)<84*)!84<7!(7!(/*)<827;!129*79*3i!2@!84*)*!<)*!
/*)3238*78!()!3*)2(03!,23(),*)!/)(.1*A3!84<8!+*!9(732,*)!<7!(/*)<8()!9(01,!()!34(01,!,(!
A()*!8(!/)*F*78>!+*!+211!.)27;!8423!8(!84*!<88*782(7!(@!84*!L(AA2332(7!3(!84<8!28!9<7!
9(732,*)!84*!9(7827027;!3028<.2128=!(@!84*!(/*)<8()!8(!4(1,!<7!(/*)<827;!129*79*!
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! $N!

5&#% Y29*73**3!<7,!<//129<783!+211!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!,*A(738)<8*!84<8!84*=!4<F*!;2F*7!9<)*@01!
9(732,*)<82(7!8(!/)*F*7827;!;<A.127;!@)(A!.*27;!<!3(0)9*!(@!9)2A*!<7,!,23(),*)>!.*27;!
<33(92<8*,!+284!9)2A*!()!,23(),*)!()!.*27;!03*,!8(!30//()8!9)2A*&!!

5&#5 67!<,,282(7!8(!84*!7**,!8(!9(73018!<!1(9<1!L)2A*!H*,0982(7!W@@29*)>!84*!(/*)<8()3!(@!7*+!
/)*A23*3J/)*A23*3!07,*);(27;!<!)*@0).234A*78!34(01,!<13(!*7;<;*!+284!84*!/(129*I3!
<)9428*980)<1!12<23(7!0728!<8!84*!,*32;7!38<;*!8(!*730)*!9)2A*!/)*F*782(7!<7,!,*8*982(7&!

5&#N Z*!*79(0)<;*!84<8!/)*A23*3!12<23*!+284!84*2)!V*2;4.(0)4((,![(12927;!-*<A!8(!,*F*1(/!
)*1<82(7342/3!<8!<!1(9<1!1*F*1!<7,!/)(A(8*!*@@*982F*!9(AA0729<82(7!<7,!9(O(/*)<82(7&!
:,,282(7<11=>!(/*)<8()3!<)*!*`/*98*,!8(!<982F*1=!30//()8!<7,!/<)8292/<8*!27!<7=!1(9<1!
.0327*33!/<)87*)342/!394*A*3>!+4*)*!<7=!3094!394*A*3!<)*!27!(/*)<82(7>!<7,!+4*)*!
3094!394*A*3!<)*!)*<3(7<.1=!9(73238*78!+284!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3&!

5&#P -4*!A*<30)*3!8(!.*!9(732,*)*,!34(01,!27910,*C!!

• -4*!<))<7;*A*783!27!/1<9*!8(!9(78)(1!<99*33!^/)*F*7827;!07<084()23*,!<99*33!
34<11!7(8!.*!12A28*,!8(!84*!/)(F232(7!(@!30/*)F23()=!/*)3(77*1i!(84*)!(/82(73!A<=!
27910,*>!.08!<)*!7(8!12A28*,!8(>!82A*O1(9G!()!A<;1(9G!*78)<79*3D!

• -4*!(/*727;!4(0)3!!
• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!)*;238*)*,!,(()!30/*)F23()3t!
• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!LL-k!!
• -4*!70A.*)!(@!38<@@!(7!,08=!<7,!*@@*982F*!38<@@!8)<2727;>!*3/*92<11=!27!)*1<82(7!8(!
1(7*!+()G27;!

• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!8(21*8!@<921282*3!!
• [)*F*782(7!(@!<7823(92<1!.*4<F2(0)!<33(92<8*,!+284!84*!/)*A23*3>!3094!<3!38)**8!
,)27G27;>!1288*)>!<982F28=!(0832,*!84*!/)*A23*3!27910,27;!84*!A<7<;*A*78!(@!912*783!
1*<F27;!84*!/)*A23*3!

• :,*?0<8*!12;4827;!2732,*!<7,!(08!^<//)(/)2<8*!8(!84*!/)*A23*3!27!?0*382(7D!8(!
*730)*!<;<2738!)(..*)=!<7,!(84*)!9(F*)8!<982F28=&!

t!W71=!38<@@!,2)*981=!*A/1(=*,!.=!L<327(3!<7,!E27;(!L10.3!4<F*!<7!*`*A/82(7!@)(A!e6:!
)*;238)<82(7&!Z4*)*!,(()!30/*)F23()3!<)*!/)(F2,*,!<8!84*3*!/)*A23*3!84*!(/*)<8()!34(01,!
*730)*!84<8!<7=!/*(/1*!*A/1(=*,!27!8423!9</<928=!<)*!@28!<7,!/)(/*)!8(!9<))=!(08!3094!
,082*3&![(332.1*!+<=3!8(!<942*F*!8423!9(01,!.*!8(!9<))=!(08!<!9)2A27<1!)*9(),3!^MEeD!
94*9G!(7!/(8*782<1!38<@@!<7,!@()!3094!/*)3(77*1!8(!4<F*!<88*7,*,!27,038)=!)*9(;723*,!
8)<2727;&!
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K730)27;!84<8!;<A.127;!23!9(7,098*,!27!<!@<2)!<7,!(/*7!+<= 
5&#Q B*7*)<11=>!8423!(.]*982F*!+211!.*!<,,)*33*,!.=C!

• -4*!A<7<;*A*78!(@!84*!;<A.127;!.0327*33!^27!9(7]07982(7!+284!84*!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7>!+4(!<)*!)*3/(732.1*!@()!233027;!<7,!*7@()9*A*78!(@!84*!(/*)<827;!
129*79*D&!

• -4*!/*)3(7<1!129*79*!4(1,*)3!/)(F27;!84*2)!3028<.2128=!<7,!<982(73!^+4294!<;<27!23!
84*!)*3/(732.2128=!(@!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7D!

5&#R Z4*)*!+*!303/*98!84<8!;<A.127;!23!7(8!.*27;!9(7,098*,!27!<!@<2)!<7,!(/*7!+<=>!+*!+211!
.)27;!8423!8(!84*!<88*782(7!(@!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7>!@()!84*2)!@0)84*)!9(732,*)<82(7>!
<7,!+()G!27!/<)87*)342/!+284!84*2)!(@@29*)3&!67!84*!9<3*!(@!84(3*!/)*A23*3!84<8!,(!7(8!
4(1,!<7!(/*)<827;!129*79*!3094!<3!8)<9G3>!<,,282(7<1!9(7,282(73!A<=!.*!)*?02)*,!
,*/*7,*78!(7!84*!)23G3!(08127*,!27!84*!<//129<82(7&!

[)(8*9827;!9421,)*7!<7,!(84*)!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!@)(A!.*27;!4<)A*,!()!*`/1(28*,!

.=!;<A.127; 

5&$T -4*!B<A.127;!:98!,*@27*3!X9421,)*7I!<3!84(3*!/*)3(73!07,*)!"N!=*<)3!(@!<;*!<7,!X=(07;!
/*)3(73I!<3!84(3*!/*)3(73!<;*,!"N!()!"P!=*<)3!(@!<;*&!-4*!8*)A!XF017*)<.1*!/*)3(73I!23!
7(8!,*@27*,!<7,!+4<8!9(7382808*3!4<)A!()!*`/1(28<82(7!+211!4<F*!8(!.*!9(732,*)*,!(7!<!
9<3*O.=O9<3*!.<323&!

5&$" B<A.127;O)*1<8*,!4<)A3!<)*!84*!<,F*)3*!2A/<983!@)(A!;<A.127;!(7!84*!4*<184!<7,!
+*11.*27;!(@!27,2F2,0<13>!@<A212*3>!9(AA07282*3!<7,!3(92*8=&!-4*3*!4<)A3!<)*!,2F*)3*>!
<@@*9827;!)*3(0)9*3>!)*1<82(7342/3!<7,!4*<184>!<7,!A<=!)*@1*98!<7!278*)/1<=!.*8+**7!
27,2F2,0<1>!@<A21=!<7,!9(AA0728=!/)(9*33*3&!-4*!4<)A@01!*@@*983!@)(A!;<A.127;!A<=!.*!
34()8O12F*,!.08!9<7!/*)3238>!4<F27;!1(7;*)O!8*)A!<7,!*7,0)27;!9(73*?0*79*3!84<8!9<7!
*`<9*).<8*!*`23827;!27*?0<1282*3&!

5&$# H*;<),!+211!.*!4<,!8(!90))*78!*F2,*79*!27!)*1<82(7!8(!F017*)<.2128=!8(!;<A.127;O)*1<8*,!
4<)A&!67!#T"5>!\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921!27!/<)87*)342/!+284!Z*38A2738*)!L(07921!
9(AA2332(7*,!)*3*<)94!278(!8423!2330*!<7,!/0.1234*,!<!)*/()8C!K`/1()27;!<)*<O.<3*,!
F017*)<.2128=!8(!;<A.127;O)*1<8*,!4<)AC!Z4(!23!F017*)<.1*r!'27,27;3!@)(A!<!?029G!
39(/27;!)*F2*+!.=!d*<84*)!Z<),1*>!B<A.127;!<7,![1<9*!H*3*<)94!d0.>!B*(@080)*3!
"$84!g01=!#T"5&!e2A21<)1=>!67!#T"N!Y**,3!L28=!L(07921!9(AA2332(7*,!Y**,3!E*9G*88!
U72F*)328=!8(!07,*)8<G*!)*3*<)94!278(![)(.1*A!B<A.127;!!^[)(.1*A!B<A.127;!27!Y**,3i!
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j*7=(7>!W)A*)(,>![<)3(73!<7,!Z<),1*>!#T"ND!1((G27;!3/*92@29<11=!<8!2,*782@=27;!;)(0/3!
(@!84*!3(92*8=!84<8!9(01,!.*!9(732,*)*,!^A()*D!F017*)<.1*!8(!/)(.1*A!;<A.127;C!

• l(07;*)!/*(/1*>!27910,27;!380,*783!
• -4(3*!+4(!<)*!07*A/1(=*,!<7,J()!+284!9(738)<27*,!@27<792<1!92)90A38<79*3 
• -4(3*!@)(A!A27()28=!*84729!;)(0/3 
• -4(3*!07,*)!84*!27@10*79*!(@!<19(4(1!()!,)0;3!
• [)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3!3**G27;!8)*<8A*78 
• d(A*1*33!/*(/1* 

• -4(3*!12F27;!27!<)*<3!(@!;)*<8*)!,*/)2F<82(7 

• -4(3*!+284!(84*)!A*78<1!4*<184!2330*3!<7,!30.38<79*!<.03*JA2303*!,23(),*)3 
• -4(3*!+284!/(()*)!278*11*980<1!@07982(727;! 
• L038(,2<1!<7,!7(7O9038(,2<1!(@@*7,*)3!

5&$$ Y29*73**3!<7,!<//129<783!+211!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!,*A(738)<8*!84*=!4<F*!9<)*@011=!
9(732,*)*,!4(+!8(!/)(8*98!9421,)*7!<7,!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!@)(A!4<)A!<7,!4<F*!
<,*?0<8*!<))<7;*A*783!@()!/)*F*7827;!07,*)<;*!;<A.127;!(7!84*2)!/)*A23*3&!-4*!
A*<30)*3!84<8!34(01,!.*!9(732,*)*,!+4*)*!<//)(/)2<8*!<)*C!!

• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!LL-k!
• Y(9<82(7!(@!*78)<79*3!!
• H*38)298*,!(/*727;!<7,!91(327;!82A*3!8(!/)(8*98!)*32,*783!F017*)<.1*!8(!4<)A!
• e0/*)F232(7!(@!*78)<79*3!! ! ! ! ! ! !
• L(78)(11*,!<99*33!8(!84*!/)*A23*3!.=!9421,)*7!07,*)!84*!<;*!(@!"Q! 
• M*<127;!+284!/0/213!+4(!<)*!8)0<7827;>!<7,!/(1292*3!8(!<,,)*33!3*<3(7<1!/*)2(,3!
+4*)*!9421,)*7!A<=!A()*!@)*?0*781=!<88*A/8!8(!;<27!<99*33!8(!/)*A23*3!<7,!
;<A.1*!3094!<3!/)*!<7,!/(38!394((1!4(0)3>!4<1@!8*)A!<7,!394((1!4(12,<=3 

• M*32;7!1<=(08J12;4827;J@28!(08!8(!7(8!<88)<98!9421,)*7!()!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!4<F27;!<!
7<82(7<11=O)*9(;723*,!/)((@!(@!<;*!394*A*!_!-427G!#"J#5 

• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!)*;238*)*,!,(()!30/*)F23()3 
• L1*<)!3*;)*;<82(7!.*8+**7!;<A27;!<7,!7(7O;<A27;!<)*<3!27!/)*A23*3!
@)*?0*78*,!.=!9421,)*7 

• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!<,*?0<8*!32;7<;*!<7,!7(829*3! 
• e0/*)F232(7!(@!A<9427*!<)*<3!27!/)*A23*3>!/<)82901<)1=!<)*<3!8(!+4294!9421,)*7!
<)*!<,A288*,! 
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• L(78)(11*,!(/*727;!4(0)3! 
• K@@*982F*!3*1@O.<))27;!394*A*3! 
• -4*!/)(F232(7!(@!A<8*)2<13!@()!B<AL<)*>!E*8G7(+A()*!Uj!()!32A21<)>!L282S*73!
:,F29*!E0)*<0!27@()A<82(7>!1(9<1!/0.129!<7,!A*78<1!4*<184!<7,!4(0327;J4(A*1*33!
<33(92<82(73>!/)278*,!27!1<7;0<;*3!<//)(/)2<8*!8(!84*!9038(A*)!.<3*&!!

• :,F*)82327;!1(9<1!30//()8!3*)F29*3!27!84*!<)*<!3094!<3!E*<9(7!L(073*1127;!-)038!
()!84*!Vde!B<A.127;!L12729&!

• -4*!70A.*)!(@!38<@@!(7!,08=!<7,!*@@*982F*!38<@@!8)<2727;>!*3/*92<11=!27!)*1<82(7!8(!
84*!<.2128=!8(!*@@*982F*1=!6,*782@=!<7,!*7;<;*!+284!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73>!27910,27;!
/)2A<)=!278*)F*782(7!<7,!*39<1<82(7 

• :!)*?02)*A*78!84<8!9421,)*7!A038!.*!<99(A/<72*,!.=!<7!<,018!^27!/)*A23*3!+4*)*!
9421,)*7!<)*!<11(+*,D 

• K74<79*,!MEe!94*9G3!(@!38<@@ 
• W.390)27;!+27,(+3!+4*)*!<//)(/)2<8*!<7,!1<.*1127;!/)*A23*3!3(!28!23!91*<)!84<8!
84*=!<)*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3 

• e*1@O*`91032(7!394*A*3 

5&$% Z284!)*@*)*79*!8(!84(3*!/*)3(73!+284!<!A*78<1!2A/<2)A*78!()!A*78<1!4*<184!,2@@290182*3>!
(/*)<8()3!+(01,!.*!+*11O<,F23*,!8(!9(73018!<!3028<.1*!\*78<1!d*<184!:,F23()!<7,!
@()A01<8*!<!/(129=!8(!/)(8*98!8423!9<8*;()=!(@!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(7!@)(A!.*27;!4<)A*,!()!
*`/1(28*,!.=!;<A.127;!

5&$5 '()!A0182O(990/2*,!/)*A23*3!9(732,*)<82(7!34(01,!.*!;2F*7!8(!84*!<))<7;*A*783!@()!
9(78)(1127;!<99*33!8(!9421,)*7!<7,!84*!9(A/<82.2128=!(@!84*!,2@@*)*78!03*3&!e*/<)<8*!<7,!
2,*782@2<.1*!*78)<79*3!A<=!.*!)*?02)*,!8(!*730)*!84<8!/*(/1*!,(!7(8!,)2@8!27<,F*)8*781=!
278(!<!;<A.127;!<)*<&!

5&$N L421,)*7!<)*!7(8!/*)A288*,!8(!03*!L<8*;()=!L!()!<.(F*!A<9427*3!<7,!27!/)*A23*3!
+4*)*!84*3*!A<9427*3!<)*!<F<21<.1*!<7,!9421,)*7!<)*!/*)A288*,!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!84*!
129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!)*?02)*C!

• <11!L<8*;()=!L!<7,!<.(F*!A<9427*3!8(!.*!1(9<8*,!27!<7!<)*<!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!
+4294!23!3*/<)<8*,!@)(A!84*!)*A<27,*)!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!.=!<!/4=329<1!.<))2*)!8(!
/)*F*78!<99*33!(84*)!84<7!84)(0;4!<!,*32;7<8*,!*78)<79*!!

• <,0183!(71=!<,A288*,!8(!84*!<)*<!+4*)*!84*3*!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!!
• <,*?0<8*!30/*)F23*,!<99*33!8(!84*!<)*<!+4*)*!84*!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!!
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• 84*!<)*<!+4*)*!84*3*!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!23!<))<7;*,!3(!84<8!28!9<7!.*!
(.3*)F*,!.=!84*!38<@@!()!84*!129*79*!4(1,*)!!

• /)(A27*78!7(829*3!,23/1<=*,!<8!84*!*78)<79*!8(>!<7,!2732,*>!<7=!3094!<)*<3!84*)*!
27,29<827;!84<8!<99*33!8(!84*!<)*<!23!/)(42.28*,!8(!/*)3(73!07,*)!"Q!!

K`/*98<82(73!(@!(/*)<8()3C!e8<@@27;!/)(F232(7! ! ! ! !  

5&$P e8<@@!27!129*73*,!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!<)*!)*9(;723*,!<3!.*27;!30.]*98!8(!)23G!27!84*!
+()G/1<9*!@)(A!F2(1*79*!<7,!F*).<1!<.03*>!*3/*92<11=!2@!+()G27;!<1(7*&!67!<,,282(7>!1(7*!
+()G*)3!A<=!7(8!.*!<.1*!8(!30@@292*781=!3*)F*!<7,!30/*)F23*!84*!9038(A*)3>!2,*782@=!<7,!
/)*F*78!=(07;!/*(/1*!@)(A!;<A.127;>!/)(8*98!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73>!,*<1!+284!9038(A*)3!
+4(!A<=!.*!9(730A27;!<19(4(1!<7,!/)*F*78!84*!/)*A23*3!.*27;!03*,!<3!<!3(0)9*!(@!
9)2A*!()!30//()827;!9)2A*&!!

5&$Q Z*!*`/*98!/)*A23*3!A<7<;*A*78!8(!)*9(;723*!<7,!<,,)*33!8423!<3!/<)8!(@!84*2)!
A<7<;*A*78!<))<7;*A*783>!*3/*92<11=!<8!82A*3!+4*)*!28!4<3!.**7!2,*782@2*,!84<8!84*)*!
23!<!3/2G*!27!9)2A*3!<)(07,!84*!/)*A23*3&!!

5&$R Z*!*`/*98!84*)*!8(!.*!<7!<,*?0<8*!70A.*)!(@!38<@@!<7,!A<7<;*)3!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!8(!
9(F*)!G*=!/(2783!84)(0;4(08!84*!,<=>!*3/*92<11=!+4*)*!/)*A23*3!<)*!91(3*!8(!
394((13J9(11*;*3J072F*)3282*3>!/0.3>!.<)3>!34(//27;!9*78)*3!<7,!38<,2<&!

K`/*98<82(73!(@!(/*)<8()3C!M<8<!;<84*)27;!<7,!34<)27;!
5&%T j**/27;!8)<9G!(@!84*!2792,*79*!<7,!4<7,127;!(@!/)(.1*A!;<A.127;!27!\<794*38*)!23!<!

G*=!/<)8!(@!/)(A(827;!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3&!Z*!*`/*98!<11!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!8(!
A<278<27!<!1(;!<7,!34<)*!8423!<7,!(84*)!27@()A<82(7!+284!84*!Y29*7327;!U728!0/(7!
)*?0*38&!

5&%" M<8<!84<8!+*!9(732,*)!34(01,!.*!)*9(),*,!<7,!34<)*,!27910,*3!^.08!23!7(8!*`91032F*!8(D!
Z*!+(01,!*`/*98!84<8!<11!)*9(),3!27910,27;!82A*!<7,!,<8*!<1(7;!+284!<!34()8!,*39)2/82(7!
(@!84*!2792,*78!<7,!<982(7!8<G*7C!

1) L038(A*)!278*)F*782(73 
2) L<3*3!+4*)*!/*)3(73!+4(!4<F*!,*92,*,!8(!F(1078<)21=!*`910,*!84*A3*1F*3!@)(A!
84*!/)*A23*3!4<F*!8)2*,!8(!;<27!*78)= 

3) \<7,<8()=!*`91032(73!7**,27;!*7@()9*A*78! 
4) :88*A/83!8(!*78*)!.=!84(3*!07,*)<;*!27!<!9<1*7,<)!A(784! 
5) :88*A/83!8(!*78*)!.=!84(3*!07,*)<;*!27!84*!9(A/<7=!(@!<,0183! 
6) :88*A/83!8(!*78*)!.=!84(3*!07,*)<;*!+284!9(A/12928!<,0183! 
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7) 6792,*783!(@!X<8!)23G!.*4<F2(0)I! 
8) 6792,*783!(@!X.*4<F2(0)!)*?02)27;!2AA*,2<8*!278*)F*782(7I! 

5&%# Z*!*`/*98!84<8!8423!<//129<82(7!+211!.*!/)(F2,*,!8(!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!<770<11=&!!
5&%$ :!8*A/1<8*!@()!8423!27@()A<82(7!8(!.*!/)(F2,*,!23!<8!://*7,2`!#&!!

K`/*98<82(7!(@!<//129<783C!e8<@@!-)<2727;!<7,!j7(+1*,;* 

5&%% Z*!*`/*98!<11!9038(A*)O@<927;!<7,!A<7<;*A*78!38<@@!27!/)*A23*3!129*73*,!07,*)!84*!
B<A.127;!:98!#TT5!8(!4<F*!30@@292*78!G7(+1*,;*!8(!8<9G1*!)23G3!<33(92<8*,!+284!
;<A.127;!<7,!G7(+!4(+!8(!/)(A(8*!)*3/(732.1*!;<A.127;&!:A(7;38!(84*)!*1*A*783>!
38<@@!G7(+1*,;*!34(01,!27910,*!^+4*)*!<//)(/)2<8*DC!

1) -4*!2A/()8<79*!(@!3(92<1!)*3/(732.2128=!^[)*A23*3!A<=!+234!8(!3**G!<7!<0,28!@)(A!
B<AL<)*!27!(),*)!8(!(.8<27!<!9*)82@29<8*!(@!e(92<1!H*3/(732.2128=D 

2) L<03*3!<7,!9(73*?0*79*3!(@!/)(.1*A!;<A.127; 

$D 6,*782@=27;!<7,!9(AA0729<827;!+284!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73C!/)2A<)=!278*)F*782(7!<7,!
*39<1<82(7>!30//()8*,!.=!42;4!?0<128=!8)<2727;!;2F*7!84*!94<11*7;27;!7<80)*!(@!
84*3*!9(7F*)3<82(73&!

4) M*<127;!+284!/)(.1*A!;<A.1*)3C!*`91032(7!^A<7,<8()=!<7,!F(1078<)=D!<7,!
*39<1<827;!@()!<,F29*J8)*<8A*78!27910,27;!1(9<1!8)*<8A*78!/)(F2,*)3 

5) H*@03<1!(@!*78)=!^<19(4(1!<7,!,)0;3D! 
6) :;*!F*)2@29<82(7!/)(9*,0)*3!<7,!7**,!8(!)*80)7!38<G*3J+284,)<+!+27727;3!2@!07,*)!
<;*!/*)3(73!@(07,!;<A.127; 

7) 6A/()8<79*!<7,!*7@()9*A*78!(@!82A*J3/*7,!12A283 
8) -4*!9(7,282(73!(@!84*!129*79* 

9) \<278<2727;!<7!2792,*78!1(; 

10) W@@*79*3!07,*)!84*!B<A.127;!:98 
11) L<8*;()2*3!(@!;<A27;!A<9427*3!<7,!84*!38<G*3!<7,!(,,3!<33(92<8*,!+284!*<94!
A<9427* 

12) -=/*3!(@!;<A27;!<7,!84*!38<G*3!<7,!(,,3!<33(92<8*,!+284!*<94 

13) :.2128=!8(!32;7/(38!9038(A*)3!8(!30//()8!3*)F29*3!+284!)*3/*98!8(!/)(.1*A!
;<A.127;>!@27<792<1!A<7<;*A*78>!,*.8!<,F29*!*89& 

14) e<@*!9<34O4<7,127;J/<=A*78!(@!+27727;3 
15) 6,*782@=!@();*,!6M!<7,!.<)!84(3*!0327;!@();*,!6M!@)(A!84*!/)*A23*3 
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16) j7(+1*,;*!(@!<!/)(.1*A!;<A.127;!4*1/127*!70A.*)!^@()!84*2)!(+7!03*!<3!+*11!<3!
84<8!(@!9038(A*)3D 

17) -4*!2A/()8<79*!(@!7(8!*79(0)<;27;!9038(A*)3!8(C 
(a) 679)*<3*!84*!<A(078!(@!A(7*=!84*=!4<F*!,*92,*,!8(!;<A.1*! 
^.D K78*)!278(!9(78270(03!;<A.127;!@()!<!/)(1(7;*,!/*)2(,!
^9D L(78270*!;<A.127;!+4*7!84*=!4<F*!*`/)*33*,!<!+234!8(!38(/!
^,D H*O;<A.1*!+27727;3!
^*D L4<3*!1(33*3&!

5&%5 :.(F*!<7,!.*=(7,!8423!+*!*`/*98!A<7<;*)3!8(!4<F*!<7!27O,*/84!G7(+1*,;*!(@!<11!(@!84*!
<.(F*!<7,!.*!<.1*!8(!30//()8!38<@@!27!*730)27;!84*!42;4*38!38<7,<),3!+284!)*;<),!8(!
/)(8*9827;!9421,)*7!<7,!(84*)!F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!@)(A!.*27;!4<)A*,!()!*`/1(28*,!.=!
;<A.127;&!67!3(!@<)!<3!8)<2727;>!+*!,(!7(8!278*7,!8(!,0/129<8*!<7=!*`23827;!8)<2727;!
)*?02)*A*78>!3094!<3!A<=!.*!)*?02)*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!L(,*!(@![)<9829*&!

K`/*98<82(7!(@!<//129<783C!B<A27;!A<9427*3!J!1<=(083!
5&%N 68!23!<7!(/*)<8()I3!)*3/(732.2128=!8(!*730)*!38<@@!<)*!<.1*!8(!*@@*982F*1=!A(728()!;<A27;!

A<9427*!/1<=!@()!<!70A.*)!(@!)*<3(73!84<8!<)*!/<)8!(@!84*!(/*)<8()I3!129*79*!9(7,282(73&!
:;*!F*)2@29<82(7>!9038(A*)!278*)<982(7!<7,!3*1@O*`91032(7!/(1292*3!<11!)*?02)*!(/*)<8()3!8(!
8<G*!278(!<99(078!84*!38)0980)*!<7,!1<=(08!(@!84*2)!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3&!!

5&%P -4*!Y29*79*!9(7,282(73!<7,!9(,*!(@!/)<9829*!^YLL[D!38<8*C!X'<921282*3!@()!;<A.127;!A038!
(71=!.*!(@@*)*,!27!<!A<77*)!+4294!/)(F2,*3!@()!<//)(/)2<8*!30/*)F232(7!(@!84(3*!@<921282*3!
.=!38<@@!<8!<11!82A*3I&! !

5&%Q :!39)**7!()!/(,!<)(07,!<!;<A27;!A<9427*>!,*32;7*,!8(!279)*<3*!84*!/)2F<9=!(@!84*!
/1<=*)>!9(01,!/)*F*78!38<@@!27!<!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!@)(A!*@@*982F*1=!A(728()27;!;<A27;!
A<9427*!/1<=!!

5&%R W/*)<8()3!+211!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!.*!<.1*!8(!*F2,*79*!8(!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!4(+!84*=!
4<F*!9(732,*)*,!84*!)23G!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!<7,!2A/1*A*78*,!*@@*982F*!9(78)(13>!
/)2()!8(!84*!278)(,0982(7!(@!<7=!7*+!A<9427*!<))<7;*A*783&!

5&5T 68!+211!.*!2A/()8<78!8(!9(732,*)!84*!A*<73!.=!+4294!;<A27;!A<9427*3!<)*!30/*)F23*,!
^*&;&!127*!(@!32;48!8(!9(078*)>!*@@*982F*!LL-k>!A2))()3!()!@1(()!38<@@D!<7,!9(732,*)!+4*84*)!
84<8!23!<//)(/)2<8*!@()!84<8!/)*A23*3&!! ! ! ! !
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5&5" Z4*84*)!<A*7,A*783!8(!<!/)*A23*3!<A(078!8(!<!XA<8*)2<1!94<7;*I!+<))<7827;!<7!
<//129<82(7!8(!F<)=!84*!/)*A23*3!129*79*!07,*)!3&"QP!(@!84*!B<A.127;!:98!23!<!A<88*)!@()!
1(9<1!,*8*)A27<82(7!<7,!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!<,(/8!<!9(AA(7O3*73*!<//)(<94&!
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6. [)*A23*3O3/*92@29!9(732,*)<82(73 

:,018!B<A27;!L*78)*3 
N&" :,018!;<A27;!9*78)*3!^:BL3D!<)*!/)*A23*3!<.1*!8(!A<G*!9<8*;()=!E>!L!<7,!M!;<A27;!

A<9427*3!<F<21<.1*!8(!84*2)!9038(A*)3&![*)3(73!(/*)<827;!<7!:BL!A038!4(1,!<!;<A27;!
A<9427*3!;*7*)<1!(/*)<827;!129*79*!@)(A!84*!L(AA2332(7!<3!+*11!<3!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!
@)(A!84*!L(07921&!

N&# -423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!3/*92@29<11=!4<F*!)*;<),!8(!84*!7**,!8(!/)(8*98!9421,)*7!<7,!
F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!@)(A!4<)A!()!.*27;!*`/1(28*,!.=!;<A.127;!<7,!+211!*`/*98!84*!
<//129<78!8(!3<823@=!84*!<084()28=!84<8!84*)*!+211!.*!30@@292*78!A*<30)*3!8(>!@()!*`<A/1*>!
*730)*!84<8!07,*)!"Q!=*<)!(1,3!,(!7(8!4<F*!<99*33!8(!84*!/)*A23*3&!!!

N&$ Z4*)*!;<A.127;!@<921282*3!<)*!/)(F2,*,!<8!/)*A23*3!<3!<!30//1*A*78<)=!<982F28=!8(!84*!
A<27!/0)/(3*!(@!84*!/)*A23*3i!*&;&!A(8()+<=!3*)F29*!<)*<3!<7,!34(//27;!A<113&!-4*!
9(07921!+211!*`/*98!84*!;<A.127;!<)*<!8(!.*!91*<)1=!,*@27*,!8(!*730)*!84<8!9038(A*)3!<)*!
@011=!<+<)*!84<8!84*=!<)*!A<G27;!<!94(29*!8(!*78*)!278(!84*!;<A.127;!/)*A23*3!<7,!84<8!
84*!/)*A23*3!23!<,*?0<8*1=!30/*)F23*,!<8!<11!82A*3&!

L<327(3 
N&% \<794*38*)!(71=!4<3!9<327(3!84<8!+*)*!/)*F2(031=!129*73*,!07,*)!84*!B<A27;!:98!"RNQ!

<7,!4<F*!.**7!30.3*?0*781=!9(7F*)8*,!278(!B<A.127;!:98!#TT5!L(7F*)8*,!L<327(!
[)*A23*3!Y29*79*3&!-4*)*!<)*!7(!3A<11!()!1<);*!9<327(3&!

N&5 -4*!B<A.127;!:98!38<8*3!84<8!<!9<327(!23!<7!<))<7;*A*78!+4*)*.=!/*(/1*!<)*!;2F*7!84*!
(//()80728=!8(!/<)8292/<8*!27!(7*!()!A()*!9<327(!;<A*3!+4*)*.=!9<327(!;<A*3!<)*!
,*@27*,!<3!<!;<A*!(@!94<79*!+4294!23!7(8!*?0<1!94<79*!;<A27;&!-423!A*<73!84<8!
9<327(!;<A*3!(@@*)!84*!94<79*!@()!A0182/1*!/<)8292/<783!8(!8<G*!/<)8!27!<!;<A*!
9(A/*827;!<;<2738!84*!4(03*!()!.<7G!<8!,2@@*)*78!(,,3!8(!84*2)!@*11(+!/1<=*)3&!!L<327(3!
9<7!<13(!/)(F2,*!*?0<1!94<79*!;<A27;!<7,!;<A27;!A<9427*3&!

XV(!L<327(3I!)*3(1082(7 

N&N -423!129*7327;!<084()28=!4<3!7(8!/<33*,!<!X7(!9<327(I!)*3(1082(7!07,*)!e*982(7!"NN!(@!84*!
B<A.127;!:98!#TT5>!.08!23!<+<)*!84<8!28!4<3!84*!/(+*)!8(!,(!3(&!!!e4(01,!8423!129*7327;!
<084()28=!,*92,*!27!84*!@080)*!8(!/<33!3094!<!)*3(1082(7>!28!+211!0/,<8*!8423!/(129=!
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38<8*A*78!+284!,*8<213!(@!84<8!)*3(1082(7&!!:7=!3094!,*9232(7!+211!.*!A<,*!.=!84*!'011!
L(07921&!

E27;(!/)*A23*3 
N&P -4*!B<A.127;!:98!#TT5!,(*3!7(8!9(78<27!<!,*@27282(7!(@!E27;(&!68!23!8(!4<F*!283!(),27<)=!

<7,!7<80)<1!A*<727;!<7,!84*!:98!,(*3!382/01<8*!84<8!o.27;(p!A*<73!<7=!F*)32(7!(@!84<8!
;<A*>!2))*3/*982F*!(@!4(+!28!23!,*39)2.*,&!-+(!8=/*3!(@!.27;(!A<=!.*!(@@*)*,C!

• L<34!.27;(>!+4*)*!84*!38<G*3!/<7*1!A<,*!0/!84*!9<34!/)2S*!84<8I3!+(7i!()!
• [)2S*!.27;(>!+4*)*!F<)2(03!@()A3!(@!/)2S*3!23!+(7>!7(8!,2)*981=!)*1<827;!8(!84*!
38<G*3!/<7*1!

N&Q e0.]*98!8(!84*!)01*3!(@!27,2F2,0<1!(/*)<8()3>!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*(/1*!<)*!<11(+*,!278(!
.27;(!/)*A23*3&!d(+*F*)>!84*=!<)*!7(8!/*)A288*,!8(!/<)8292/<8*!27!84*!.27;(!<7,!2@!
9<8*;()=!E!()!L!A<9427*3!<)*!A<,*!<F<21<.1*!@()!03*!84*3*!A038!.*!3*/<)<8*,!@)(A!
<)*<3!+4*)*!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*(/1*!<)*!<11(+*,&!

N&R Z4*)*!9<8*;()=!L!()!<.(F*!A<9427*3!<)*!<F<21<.1*!27!/)*A23*3!8(!+4294!9421,)*7!<)*!
<,A288*,!84*7!84*!9(07921!+211!*730)*!84<8C!

• <11!3094!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!27!<7!<)*<!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!3*/<)<8*!@)(A!84*!
)*A<27,*)!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!.=!<!/4=329<1!.<))2*)!+4294!23!*@@*982F*!8(!/)*F*78!
<99*33!(84*)!84<7!84)(0;4!<!,*32;7<8*,!*78)<79*&!'()!8423!/0)/(3*>!<!)(/*>!@1(()!
A<)G27;3!()!32A21<)!/)(F232(7!+211!7(8!30@@29*!<7,!84*!9(07921!A<=!273238!(7!<!
/*)A<7*78!.<))2*)!(@!<8!1*<38!(7*!A*8)*!42;4!!

• (71=!<,0183!<)*!<,A288*,!8(!84*!<)*<!+4*)*!84*!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!
• <99*33!8(!84*!<)*<!+4*)*!84*!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!23!30/*)F23*,!<8!<11!82A*3!
• 84*!<)*<!+4*)*!84*!A<9427*3!<)*!1(9<8*,!23!<))<7;*,!3(!84<8!28!9<7!.*!(.3*)F*,!
.=!38<@@!

• <8!84*!*78)<79*!8(>!<7,!2732,*!<7=!3094!<)*<!84*)*!<)*!/)(A27*781=!,23/1<=*,!
7(829*3!27,29<827;!84<8!<99*33!8(!84*!<)*<!23!/)(42.28*,!8(!/*(/1*!07,*)!"Q!

• 9421,)*7!+211!7(8!.*!<,A288*,!8(!.27;(!/)*A23*3!071*33!<99(A/<72*,!.=!<7!<,018&!!

N&"T -4*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!4<3!/)(F2,*,!B02,<79*!@()!Y29*7327;!:084()282*3!<7,!
Y29*79*!L(7,282(73!<7,!L(,*!(@![)<9829*!+4294!<)*!<//12*,!8(!W/*)<8()I3!Y29*79*3&!!
-4*!9(07921!+211!8<G*!8423!278(!9(732,*)<82(7!+4*7!,*8*)A2727;!129*79*!<//129<82(73!@()!
.27;(!/)*A23*3&!!
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N&"" Z4*)*!9*)8<27!A*<30)*3!<)*!7(8!<1)*<,=!<,,)*33*,!.=!84*!A<7,<8()=J,*@<018!
9(7,282(73>!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!L(,*!(@![)<9829*!()!84*!<//129<78>!84*!9(07921!
A<=!9(732,*)!129*79*!9(7,282(73!8(!<,,)*33!3094!2330*3&!

K1*98)(729!.27;(!;<A27;!A<9427*3 
N&"# Z4*)*!<!/)*A23*3!278*7,3!(7!/)(F2,27;!*1*98)(729!8*)A27<13!8(!/1<=!.27;(>!+*!+211!*`/*98!

(/*)<8()3!^<3!/<)8!(@!84*2)!<//129<82(7D!8(!/)(F2,*!<!.)*<G,(+7!(@!84*!70A.*)!(@!
*1*98)(729!.27;(!8*)A27<13!84<8!+211!.*!/)(F2,*,!<8!84*!/)*A23*3!

B<A27;!A<9427*3!<8!.27;(!/)*A23*3!
N&"$ 67!<,,282(7!8(!.27;(>!8423!/)*A23*3!129*79*!+211!<084()23*!84*!/)(F232(7!(@!<!12A28*,!

70A.*)!(@!;<A27;!A<9427*3!27!127*!+284!84*!/)(F232(73!(@!84*!:98&!E27;(!/)*A23*3!
129*79*3!<084()23*!<!A<`2A0A!(@!#Tf!(@!84*!8(8<1!70A.*)!(@!;<A27;!A<9427*3!+4294!
<)*!<F<21<.1*!@()!03*!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!9<8*;()2*3!E$!()!E%&!

N&"% E27;(!@<921282*3!27!.27;(!/)*A23*3!A<=!7(8!.*!(@@*)*,!.*8+**7!84*!4(0)3!(@!A2,72;48!<7,!
R<A&!d(+*F*)>!84*)*!<)*!7(!)*38)2982(73!(7!<99*33!8(!;<A27;!A<9427*3!27!.27;(!
/)*A23*3&!!

N&"5 -4*!YLL[!)*?02)*3!^e(92<1!H*3/(732.2128=!L(,*![)(F232(7!RD!84<8!;<A27;!A<9427*3!<)*!
(71=!A<,*!<F<21<.1*!27!9(A.27<82(7!+284!84*!7<A*,!7(7O)*A(8*!<982F28=!(@!84*!(/*)<827;!
129*79*&!e(>!071*33!<!.27;(!/)*A23*3!(/*)<8()!(@@*)3!30.38<782F*!@<921282*3!@()!7(7O
)*A(8*!.27;(!28!34(01,!7(8!A<G*!;<A27;!A<9427*3!<F<21<.1*!@()!03*!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!27!
?0*382(7&!

N&"N :3!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=>!+*!+211!7**,!8(!3<823@=!(0)3*1F*3!84<8!<!/)*A23*3!<//1=27;!@()!
()!129*73*,!@()!.27;(!23!(/*)<827;!()!+211!(/*)<8*!27!<!A<77*)!+4294!<!9038(A*)!+(01,!
)*<3(7<.1=!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!)*9(;723*!<3!<!/)*A23*3!129*73*,!@()!84*!/0)/(3*3!(@!
/)(F2,27;!@<921282*3!@()!.27;(&!K?0<11=>!+*!A038!*730)*!84<8!<!/)*A23*3!129*73*,!@()!84*!
/0)/(3*3!(@!/)(F2,27;!@<921282*3!@()!.27;(!23!(/*)<827;!<3!3094!<7,!23!7(8!A*)*1=!<!F*4291*!
8(!(@@*)!42;4*)!38<G*!<7,!/)2S*!;<A27;!A<9427*3&!

N&"P -4*)*@()*>!+*!+211!*`/*98!(/*)<8()3!^<3!/<)8!(@!84*2)!<//129<82(7D!8(!/)(F2,*!27@()A<82(7!
(7C!

• <7=!82A*3!84*=!278*7,!8(!/)(F2,*!;<A27;!A<9427*3!<8!<7=!82A*3!84<8!.27;(!
@<921282*3!<)*!7(8!/)(F2,*,!

• 4(+!84*!/)*A23*3!+211!.*!)*9(;723*,!<3!<!/)*A23*3!129*73*,!@()!/)(F2,27;!
@<921282*3!@()!.27;(!
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• :!.)*<G,(+7!(@!;<A27;!A<9427*!70A.*)3!^.=!9<8*;()=D!!

N&"Q -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!23!9(79*)7*,!84<8!1<8*)!(/*727;!4(0)3!+211!<88)<98!84*!A()*!
F017*)<.1*>!3094!<3!84(3*!+4(!<)*!278(`29<8*,!()!+4(!4<F*!;<A.127;!<,,2982(73&!-4*!
129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!*`/*98!<//129<783!9<7!,*A(738)<8*!84<8!)(.038!A*<30)*3!+211!.*!
27!/1<9*!8(!/)(8*98!84*!F017*)<.1*!<7,!84*!<,,282(7<1!4(0)3!<)*!7(8!.*27;!3(0;48!8(!8<G*!
<,F<78<;*!(@!84*!;<A27;!A<9427*!*78281*A*78&!

N&"R -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!03*!84*2)!/(+*)!8(!)*38)298!84*!92)90A38<79*3!27!+4294!84*=!
<)*!<F<21<.1*!@()!03*!+4*7!<//)(/)2<8*!.=!+<=!(@!9(7,282(73&!Z4*7!9(732,*)27;!
2A/(327;!9(7,282(73>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!8<G*!278(!<99(078>!<A(7;!(84*)!@<98()3C!!

• 84*!32S*!<7,!/4=329<1!1<=(08!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!!
• 84*!70A.*)!(@!9(078*)!/(3282(73!<7,!38<@@!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!!
• 84*!<.2128=!(@!38<@@!8(!A(728()!84*!03*!(@!A<9427*3!.=!9421,)*7>!=(07;!/*)3(73!
07,*)!84*!<;*!(@!"Q!()!F017*)<.1*!/*(/1*!

N&#T -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!7(8!3**G!8(!12A28!84*!70A.*)!(@!;<A.127;!A<9427*3!.=!
9<8*;()=!<3!8423!*78281*,!/)(F232(7!23!,*@27*,!27!84*!B<A.127;!:98&!d(+*F*)>!+*!+211!3**G!
8(!*730)*!84<8!84*!70A.*)!<7,!/)(F232(7!(@!;<A27;!A<9427*3!<)*!(71=!/)(F2,*,!27!<!
A<77*)!+4294!<!9038(A*)!+(01,!)*<3(7<.1=!.*!*`/*98*,!8(!)*9(;723*!<3!<!/)*A23*3!
129*73*,!@()!84*!/0)/(3*3!(@!/)(F2,27;!@<921282*3!@()!.27;(&!

N&#" -(!9(78<27!84*!07<F(2,<.1*!)23G!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3!<33(92<8*,!+284!;<A27;!
A<9427*3>!/)*A23*3!+4294!(@@*)!A<9427*3!A038!.*!<//)(/)2<8*1=!30/*)F23*,&!

N&## -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!27@()A<82(7!)*?02)*,!@)(A!<7!<//129<78!@()!<!7*+!/)*A23*3!()!
@()!<!F<)2<82(7!8(!<7!*`23827;!/)*A23*3!27!(),*)!8(!3<823@=!84*A3*1F*3!<3!8(!84*!A<88*)3!
3*8!(08!<8!3"5$!(@!84*!:98&!-423!27910,*3!84*!9(,*3!(@!/)<9829*!<7,!84*!B<A.127;!
L(AA2332(7I3!;02,<79*!8(!129*7327;!<084()282*3&!

cK78*)8<27A*78I!E27;(!!
N&#$ :!/4*7(A*7(7!(F*)!)*9*78!=*<)3!4<3!.**7!84*!*F(1082(7!(@!.0327*33*3>!3094!<3!

E(7;(I3!E27;(>!/)(F2,27;!@<921282*3!@()!42;4!80)7(F*)!.27;(!^84*!<;;)*;<8*!38<G*3!()!
/)2S*3!@()!.27;(!27!<7=!3*F*7!,<=!/*)2(,!A<=!*`9**,!m#>TTTDi!8=/29<11=!/)(F2,27;!*?0<1!
94<79*!;<A27;!<8!/0.3!<7,!72;48910.3>!27!)*12<79*!(7!84*!<19(4(1!129*79*!4*1,!.=!84*!
/)*A23*3>!<7,!84*)*@()*!,(27;!3(!07,*)!84*!)01*3!@()!*`*A/8!;<A27;&!

N&#% Z*!7(8*!84<8!28!23!<!9(7,282(7!(@!3(A*!3094!9(A/<72*3I!(/*)<8()I3!129*79*!84<8!84*=!A038!
7(82@=!.(84!84*!L(AA2332(7!<7,!84*!)*1*F<78!Y:!<8!1*<38!#Q!,<=3!.*@()*!<7=!*F*78!8<G*3!
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/1<9*!27!7*+!/)*A23*3>!.=!/)(F2,27;!<!,*39)2/82(7!(@!84*!*F*78!8<G27;!/1<9*>!<!9(/=!(@!
84*!/)*A23*3!9(78)<98!<7,!<7=!<A*7,A*78!8(!84*!)01*3!(@!84*!.27;(&!

N&#5 Z*!+(01,!*79(0)<;*!F*70*3!4(3827;!3094!*F*783!8(!/)(A(8*!)*3/(732.1*!;<A.127;!
A*33<;27;!<8!84*A&!

E*8827;![)*A23*3! ! ! ! ! ! !  

N&#N Z*!*79(0)<;*!(/*)<8()3!8(!/<)8292/<8*!27!84*!e<@*.*8!:112<79*!27!(),*)!8(!4*1/!*730)*!
84*!42;4*38!38<7,<),3!@()!84*!3<@*8=!<7,!3*90)28=!(@!38<@@!+()G27;!<8!.*8827;!/)*A23*3&!
Z4*)*!<7!(/*)<8()!,(*3!7(8!/<)8292/<8*!27!84*!394*A*>!28!23!*`/*98*,!84<8!84*=!9<7!
3<823@<98()21=!,*A(738)<8*!84*!3*90)28=!A*<30)*3!84*=!279()/()<8*!<)*!<,*?0<8*&!!

N&#P Y29*73*,!.*8827;!/)*A23*3!<)*!(71=!/*)A288*,!8(!(@@*)!;<A.127;!@<921282*3!.*8+**7!P<A!
<7,!"T/A>!071*33!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!4<3!;)<78*,!<!F<)2<82(7!<//129<82(7!8(!*`8*7,!
84*3*!4(0)3&!-4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!23!9(79*)7*,!84<8!1<8*)!(/*727;!4(0)3!+211!<88)<98!84*!
A()*!F017*)<.1*>!3094!<3!84(3*!+4(!<)*!278(`29<8*,!()!+4(!4<F*!;<A.127;!<,,2982(73&!
-4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!<13(!4<3!9(79*)73!84<8!129*73*,!.*8827;!/)*A23*3!(/*)<8()3!A<=!
3**G!8(!*`8*7,!84*!/*)A288*,!4(0)3!@()!84*!/)2A<)=!/0)/(3*!(@!A<G27;!;<A27;!A<9427*3!
<F<21<.1*!8(!9038(A*)3!@()!1(7;*)&!!

N&#Q :3!<!9(73*?0*79*>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!23!0712G*1=!8(!;)<78!F<)2<82(7!(@!4(0)3I!
<//129<82(73!071*33!<//129<783!9<7!,*A(738)<8*!84<8!)(.038!A*<30)*3!+211!.*!27!/1<9*!8(!
/)(8*98!84*!F017*)<.1*!<7,!84*!<,,282(7<1!4(0)3!<)*!7(8!.*27;!3(0;48!8(!8<G*!<,F<78<;*!
(@!84*!;<A27;!A<9427*!*78281*A*78&!!

N&#R -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!03*!84*2)!/(+*)!8(!)*38)298!84*!70A.*)!(@!.*8827;!A<9427*3!
^.*8!)*9*2/8!8*)A27<13D>!84*2)!7<80)*!<7,!84*!92)90A38<79*3!27!+4294!84*=!<)*!<F<21<.1*!
@()!03*!+4*7!<//)(/)2<8*!.=!+<=!(@!9(7,282(73&!Z4*7!9(732,*)27;!2A/(327;!9(7,282(73>!
84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!8<G*!278(!<99(078>!<A(7;!(84*)!@<98()3C!!

• !84*!32S*!<7,!/4=329<1!1<=(08!(@!84*!/)*A23*3!!
• !84*!70A.*)!(@!9(078*)!/(3282(73!<7,!38<@@!(7!84*!/)*A23*3!!
• !84*!<.2128=!(@!38<@@!8(!A(728()!84*!03*!(@!A<9427*3!.=!9421,)*7>!=(07;!/*)3(73!
07,*)!84*!<;*!(@!"Q!()!F017*)<.1*!/*(/1*!!

N&$T E*8827;!A<9427*3!O!-423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211>!<3!/*)!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7c3!
B02,<79*>!8<G*!278(!<99(078!84*!32S*!(@!84*!/)*A23*3>!84*!70A.*)!(@!9(078*)!/(3282(73!
<F<21<.1*!@()!/*)3(7O8(O/*)3(7!8)<73<982(73>!<7,!84*!<.2128=!(@!38<@@!8(!A(728()!84*!03*!(@!
84*!A<9427*3!.=!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*)3(73!^28!23!<7!(@@*79*!@()!84(3*!07,*)!"Q!8(!.*8D!
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()!.=!F017*)<.1*!/*(/1*>!+4*7!9(732,*)27;!84*!70A.*)J7<80)*J92)90A38<79*3!(@!.*8827;!
A<9427*3!<7!(/*)<8()!+<783!8(!(@@*)&!68!23!7(8*,!84<8!84<8!9421,)*7!<)*!7(8!<.1*!8(!;(!278(!
/)*A23*3!+284!84*!.*7*@28!(@!<!E*8827;![)*A23*3!Y29*79*&! ! ! !

^Y29*73*,D!'<A21=!K78*)8<27A*78!L*78)*3 
N&$" -4*!:98!9)*<8*3!8+(!91<33*3!(@!@<A21=!*78*)8<27A*78!9*78)*!^'KLD&!Y29*73*,!'KLI3!

/)(F2,*!9<8*;()=!L!<7,!M!A<9427*3!<7,!)*?02)*!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*&!U7129*73*,!'KLI3!
/)(F2,*!9<8*;()=!M!A<9427*3!(71=!<)*!)*;01<8*,!84)(0;4!'KL!;<A27;!A<9427*!/*)A283&!

N&$# -423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!3/*92@29<11=!4<F*!)*;<),!8(!84*!7**,!8(!/)(8*98!9421,)*7!<7,!
F017*)<.1*!/*)3(73!@)(A!4<)A!()!.*27;!*`/1(28*,!.=!;<A.127;!<7,!+211!*`/*98!84*!
<//129<78!8(!3<823@=!84*!<084()28=>!@()!*`<A/1*>!84<8!84*)*!+211!.*!30@@292*78!A*<30)*3!8(!
*730)*!84<8!07,*)!"QO=*<)O(1,3!,(!7(8!4<F*!<99*33!8(!84*!<,018!(71=!;<A27;!A<9427*!
<)*<3&!W/*)<8()3!34(01,!*730)*!84<8!<!/)((@!(@!<;*!394*A*!23!27!@()9*&!

N&$$ -423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211>!<3!/*)!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!;02,<79*>!)*@*)!8(!84*!
L(AA2332(7I3!+*.328*!8(!3**!<7=!9(7,282(73!84<8!<//1=!8(!(/*)<827;!129*79*3!9(F*)27;!
84*!+<=!27!+4294!84*!<)*<!9(78<2727;!84*!9<8*;()=!L!A<9427*3!34(01,!.*!,*127*<8*,&!!
-423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!<13(!A<G*!283*1@!<+<)*!(@!<7=!A<7,<8()=!()!,*@<018!
9(7,282(73!(7!84*3*!/)*A23*3!129*79*3>!+4*7!84*=!4<F*!.**7!/0.1234*,&!

W99<32(7<1!03*!7(829*3! ! ! ! ! !  

N&$% W99<32(7<1!U3*!V(829*3!^WUVD!<)*!,*32;7*,!8(!<11(+!129*73*,!.*8827;!(/*)<8()3!8(!
/)(F2,*!.*8827;!@<921282*3!<8!;*7027*!3/()827;!*F*783>!3094!<3!/(278O8(!/(278!)<9*9(0)3*3!
<7,!;(1@!9(0)3*3!@()!A<]()!9(A/*8282(73>!+28427!84*!.(07,<)2*3!(@!84*!2,*782@2*,!F*70*!(7!
<!3/*92@29!,<8*&!

N&$5 :7!WUV!A038!.*!30.A288*,!@()!K:Ld!,<=!84<8!84*!.*8827;!<982F28=!+211!.*!9(7,098*,!(7!
84*!/)*A23*3&!'()!*`<A/1*>!@(0)!7(829*3!@()!@(0)!9(73*9082F*!,<=3!(@!.*8827;!<7,!7(8!(7*!
7(829*!9(F*)27;!84*!@(0)!,<=3&!

N&$N Z*!+211!12<23*!+284!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!34(01,!+*!)*9*2F*!<7!WUV!84<8!,(*3!7(8!
)*1<8*!8(!<!;*7027*!)*9(;723*,!3/()827;!*F*78!8(!*730)*!84<8!WUVI3!<)*!7(8!A2303*,>!@()!
*`<A/1*>!F*70*3!3**G27;!8(!.*9(A*!8)<9G3!84)(0;4!<!9(78)2F*,!3/()827;!*F*78>!08212327;!
WUV3!8(!3(1*1=!()!/)2A<)21=!@<92128<8*!.*8827;!8<G27;!/1<9*!(7!*F*783!(990))27;!<+<=!@)(A!
84*!2,*782@2*,!F*70*&
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7. [*)A283!<7,!(84*)!/*)A2332(73 

:19(4(1!Y29*73*,![)*A23*3!B<A27;!\<9427*![*)A283 
P&" [)*A23*3!129*73*,!8(!3*11!<19(4(1!84<8!4<F*!<!.<)!<7,!84*!<19(4(1!23!7(8!<79211<)=!8(!@((,!

@()!9(730A/82(7!(7!84*!/)*A23*3>!4<F27;!A()*!84<7!8+(!;<A27;!A<9427*3>!+211!7**,!8(!
<//1=!@()!<!/*)A28!<7,!A038!<13(!7(82@=!84*!Y29*7327;!:084()28=!2@!84*=!4<F*!(7*!()!8+(!
A<9427*3&!67!9(732,*)27;!+4*84*)!8(!;)<78!<!/*)A28>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!4<F*!
)*;<),!8(!84*!129*7327;!(.]*982F*3>!;02,<79*!2330*,!.=!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!<7,!
<7=!(84*)!)*1*F<78!A<88*)3&![*)A283!+211!7(8!.*!;)<78*,!8(!129*73**3!+4(!4<F*!@<21*,!8(!
,*A(738)<8*!9(A/12<79*!+284!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!L(,*!(@![)<9829*&!! ! !

7.2 67!<,,282(7!8(!84*!)*?02)*A*783!(@!84*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7I3!L(,*!(@![)<9829*>!84*!
Y29*7327;!:084()28=!*`/*983!<//129<783!8(C! !  

• ,23/1<=!<,*?0<8*!7(829*3!<7,!32;73>!<,F*)82327;!84*!)*1*F<78!<;*!)*38)2982(73!!  

• /(3282(7!A<9427*3!+28427!F2*+!(@!84*!.<)!27!(),*)!@()!38<@@!8(!.*!<.1*!8(!A(728()!84*!
A<9427*3!@()!03*!.=!07,*)!<;*!()!A2303*!(@!84*!A<9427*3 

• 94<11*7;*!<7=(7*!303/*98*,!(@!.*27;!07,*)!<;*!<7,!)*@03*!<99*33 
• /)(F2,*!27@()A<82(7!1*<@1*83!<7,!J!()!4*1/O127*!70A.*)3!@()!();<723<82(73!3094!<3!
B<AL<)*!<7,!E*8G7(+A()*!Uj& 

[)2S*!B<A27;!\<9427*![*)A283!  

P&$ [)2S*!;<A27;!/)*A23*3!+211!<//*<1!8(!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*)3(73!<7,!+*2;48!+211!.*!
;2F*7!8(!9421,!/)(8*982(7!2330*3&!-4*)*@()*>!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!*`/*98!84*!
<//129<78!8(!,*A(738)<8*!84<8!84*=!<)*!3028<.1*!8(!4(1,!<!/*)A28!^2&*&!2@!84*!<//129<78!4<3!
<7=!9(7F2982(73!+4294!+(01,!A<G*!84*A!073028<.1*!8(!(/*)<8*!/)2S*!;<A27;D!<7,!84*!
3028<.2128=!(@!84*!/)*A23*3&!

P&% -4*!129*7327;!<084()28=!*`/*983!<//129<783!8(!3*8!(08!84*!8=/*3!(@!;<A27;!A<9427*3!84<8!
84*=!278*7,!8(!(@@*)!<7,!.*!<.1*!8(!,*A(738)<8*!84<8C!!

• 84*=!07,*)38<7,!84*!12A283!8(!38<G*3!<7,!/)2S*3!84<8!<)*!3*8!(08!27!)*;01<82(73 
• 84<8!84*!;<A27;!(@@*)*,!23!+28427!84*!1<+ 

P&5 -4*!B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!+*.328*!;2F*3!<,F29*!(7!8=/*3!(@!/*)A283>!9(7,282(73>!38<G*3!
<7,!/)2S*3&!e**!488/3CJJ+++&;<A.127;9(AA2332(7&;(F&0G!
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U7129*73*,!'KL3!^0'KLD 
P&N U7129*73*,!@<A21=!*78*)8<27A*78!9*78)*3!^'KLI3D!+211!/*)4</3!.*!A(38!9(AA(71=!

1(9<8*,!<8!/1<9*3!3094!<3!<2)/()83!<7,!<8!A(8()+<=!3*)F29*!9*78)*3>!<7,!+211!9<8*)!@()!
@<A212*3>!27910,27;!07<99(A/<72*,!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*)3(73&!U7129*73*,!'KLI3!+211!
.*!<.1*!8(!(@@*)!(71=!9<8*;()=!M!A<9427*3!27!)*12<79*!(7!<!;<A27;!A<9427*!/*)A28&!!

P&P Z4*)*!<!/)*A23*3!,(*3!7(8!4(1,!<!/)*A23*3!129*79*!.08!+234*3!8(!/)(F2,*!;<A27;!
A<9427*3>!28!A<=!<//1=!8(!84*!129*7327;!<084()28=!@()!8423!/*)A28&!!68!34(01,!.*!7(8*,!84<8!
84*!<//129<78!A038!34(+!84<8!84*!/)*A23*3!+211!.*!+4(11=!()!A<271=!03*,!@()!A<G27;!
;<A27;!A<9427*3!<F<21<.1*!@()!03*!^e*982(7!#$QD&!:3!<!)*3018>!28!23!;*7*)<11=!7(8!
/*)A2332.1*!@()!3094!/)*A23*3!8(!9())*3/(7,!8(!<7!*782)*!34(//27;!9*78)*>!<2)/()8>!
A(8()+<=!3*)F29*!38<82(7!()!32A21<)&!-=/29<11=>!84*!A<9427*3!+(01,!.*!27!<!,*32;7<8*,>!
*791(3*,!<)*<&!

P&Q B2F*7!84<8!84*!/)*A23*3!23!12G*1=!8(!<//*<1!/<)82901<)1=!8(!9421,)*7!<7,!=(07;!/*)3(73>!
+4*7!9(732,*)27;!<//129<82(73!@()!/*)A283!+*!+211!;2F*!+*2;48!8(!A<88*)3!)*1<827;!8(!
/)(8*982(7!(@!9421,)*7!@)(A!.*27;!4<)A*,!()!*`/1(28*,!.=!;<A.127;!<7,!<)*!G**7!8(!
*730)*!84<8!38<@@!30/*)F232(7!<,*?0<8*1=!)*@1*983!84*!1*F*1!(@!)23G!8(!8423!;)(0/&!
-4*)*@()*>!+*!+211!;*7*)<11=!*`/*98!3094!)23G3!8(!.*!<,,)*33*,!84)(0;4!*@@*982F*C!

• e8<@@!30/*)F232(7!<7,!8)<2727;! 
• M*8<21*,!/1<7! 
• e(92<1!)*3/(732.2128=!/(1292*3! 
• e8<@@!.*27;!*<321=!2,*782@2<.1*! 
• L1*<)!32;7<;* 

P&R :3!/<)8!(@!<7!<//129<82(7!@()!<!0'KL>!28!23!(0)!/(129=!84<8!<!/1<7!@()!84*!0'KL!A038!.*!
30.A288*,&!

eA<11!e(92*8=!Y(88*)2*3!
P&"T :!1(88*)=!23!3A<11!2@!84*!8(8<1!F<10*!(@!829G*83!/08!(7!3<1*!27!<!327;1*!1(88*)=!23!m#T>TTT!()!

1*33!<7,!84*!<;;)*;<8*!F<10*!(@!84*!829G*83!/08!(7!3<1*!27!<!9<1*7,<)!=*<)!23!m#5T>TTT!()!
1*33&!

P&"" -(!.*!X7(7O9(AA*)92<1I!<!3(92*8=!A038!.*!*38<.1234*,!<7,!9(7,098*,C!

• @()!94<)28<.1*!/0)/(3*3> 
• @()!84*!/0)/(3*!(@!*7<.127;!/<)8292/<82(7!27>!()!30//()827;>!3/()8>!<841*8293!()!<!
90180)<1!<982F28=i!() 
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• @()!<7=!(84*)!7(7O9(AA*)92<1!/0)/(3*!(84*)!84<7!84<8!(@!/)2F<8*!;<27& 

P&"# -423!129*7327;!<084()28=!+211!<,(/8!<!)23GO.<3*,!<//)(<94!8(+<),3!283!*7@()9*A*78!
)*3/(732.21282*3!@()!3A<11!3(92*8=!1(88*)2*3&!-423!<084()28=!9(732,*)3!84<8!84*!@(11(+27;!1238>!
<184(0;4!7(8!*`91032F*>!9(01,!<@@*98!84*!)23G!38<803!(@!84*!(/*)<8()C!

• e0.A2332(7!(@!1<8*!)*80)73!^)*80)73!A038!.*!30.A288*,!7(!1<8*)!84<7!84)**!A(7843!
<@8*)!84*!,<8*!(7!+4294!84*!1(88*)=!,)<+!+<3!4*1,D 

• e0.A2332(7!(@!279(A/1*8*!()!279())*98!)*80)73! 
• E)*<94*3!(@!84*!12A283!@()!3A<11!3(92*8=!1(88*)2*3 
• -4*!*12;2.2128=!(@!3(92*8=!<3!X7(7O9(AA*)92<1I!
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8. ://*7,2`!"!_H*3/(732.1*!:084()282*3 

!

Y29*7327;!:084()28=!
-4*![)2792/<1!Y29*7327;!W@@29*)>![)*A23*3!Y29*7327;!!
\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921>![W!E(`!5$#>!-(+7!d<11!K`8*732(7>!\<794*38*)!\NT!#Y:!
[)*A23*3&129*7327;uA<794*38*)&;(F&0G!!

K7F2)(7A*78<1!d*<184!
Y29*7327;!<7,!W08!(@!d(0)3!-*<A!^B<A.127;!Y29*79*3D!Y*F*1!">!-(+7!d<11!K`8*732(7>!
Y1(=,!e8)**8!\<794*38*)!\#!5ME!
W08(@4(0)3&9(A/12<79*uA<794*38*)&;(F&0G!!

B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)![(129*!
B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)![(129*!Y29*7327;![<)87*)342/!-*<A!Y*F*1!">!-(+7!d<11!K`8*732(7>!
Y1(=,!e8)**8!\<794*38*)!\#!5ME!
9*78)<1129*7327;u;A/&/(129*&0G!!

-4*!@2)*!<7,!)*390*!<084()28=!
V()84!\<794*38*)!'2)*!<7,!H*390*!e*)F29*!^2@!84*!/)*A23*3!4<F*!<!/(389(,*!+28427!84*!
)<7;*3!\"O\%>!\QO\R>!\""O\"$>!\"Q>!\#5D!
!
-4*!'2)*!e<@*8=!\<7<;*)>!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!'2)*!n!H*390*!e*)F29*!!
\<794*38*)!L*78)<1!'2)*!e8<82(7>!-4(A/3(7!e8)**8>!\<794*38*)!\%!5'[!
7()84A<7129uA<794*38*)@2)*&;(F&0G!
!
e(084!\<794*38*)!'2)*!<7,!H*390*!e*)F29*!^2@!84*!/)*A23*3!4<F*!<!/(389(,*!+28427!84*!
)<7;*3!\"%O\"N>!\"RO\#$>!\%T>!\RTD!
!
-4*!'2)*!e<@*8=!\<7<;*)>!B)*<8*)!\<794*38*)!'2)*!n!H*390*!e*)F29*!!
Z28427;8(7!L*78)<1!'2)*!e8<82(7>!Z21A31(+!H(<,>!Z28427;8(7>!\<794*38*)!\#T!%:Z!
3(084A<7129uA<794*38*)@2)*&;(F&0G!!
!
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e<@*;0<),27;!E(<),!
\<794*38*)!e<@*;0<),27;!L421,)*7!E(<),>!\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921>!Y*F*1!%>!-(+7!d<11!
K`8*732(7>![&W&!E(`!5$#>!\<794*38*)>!\NT!#Y:!
A39.uA<794*38*)&;(F&0G!

d\!H*F*70*!n!L038(A3!
V<82(7<1!H*;238)<82(7!U728>![()8901123!d(03*>!#"!67,2<!e8)**8>!B1<3;(+!G2 4PZ!!
7)0.*8827;n;<A27;u4A)9&;32&;(F&0G!

[1<7727;!
\<794*38*)!Y(9<1![1<7727;!:084()28=!^[)*A23*3!Y29*79*3D>![W!E(`!%$N>!-(+7!d<11!
K`8*732(7>!\<794*38*)!\NT!$Vl!
/1<7727;uA<794*38*)&;(F&0G!!

B<A.127;!L(AA2332(7!
k298()2<!e?0<)*!d(03*!
k298()2<!e?0<)*>!E2)A27;4<A>!E#!%E[!
27@(u;<A.127;9(AA2332(7&;(F&0G!

 
 
 
 
 

://129<82(73!A038!.*!30.A288*,!8(C!
[)*A23*3!Y29*7327;>!\<794*38*)!L28=!L(07921>![W!E(`!5$#>!-(+7!d<11!K`8*732(7>!
\<794*38*)!\NT!#Y:!
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R& ://*7,2`!#!_!-*A/1<8*!@()!,<8<!9(11*982(7!

-4*!,<8<!9(11*982(7!8*A/1<8*!23!<F<21<.1*!<3!<7!K`9*1!@21*!0/(7!)*?0*38!@)(A!84*!Y29*7327;!U728&!
-4*!39)**734(83!.*1(+!,*A(738)<8*!84*!27@()A<82(7!8(!.*!9(11*98*,&!

!
!

!
!

!  
Gambling Licence 

Data Collection Template.xls
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"T& ://*7,2`!$!O!B1(33<)=!

 
Term  Description  

ATM  Auto teller machine or cash machine.  
Betting  Betting is defined as making or accepting a bet on the outcome of a race, competition or other event 

or process or on the outcome of anything occurring or not occurring or on whether anything is or is 
not true. It is irrelevant if the event has already happened or not and likewise whether one person 
knows the outcome or not. (Spread betting is not included within this definition).  

Betting Machines / Bet 
Receipt Terminal  

Betting machines can be described as automated betting terminals where people can place bets on 
sporting events removing the need to queue up and place a bet over the counter.  

Bingo  There are essentially two types of bingo: cash bingo, where the stakes paid make up the cash prizes 
that can be won and prize bingo, where various forms of prizes can be won, not directly related to the 
stakes paid.  

Book  Running a 'book' is the act of quoting odds and accepting bets on an event. Hence the term 
'Bookmaker'.  

Casino games  A game of chance, which is not equal chance gaming. Casino games includes Roulette and black 
jack etc.  

Chip  Casinos in the UK require you to use chips to denote money. They are usually purchased and 
exchanged at a cashier's booth.  

Coin pusher or penny 
falls machine  

A machine of the kind which is neither a money prize machine nor a non-money prize machine  

Crane grab machine  A non-money prize machine in respect of which every prize which can be won consists of an individual 
physical object (such as a stuffed toy) won by a person’s success in manipulating a device forming 
part of the machine so as to separate, and keep separate, one or more physical objects from a group 
of such objects.  

Default condition  These are prescribed in regulations and will be attached to all classes of premises licence, unless 
excluded by the Authority.  

Equal Chance Gaming  Gaming which does not involve playing or staking against a bank.  
Fixed odds betting  If a gambler is able to establish what the return on a bet will be when it is placed, (and the activity is 

not 'gaming' see below), then it is likely to be betting at fixed odds.  
Fixed Odds betting 
terminals (FOBTs)  

FOBTs are a type of gaming machine which generally appear in licensed bookmakers. FOBTs have 
‘touch-screen’ displays and look similar to quiz machines familiar in pubs and clubs. They normally 
offer a number of games, roulette being the most popular.  

Gaming  Gaming can be defined as 'the playing of a game of chance for winnings in money or monies worth, 
whether any person playing the game is at risk of losing any money or monies worth or not'.  

Gaming Machine  Any type of machine allowing any sort of gambling activity including betting on virtual events but not 
including home computers even though users can access online gaming websites.  

Licensing Objectives  The licensing objectives are three principal goals which form the basis of the Act. Stakeholders who 
have an interest in the Act need to try and promote these objectives. The licensing objectives are:  
• Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated with crime or 
disorder or being used to support crime.  
• Ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way.  
• Protecting children and other vulnerable people from being harmed or exploited by gambling.  

Lottery  A lottery generally refers to schemes under which prizes are distributed by chance among entrants 
who have given some form of value for their chance to take part. A lottery is defined as either a simple 
lottery or a complex lottery. A simple lottery is one where people are required to pay to participate and 
one or more prizes are allocated to one or more members of a class and the prizes are allocated by 
a process which relies wholly on chance. A complex lottery is where people are required to pay to 
participate and one or more members of a class and the prizes are allocated by a series of processes 
where the first of those processes relies wholly on chance. Prize means money, articles or services 
provided by the members of the class among whom the prize is allocated. (It should be noted that the 
National Lottery is not included in this definition of lottery and is regulated by the National Lottery 
Commission).  

Money prize machine  A machine in respect of which every prize which can be won as a result of using the machine is a 
money prize.  
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Term  Description  

Non-money prize 
machine  

A machine in respect of which every prize which can be won as a result of using the machine is a 
non-money prize. The winner of the prize is determined by:  
(i) the position in which the coin or token comes to rest after it has been inserted into the machine, 
together with the position of other coins or tokens which have previously been inserted into the 
machine to pay a charge for use, or  
(ii) if the insertion of a single coin to pay the charge for use enables the person using the machine to 
release one or more tokens within the machine, the position in which such tokens come to rest after 
being released, together with the position of other tokens which have previously been so released.  

Odds  The ratio to which a bet will be paid if the bet wins, e.g. 3-1 means for every £1 bet, a person would 
receive £3 of winnings.  

Off-course betting 
operator  

Off-course betting operators may, in addition to premises away from the track, operate self-contained 
betting premises within a track premises. Such self-contained premises will provide facilities for 
betting on both events taking place at the track (on-course betting), as well as other sporting events 
taking place away from the track (off-course betting). In essence such premises operate like a 
traditional high street bookmakers. They will however only normally operate on race days.  

On-course betting 
operator  

The on-course betting operator is one who comes onto on a track, temporarily, while races are taking 
place, and operates at the track side. On-course betting operators tend to offer betting only on the 
events taking place on the track that day (on-course betting).  

Pool Betting  For the purposes of the Gambling Act, pool betting is made on terms that all or part of the winnings:  
1) Shall be determined by reference to the aggregate of the stakes paid or agreed to be paid by the 
people betting  
2) Shall be divided among the winners or  
3) Shall or may be something other than money. For the purposes of the Gambling Act, pool betting 
is horse-race pool betting if it relates to horse-racing in Britain.  

Regulations or 
Statutory instruments  

Regulations are a form of law, often referred to as delegated or secondary legislation. They have the 
same binding legal effect as Acts and usually state rules that apply generally, rather than to specific 
people or things. However, regulations are not made by Parliament. Rather, they are made by people 
or bodies to whom Parliament has delegated the authority to make them, such as a minister or an 
administrative agency.  

Representations  In the context of the Gambling Act representations are either positive statements of support or 
negative objections which are made in relation to a licensing application. Representations must be 
made in time, e.g. during a designated notice period.  

Responsible authority 
(authorities)  

Responsible authorities (RAs) are agencies which have been appointed by the Gambling Act or 
regulations to fulfil a designated role during the licensing process. RAs must be sent copies  
of all licensing applications and have the power to make representations about such  
applications.  RAs also have the power to ask for licences to be reviewed. 

Skill machine / Skill 
with prizes machine  

The Act does not cover machines that give prizes as a result of the application of pure skill by players. 
A skill with prizes machine is one on which the winning of a prize is determined only by the player’s 
skill – any element of chance imparted by the action of the machine would cause it to be a gaming 
machine. An example of a skill game would be trivia game machines, popular in pubs and clubs, 
which require the player to answer general knowledge questions to win cash prizes.  
 

Spread betting  A form of investing which is more akin to betting, and can be applied either to sporting events or to 
the financial markets. Spread betting is regulated by the Financial Services Authority.  

Stake  The amount pledged when taking part in gambling activity as either a bet, or deposit to the bank or 
house where the house could be a gaming machine.  

Statement of principles 
document  

A document prepared by the Authority which outlines the areas that applicants need to consider 
before applying for gaming permits.  

Table gaming  Card games played in casinos.  
Tote  "Tote" is short for Totaliser, a system introduced to Britain in 1929 to offer pool betting on racecourses.  
Track  Tracks are sites (including horse tracks and dog tracks and stadia) where races or other sporting 

events take place 
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